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5"2"2 Agricurturar Research and Extensiou

prograrnnes

The government of Bangladesh has for severar years
pursued an agricultural strategy that has ernphasized
the
promotion of high-yierding varieties (Hyvs) of paddy
(Jansen
1'987, 257) ' while these activities have led to an
expansion
of the area devoted to modern varieties, and higher average
yields, the benefits of the strategy have not been
eguarry
distributed through rural society: rrn short we have shown
that it' is the werr-to-do and rich who gain (from
the
government's Hyv strategy) both by the increased
output and by
obtaining access to the scarce resources of the inpu¡s,,
(Jansen L987 258). Furthermore, the productÍon-oriented
'
strategy has failed to generate sufficient employment
in
agriculture, which is reflected in stagnant rural wages.
This
means the irnpact on landless and land-poor househor_ds
is
nininal.
since the r-970s there has been a growing,awareness that
agricurtural technologies must be designed with the needs
and
constraints of the resource-poor farm househord in mind
(Bebbington and Farrington, chambers i-g7}). Technorogies
,
developed in this manner wirr be more likeIy adoptabre
by the

rural poor.

in Bangtacresh have, until quite recentry,
atternpted to work in this area. one of the few NGos
in
Bangladesh that continues to work in agricurture research
and
extension, and has evaruated its efforts is Mennonite centrar
NGos
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committee (Mcc). rn two gualitative surveys of crop adoption
it was found that farmers in the MCC working area had tended

to adopt severar ner¡ crops, crop varieties, and,/or fertilizer
practices (these included, sweet potato, soybean, fierdpea,
vegetables, and BR-l-L a high-yierding rice variety) at a
greater rate than a control group (Buckland and Kumar Kar
L988 236; Buckrand L9B7 | 248). rn another study reporting on
'
monitoring data of MCC,s extension prograrnme, it was found
that household income had increased by an average of almost
ten percent through new varieties of vegetables and using more
intensive management practices (Buckland and Kumar Kar 19g9,
81). rn both of these cases, technology adoption was not
dependent on the economic position of the adopter.2
5.2.3 Fishery

in Bangradesh have attenpted to increase the
productivity of an often under-utirized asset and
simultaneously improve the economic position of its
participants through improvements to local pond fish curture
practices. Data on impact of NGo fÍshery progranmes are
highty anecdotal and rery prirnarily on case studies and
research reports. one case study found a cost-benefit ratio
NGos

zThe

first case stated here involved the adoption
technologies in the vicinity of a research station. ïn thisof nevr
for most technologies, there was no correlation between".=",
adoption and 1_a-ndholdings. rn the latter case, the technologie-s
"roi

hrere

specifically extended to resource-poor farmers.
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of 1:3.3, for an on-farm triar of seasonar cultivation of Nile
tilapia (Gupta i,992, 124) . proshika monitoring data show that
the 548 ponds controlled by 49ss of its group members under
pisciculture up to June Lgg2 led to a net profit of 35.4
percent (Mr. Rahman, Proshika Fisheries Programme Coordinator,
personaì- interview, septernber 29, 1,992) .
one BR.AC study
reported the positive net income on average for different
types of fishery practices they had introduced to their
participants, which presented below (Tabte 5.7).
Tabl-e 5.7 Net rncome for

Carp culture
Nilotica culture
Fingerling culture

:

Fish culture projects,

of
Number of
Participants
Ponds

Net

L850
n. av.
2L4

93

Nurnber

Type of Project
(Tkldecimal )

Source

BRÀ,c

588
309
L68

l_990

fncome

t76
l_93

, 26 .
n.av. = data not available
BRÀC
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5.2.4 Poultry and Livestock

in Bangladesh are involved in the poultry sector
largery because this is an asset that its target group usuarly
owns. There have been attempts to introduce more systematic
NGos

vaccinations and introduce irnproved management practices and
ne$r breeds of both chickens and ducks. Beside a few case
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studies and brief research reports, the onry avaílable study
looking at the impact of these progiranmes looks aÈ BRACTs
pourtry progranme. The surveyrs sampre size is guite small,
but the resurts are instructive. The 34 partícipants that
reared non-traditional varieties of chicks on average reported
a loss while the nine contror participants that reared
traditionar chicks reported a profit (BRÀc l-989, 10).
NGo efforts in the extension of other rivestock are only
a recent phenomenon. studies to date are linited to reports
of on-farm triars: results suggest positive economic returns.
5.2.5 Sericulture
No ex-post studies were available on the success of

NGo

sericulture interventions. However, in an evaruation of
BRAC's progra¡nme, some ex-ante calculations r¡rere done to
estimate the types of returns that courd be expected to
silkworrn rearing. The resurts showed a rate of return of 2g.6
percent t ot Tk 50 per day return to rabour (sinchaisri and
sinha L992, L4). Both results suggest that sericurturers
potentiat is good3.
The success of sector progranmes as indicated in
evaluations and monitoring reports has thus far been mixed.
35ee section 7.4 for a more conplete discussion of
the
benefits and costs of sericulture.
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Most on-farm research trials

report positive economic returns.
However, there is evidence that once these technologies are
extended the results are not arways positive. Also, there
have been no efforts so far to evaluate the efficiency of
these types of interventions: rooking at the cost compared
with the irnpact. other than the case of irrigation
prograrnmes, there alsu has been rittle

effort to carculate

indirect benefits from these progranmes.
NGo efforts at sector interventions are relatively ner{¡.
only a few NGos in Bangradesh have been involved in particurar
sectors for long periodsa. Even Èhese NGos have not made
great strides in determíning the impact and efficiency of
their efforts.
5.3

NGos

ãbirity to Target Their Efforts To¡rards tbe poor

Another of the NGo articres of faith is that they are
good at reaching the poorest section of society (Tendler
1982). NGos usualÌy maintain that they are more effective
than government organizations at reaching the poor. This fact

is often explained due to the higher motivations of the NGo
staff compared with civil servants whether due to altruism or
4Às was mentioned

above, Proshika MUK has been involved since
irrigation.
BRAC started working in sericuii,rr" in Lsi¿-,
and Proshika MUK worked with erÍculture from i-g77, and. switched
into sericulture Ín L984. Mcc has been involved in many aspects of
grop and vegetable agriculture since the early L970s. Both MCC and
RDRS have bee¡ heavily involved in manual irrigation technology
developrnent since the late t-970s.
1-980_in
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the superior financial remuneration (Robinson 199j-, L2g) | and
their indif ference to the existing rural poi^rer structures.
Tendrer finds this point contentious, and argues that
they may work v¡ith poor people, but NGos have been moving away
from a focus on the 'poorest of the poorr. Tendler arg.ues
that as the NGo focus has shifted from rerief towards
development, rerativery better-off segments of the poor have
been focused on. This follows because to pursue a more
developmentar approach with an accent on economic development,
the NGo project must attempt to increase the productivity of
househord assets (whether rand, labour, or capital).
The
greater the lever of initiar househol_d assets, the easier is
the NGo's job. rn other words, ân NGo can be far more
successful increasing the income of a farm household with one
hectare of land versus a househol-d with only o.l_o hectares.
The greater the number and varieties of household assets, the
easier it is for the NGO to be ,effectiver:
The new development focus on income-earning
activities, in sum, is a commendabÌe transition
away from the perception of the poor as fit only
for charity. Just when thís attempt to treat the
poor as producers has sometimes resulted in the
inadvertent exclusion of the poorest from the neh¡
production-oriented projects - reading furr circre
back to a perception of the poorest as unreachabre
(Tendler L982, 56).

et al. (l-98s, 16) studied 32 NGo projects
sponsored by the cornmission of the European community, and
concluded that the resurts on targeting the poor are guite
De crombrugghe
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mixed. sometimes projects clearly discriminated positively
towards the poor. However there r{rere many cases where the
poorest were not the primary beneficiaries, and some cases
where the poor v¡ere actualry discriminated against (De
cronbrugghe et aI. 1985, 15). other evaruations have been
more positive of NGo results in this area: a crDA evaruation
of canadian NGos found that in generar NGos did focus their
efforts on the rural poor and women (crDA r-986, vi); a u.s.
ArD study argued that reaching the poor was one strength of
NGOs

(U.S. ÀrD l_986, 4).

of the raison dretres of NGOs is to work with the
poor. However, specifying who exactly the poor are is guite
complicated. The different specifications of the poor help
explain the mixed results outlined above.
This complexity is an anathema for fierd staff who are
often reguired to make guick decisions to maintain their
performance. A simple rure is generally developed which
arlows the fierd staff to guickly deJ_ineate its target group
v¡ithin a village. The rule generalry specifies the maximum
amount of land a participant can orrrn. other variabres used,
sometimes on their ov/n, sornetimes in some combination,
included rice serf-sufficiency (RSS), number of person-days
per year the family selrs their labour, and the value of nonOne

l-and assets.
A study of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh found that onry
four percent of bank members ferl outside the stated target
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group, and concluded that the bank had successfully targeted
the poor (Hossain 1988, 9). rn another study of several NGo
and government prograrnmes, it was found that non-target group

participants made up between s-30 percent of the actuar
membership surveyed, and. concluded that government
organizations had fewer non-target group participants
(Jahangir Àram 1988, 34). However, this author fails to
mention the fact thaÈ the NGos define their target group more
rigorously and so that even if more of their participants farl
outside their own target group, they stilr may on average be
poorer than the government organizations, participants5.
rn another comparative study a conmon specification of
the target group vras used when comparing the NGos and
government organizations (Mustafa ÀIam l,9gB). Here the
delineation r¡as made using land and other assets. rt v¡as
found the Grameen Bank fared the best concerning participants
farling within the cornmon definition of target group, forlowed
by BRÀ'c, BMET (Bangladesh Bureau of Manpower Ernployment and
Training), and BSCrc (Bangladesh smalr and cottage rndustries
corporation). Both GB and BRÀc did substantiarly better than
the other two government orgranizations (BMET and BSCrc). with
5For example, BRDB(Rpp) (the Rural poor programme
of the
Bangladesh Rural- Development Board) specifies their tãrget group as
househords with landholding Ìess than 0.5 acres. -ThuÉ påtty
traders with significant no_n-Iand productive assets are pait oi
this target group, ês are farrn houleholds that
double or- triple
crop on their land. BRÀ,c and proshika state that
participants must seII at minimum t-00 person-days of labourtn-eir
each
year thereby avoiding this problem.
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the exception of the Grameen Bank, there is evidence, that NGos
work wÍth a poorer group on average than do government
organizations.
Hasan used principar occupation to detect whether Nco
progranme participants in his study v¡ere indeed poor. He
concl-uded that 60-20 percent of the participants $¡ere poor
(Hasan l-985, 26L). A BIDS study found that both NGos and
government organizations tended to attract participants that
either fetr just below or just above the target group ceiring:

rrthe poorer among the target group and the richer among the
non-target have stayed ar^ray from the programmesr (BIDS l-990,

72). This has been confirmed by other studies (see Mustafa
Àlam l-988 , 8rì l{hite l-991 , toz) . one auÈhor conmented on the
dil-ernma faced by NGOs in this way:
There is a tendency for NGos to represent their
clients as poorer than they actualry are. rn all
the four cases, NGO clients are not, in the main,
from amongst the poorest. This reflects a dilemma
that faces NGos. on the one hand, their legitimacy
rests on their working with the rpoorest
the
poorrr. On the other hand, the NGOs areofunder
pressure to produce results (?ühite l_99j_ | 1-O2) .

rn his study of Latin American NGos, carrorrrs findings
support this claim: the poorest of the poor are generarry not
NGo members (carrolI L992, 67) . However, he points out that
the NGos he looks at are principally active in incomegeneration efforts.
rf, instead, NGos that are active in
education, health t ot woments rights l/ere considered, the
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results $¡oul-d be dif ferent (carroll tgg2 , 7s). carroll
advocates direct ernployment schemes to employ the poor as wage
labourers as one possible solution.
NGos have strong reasons to prefer to work wÍth members
of their target group who are relatively better-off.
rn
practice this seems to have occurred. There are al-so reasons
why the poorest will avoid NGo progranmes. As wilr be seen in
chapter 6t very poor peopre are often unwilling to take the
rísk of taking out a loan from an NGo for fear of being unabre
to repay it,. Thus any positive benefits accruing to the
poorest will depend on indirect mechanisms, either through Èhe
labour market or other growth linkages.
5.4

NGOs

Àbility to Target poor

Women

egually inportant issue regarding the effectíveness of
NGos to target the poor is their ability to work with v/omen.
since s¡omen in many societies make up the burk of the poorest
of the poor, obviously they are a very important group to
Àn

consider. The resurts here are also mixed, but likely not as
positive than the results associated with reaching the poor in
general. Brodhead and Herbert-copley (LgBB I LzB) in their
study of canadian NGos found that 49 percent of the projects
made a deliberate effort to involve vJomen as beneficiaries
and/or staff, while 46 percent of projects incruded speciar
v¡omen's cornponents, but only 3 3 percent invorved them in
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progranme design.

These authors found that NGo progranmes

invorve v¡omen in onry traditional roIes, and argues this is,
in part, explained by the doninance of mal-es in NGo management
positions.

In a CIDA study, it was found that one-fifth of the
projects studied were specificarly directed towards hromen,
while 46 percent provided direct benefits for women and 42
percent provided some indirect benefits for women (crDA L9g6,

55). rrFor the majority of the projects, beneficial effects
for women r,¡ere perceived as moderate and indirect, largely a
trickre-down from the overarl beneficial effects of the
projects on the communityr (CIDA L986, 55).
De crombrugghe et aI. found that NGo projectrs impact on
women was somewhat

sporadic:

It is also likeIy that other projects may have had
a negative inpact upon women. It has ireguently
proved to be the case, for example, that a
transition to cash cropping can mean more work for
women, but higher disposable income with which men
can satisfy their own consumption requirements.
Possibly, project management, was sensitive to such
sítuations, and organized in a way that prevented
them from arising (i-995, 17).
rn Bangladesh, as v¡as seen in chapter three, there has
been substantiar effort by some NGos (and the Grarneen Bank) to
target, women. Today a large and growing share of Nco
participants are women. what is ress clear, hov¡ever, is
whether these women benefit in a more significant way than if
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it was their husbands r.¡ho were the participants. This issue
relates to how the benefits are distributed among the
household nembers. rt has been argued that female
participants benefit less than mare participants because the
NGo is not dearing with the underlying uneguar social system:
Nc9 progranmes thus reproduce a famíly werfare
orientation for women, with a stronger economic
emphasis for men. I^Ihi1e there are exceptions,
there is a clear tendency for projects for wómen to
be less funded than those- fór men. Income
generation- projects for women use predorninantly
very sirnpre technology, are intendeä to providè
supplementary, rather than major sources of -income,
and involve participation in Lhe narket at onry the
lowest rung, where women rnay produce more goodè but
have 1ittle control over their disposaL (white
1-991_, l-04 ) .

whiÌe NGos have been successfur in increasing the
percentage of their participants who are femare, it is less
clear if this has changed much within the household. The fact
that the woman is now the recipient of the credit does not
necessarily mean that the underrying cultural pressures have
been dealt with. As was discussed in section 2.6, !.¡omen face
substantial pressures that impoverish them. These pressures
originate both from without and within the household. Most
NGos in Bangladesh do not deal with the intra-household
ineguarities, but simply attenpt to irnprove the position of
the entire family. Thus, the impact of Nco interventions
tends to be more a change in degree of poverty as opposed to
a change in guality.
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Having said this, there is evidence that femare
participants perceive their position as having inproved since
joining the NGo: "whiIe at field visits we observed a srow
but profound change in attitude, behaviour and status of rural
poor v¡omen being brought out by their participation in group

activitiest'
5.5

(Jahangir Alam Lg8g, 85).

NcOs and

Participatory

Development

Another of the so-carled articles of faith is that

NGo

interventions are not just a means to the end of social,
economic, and political
improvement. rt is generarly
maintained that the process of getting there is as important.
The mobilization of the poor to help themsel_ves will
ultimately resurt in true development. The poor then, become
more than just objects, but are actively involved in the
process. Hyden (i-983) argues that participation of the poor
is the key ingredient nissing in the fairure of development in
post-colonial Africa.
Throughout the literature on NGos, one finds nuch praise
for them in their promotion indigenous ,se1f-help, (e.g., see
Masoni l-985, 38). David Korten (Lggz, !47) argues greater
emphasis shourd be praced on NGos in the totar deveropment
effort because of their abirity to promote ,peopre-centredt
development.

However, it has been argued that arthough some NGos rnay

tL7
emphasize local participation,

it is not arways the case:

Yet, there is st,irl rittre evidence to show that
their (NGOrs) perception of the peoplers deeper
curtural and existential aspirations- goes beyänd
the significant concept of 'Ëarget popuiation=-r...
As such, their views on the ultirnate goals of
development as an instrument giving
the
privilege of ,developing, others areãorne
seldom
basically different from those of other dominant
governmental organizations (Rahnerna L995, 69).
Fowler's argument that NGos have only a potential
comparative advantage over government organJ-zations with
respect to promoting participatory development is interesting.
Fowler (L988, 10) states this is because they are not reguired
to organize along standard governmentar bureaucratic lines.
Thus NGos are better able to develop fewer non-authoritarian
structures in relating to the rurar poor, essentialry because
they do not need to 'controlr them. However, Fowler argues
thÍs potential- advantage is often not real_ized.
Tendler (L982, 15) finds that, Nco projects vary
considerably r¡ith respect to their development styles. she
finds that there are three basic participatory styres: (1)
genuine representative, (2) top-down sensitive NGo, and (3)
local-elite decision-making. Tendler points out that many Nco
projects in her study do not fit, into the first category
(i.e., they are not trury participatory), and finds that
decision-making is often dominated by either the NGo staff, or
particurarly in projects that contain an
local elites.
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element of technology development, Tendler found, that the
decision-making is of the second category. rn these cases the
NGo faces a dilen¡na between greater participation of the
target group, and Ëhe development of the specialized knowledge

required for technology development. rn other q¡ords, where
speciarized technical knowledge is required, with a lirnited
NGo budget, fewer generalists wirr be hired; and. it is the
generalists who are the rink between the Nco and the
community.

rn one study of Latin American NGos, carrolr (1992, 79)
concluded that the NGos did better in their abirity to provide
services to the poor, than they did in their ability to
invorve them directly in the decision-naking. Hov¡ever, he
concludes that most of the NcOs he sampled:
...have acquired an operational styre that reries
on knowredge of rocal practices aha customs and
involves a continual ãialogue with beneficiary
groups. As a result, the rural services
performeá
and facilities estabrished tend to be cãrnpatible
with the existing socioeconomic system and more
readily adapted and internalized... (1-gg2, 79)
Brodhead and Herbert-copley found that the evidence on

participatory deveropment is mixed. rn their own
research of 5l- canadian NGo projects they foundr 'in 22
percent of the cases there $¡as essentialry no participation of
beneficiaries; in za percent a low level of participation; in
36 percent a moderate level; and in only l_B percent a high
NGos and
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level of participationrr (Brodhead and Herbert-copley l_988,
120). They further point out that one reason for a low level
of participaÈion is the fact that expatriate managers are not
strongly guarified to promote a participatory development
process (l-988, l,2t).

rn a study of four British-oDA sponsored Ncos in
Bangradesh, white found that NGos are more participatory than
giovernment organizations ([,Ihit,e ]-99L, j-oB). one indicator she
noted was the less formal- relationship between NGo personner
than with government progranme personnel on the part of the
poor. white concludes with a statement on the rerationship
between NGO size and its abil_ity to be participatory:
lt'wo of the ways in which NGOs are often claimed to
be more participatory than official progranmes are
their relatively snall size and l_ocaI oiientation.
This s.tudy shows that in practice the tendency for
NGOs in Bangtadesh is to become large scale and
nationally based. It is perhaps no- coincidence
that it was the smalIest, newest NGO with the
strongest loca1 links (cKT) that seemed able to
respond with most flexibility
to the part,icular

needs of thg poor in the area.
Taking a
pessimistic view, this rnight suggest that the cósts
of success as an NGO - growth - are the underrnining
of the very factors that underlay its effectivenesã
in the first place (White 1991-, LO9).

Looking at a srightry different but rerated question,
several studies have attenpted to detennine the reason for the
success of different projects.
Morss et ar. (L976) and
Barclay et aI. (L979) both found that the participation of the
target population in the project was the key ingredient to the
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success of the intervention.

Moreover, Morss found that of

the NGo and official projects evaruated, it was the NGo
projects that were more successful (see sornmer Lg77, B7). De
,projects may succeed
crombrugghe eÈ al. concruded that:
without the intended beneficiaries being actively involved ín
needs identification, but almost inevitabry faíl where they
are excluded from the initial planning phaseil (De crombrugghe
et aI. l-985 , 24) .
As wÍth conclusions reached above with respect to other
articles of faith, the record here is rnixed, and so must be
the conclusion. while there are clear reasons why NGos coul_d
potentially
be more participatory
than government
organizations, there is a range of experiences. This author
would agree with white (l-991-), in her evaluation that NGos in
Bangladesh are more participatory, ât rninimum, to the extent
that they maintain less formal ties with their target group
than do government organizations. By their very nature, these
less formar relations allow for greater exchange between NGo
staff and their crients. Horvever, there are certainly some
cases where NGos fit more crosely into Tendrerrs top-down
sensitive category.
rt is interesting thatr âs with l{hite, Tendler (L982)
notes that as NGos start to expand and develop more
sophisticated progranmes, their
ability
to promote
participatory development may suffer.
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5.6 Sustainability of

NcOs and

Their projects

significant
controversy revorves around the
sustainabirity of NGos and their projects. some argue that
this is a strength of NGo projects, while others argue that,
in fact, this is a weakness. There are three levers at which
this notion of sustainabirity can be considered. The first
level relates to whether the NGos themselves are sustainable;
the second level dears with whether the projects that NGos set
up are sustainable. The finar revel relates to whether the
benefits obtained by the NGo participants are sustainabre if
they discontinue participation with the NGO.
rn terms of organizationar sustainabirity, several
observers (carroll i-ggz; Brodhead and Herbert-copley 1989)
have pointed out that NGos have their origins in some cases
from the Lgth century, although most secular organizations
have their roots in the early to middre part of this century.
I{ith or without government support, more Èhan rikery they wirl
be around for a long time into the future. whether they
continue to receive significant and grovring funding frorn donor
governments will likery be decided by the perception of their
effectiveness in the next severar years. Àt present the
perception is that NGos are effective agents for promoting
development, and are therefore sustainable.
using some sirnple arithmetic, one BIDS study concluded
that cost of expanding NGo operations to cover alt the poor in
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Bangradesh r¡ould not be excessively expensive.
They
determined this by sirnpry murtiplying the per capita cost of

Tk 400 for NGo interventions by the approximate five nirrion
poor househords in Bangladesh. The resulting total cost of Tk

2 bil-lion per annum works out to be only four percent of the
current annuar development budget of the GoB and thus is
argued to be sustainable (BIDS l-990, 66). rt is possible that
donor agencies will be wirling to shift resources increasingly

to NGos. However, there is no guarantee that sirnply
replication of NGo interventions will lead to a one-for-one
increase ín partícipant benefitsó. Most rikely the quality of
the efforts wourd suffer in the face of rapid d.onor-induced
replication or scaling-up7.
Jahangir Al-am (L9gg, l-oo) points out that inevitably,
some sort of subsidy is reguired for any poverty alreviation
progranme, and concludes that as long as foreign donors are
interested, these prograrnmes are sustainable. Likery at the
organizationar level NGos are sustainabre if they are
successfur in alleviating poverty. rt is to the extent that
órhis simple calculation makes the assumption that there
are
constant returns to scale in the delivery of l¡CO services. One
argument could be made that as NGOs become more experienced and
professional in their work then economies of
scale- will
Another argument states that as NGos become increasingly occur.
large,
they become more bureaucratized and less participatãry. rúis
lhen
leads to a reduction in their impact and theretore naÎ<es tñen 1ess
efficient.
TNot to mention the problem of
displacement which wi1l become
increasingly binding, particularly ai credit interventions
are
fYrther replicated. This will be deaLt with more fully in chapter
eight.
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they are successful at this that donor agencies wilI continue
to be interested in financially supporting them.
Grameen Bank has been abre to attract funding, in part
because of the high guality of its work. However, one
comprehensive study found that, in spite of breaking even, the

not sustainable because it depended on l_owinterest roans from IFAD (The rnternational Fund for
Agricultural Development) (Hossain l_9gB , 7s). The Grameen
Grameen Bank r¡as

Bank would noÈ be sustainable as an organization

without some
type of subsidy. rt was estimated that the interest charged
to participants would have to increase frorn the current L6
percent per annum to 26 percent íf the Grameen Bank were to be
able to break-even (Hossain r-98g, 7s; yaron rgg4, 59)8.
BRAC' among the NGos vre wilr consid.er in this study,
seems to have done the most planÍng about future progranme
sustainabirity. Besides financing approximately 3o percent of
its annuar budget with income from its own investmentse (BRj\c
1-991-a) , BRAC prans to turn over its
Rurar Deveropment
Programme (RDp) offices to its Rural credit programme (Rcp)
after the former have been working for approximatery four
sThis is considerably better perforrnance
than that of NGos,
principally because NGo costs
accoùnt for rnany more services than
the Grameen Bank's. Às we shall observe in ¿halptå;
BRAg
=i* n"ro,o,
and Proshika respectivel.y, cover between 6-1 percent,
of
their
operating budget costs wilrr interest income frorn theii r";"Ñi;;
loan fund.
eProshika also has commercial
investments designed to improve
agency's self-sufficiency.
Data was not available on their
fh"
income from these investments.
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years in each area. The RCp is intended to be serf:-supported
through interest income and investments (Lovelr lgg2, L6l-).

offices are to be transferred to the RCp once outstanding
loans to participants are worth approxinately Tk seven nrillion

RDP

. This should go far in providing for the
sustainability of BRAC,s credit operations. For fiscar year
1991-, the RCP generated a net profit of Tk 17 tg3s,3g7, which
(BRAC l-99La , L4)

represented approximately 40 percent return on its operating

costs. rt is unclear, however, whether the RCp wilr be able
to provide other essential- ingredients for successful sector
j.nterventions, ê.g., inputs, training and extension services,
and access to markets.

with respect to the guestion of project sustainability,
in an early review of severar government and NGo projects
funded by u.s. ArD, Morss et ar. (!976, 33) concluded that
'Ioca1 action' rn/as the most significant factor detennining
whether a project courd be sel-f-sufficient.
This clearly
shows the link between participation of Nco clients in the
short-run, and sustainabirity of projects in the long-run.
rn a crDA evaruation it was found that 33- percent of the
NGo projects had obtained a significant degree of financial
and adrninistrative independence to the point where they no
ronger need outside assistance (crDA L986, 4L). of those crDA
projects that v¡ere not serf-sufficient, they !,¡ere prinarily
limited by financial issues (qtd. in Brodhead and Herbertcopley l-988, L08). rn another study of canadian NGos, it was
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found that 53 percent of those projects reviewed could likery
be wholry or substantiarly independently sustained, following

the withdrawar of external- support; whire 43 percent of the
projects had littre chance of survivÍng without continued
long-term financial support (Brodhead and HerberÈ-coprey 1988,
L07). Thirty-seven percent of the non-sustainable cases were
due to inabirity to cover costs, whire 1g percent were due to
inadeguate management (Brodhead and Herbert-copley L9g8 , Lo7).

rt was found that the unsustainabi_lity of projects relates to
three primary weaknesses: (1) general orientation to
minirnizing costs versus increasing income sources, (2)
unanticipated external- forces (e.g., naturar disasters), and
(3) weakness in project design, monitoring, and evaluation
(Brodhead and Herbert-Copley l_998, L09).

Hursh-cesar points ouË that NGo projects are unrikery
sustainable because they generalry cannot cover their costs.
Furthermore they are not replicabre because they rely on

highly localized inputs, such as motivated staff (u.s.

ArD

l_986, 6) .

et al. argue that the factors that decide
the viability of a project, among others, include: (1) whether
Ínputs are locally available, (2) if rnarkets for the projectrs
product are easy to find, (3) the motivaÈion of the
beneficiaries, (4) whether beneficiaries have received the
reguisite technicar skirl-s, (5) whether local managenent
capacity exists or is developed (De cronbrugghe et al. 19g5,
De crornbrugghe
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L2). These are obvious important factors in deternining not
onry irnmediate viabiliÈy, but also long-run sustainabitity of
proj ects.

Robinson's (l-991-, L33) rndia study stresses an important
point, that the success of a completery nevr activity with

respect to eventual impact and sustainabirity is far more
linited than the success of an activity that the crients are
already familiar wíth. white (1991, t!z) finds that two of
the four Ncos she evaruated in Bangradesh are likery
sustainable, and concludes this is due to the following
factors:
(i.) they have modest objectives, (2) they are
appropriate to the clients, denand.s, (3) they extend rather
than reprace existing activities, and (4) they are oriented to
the individual household instead of a collective.
Tendler (]-982) makes the point that NGo projects would
probably fare better in an evaluation if the expectations lrere
not so high. Here, one wourd have to ask whether arl Nco
projects have actually been designed with the expectation that
they would ultirnately become independent. For some types of
projects, for example income-generating activities, this would
be a likeIy goal. However, for other types of projects, for
instance, a hearth and nutrition education project, it is
unlikely that it $¡as ever hoped the project itself would
become independent.

Fowrer argues that it is the withdrawal stage of the

intervention which is the criticar

NGo

stage in determining the
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sustainability of a project is the reast-wel-I documented and
so concrusions are hard to make (Fowler i_9gg , ].6). rn a BIDS
study, it was reported that as many as gz percent of the
respondents clairned NGo withdrawal would lead to a negative
impact on their economic well-beíng (BIDS l-990 , Lgz). There

are very few actual studies looking at former NGo
participants' situation. A reason for the lack of research in
this area is that most NGos do not have a systematic plan
whereby they will ultirnately leave a region after achieving
certain objectives.
The only study avairabre which looks at the ex-Nco
participants' situation hras one undertaken for Mennonite
central committee's agriculture extension prograrnme (Musser
l-993). Mcc had been working with rural househords in the
greater Noakhali region in Bangradesh from i_983, and.
discontinued work in parts of that region after four years, in
l-986. The study !¡as undertaken in Lggz-i-gg3, roughly six
years after MCC ended its efforts in those regions.
The resurts suggest that ex-MCC farm households have
maintained levers of income above what they had before joining
the MCC progranme, with crop incorne being roughly 25 percent
higher than what it wourd have been without the Mcc
intervention. Hov¡ever, income resulting from MCC projects,
which principally invorved vegetable cultivation but also
modern variety paddy cultivation, was 22 percent rower than
the maximum income received in the third year of the
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prograrnme- This is possibly the result of climatic
differences, however, Musser finds that ex-MCC participating
farmers located in one region (the char region of greater
Noakhali district) have continued to do as werr, íf not
better, than in the past, while farmers in two other regions
are no'¡ doing not as well as when they v¡ere still
participating in the MCC progranme. He argues that one main
reason for this difference is that the char farmers stilr have
access to high quality MCC vegetable seed and occasional
visits from MCC extensionists, while the farmers in the other
two regions do not. while the farmers in the other two
regions have retained a certain amount of the nev¡ technical
knowledge learned from Mcc, Musser argues that periodic visits
by Mcc extensionists would be beneficiar to thern. Musser
concludes that MCC should put greater energy into establishing
indigenous seed supply networks.

5.7 Innovation and professionalism
Ànother of the articres of faith is that NGos are more
innovative than government agencies (see, crDÀ r-9g6, iv; u.s.
ArD l-986, 5) . This is seen as a particularly irnportant

attribute for things such as appropriate technology
developrnent. Farrington and Biggs (undat,ed) deverop an
agricultural research-extension model that encompasses both
Nco and government efforts to develop technologies that can
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benefit the poor. rMultiple sources of innovation' is the
term coined for a strategy that reries on the technical
competence of nationar and international agencies with the
grass-roots focus of NGOs. They argue for a movement ar^ray
from the rinear moder of technology deveropment, which
involves little
participation by the urtimate intended
beneficiary (in this case poor farm househords): rNcos,
flexibility
in choosing their subject area, the sources of
inforrnation on which to draw, the vehicle of communication and
their clientele give them a potentialry important and
independent rore in information exchanger (Farrington and
Biggs undated, 9).
However, like most of the articres of faith, the resurts

of different evaluations are very mixed. rn his review of
four British-oDA sponsored NGos, Robinson concludes that there
are examples of NGo innovation, rhov,¡ever, in the main, the
four NGos were not especiarly innovative as a group, but they
hrere willing to experiment and can accommodate nev¡ j-deas
relatively guickrytt (Robinson r-99i- , LzB). rn Tendlerrs (lgf,z,
LL4) review of several

files with u.s. ArD, she found that
while some NGos are clearly very innovative many of then are
not. However, in the area of srnalr-business credit, Tendler
(i-982 1-14) points out that NGos have been very innovative.
'
Farrington and Biggs (undated) point to the area of
participatory agriculturar research where NGos are often
innovative. Many other examples can be found in Bangladesh.
NGo
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Based on repayment rates, the Grameen Bank/BRAC/proshika

innovative method of credit extension to the rurar poor is
considered a great success story. Both BRÀc and proshika have
developed successfur sector interventions in agriculturar
irrigation and sericulture. MCC was successfur in deveLoping
a row-cost manual irrigation pump, the Rower pump for smalt to
medium farmers, and developed a technorogy to tap drinking
water under ponds for areas that would otherwise reguire a
deep tubewel1. RDRS developed its own manuar irrigation pump
when it introduced the Treadle pump for, and has also
developed a row-cost drinking water pump. There are numerous
other examples of innovation in Bangladesh and thus the
evidence indicates that NGos have been experimental and
successful in innovation.
rn the literature,

technical and managerial capacity is
most commonry considered a weakness of NGos. For instance,
many anarysts argue for greater emphasis on monitoring and
evaluation (see, Dê crornbrugghe l-985, 4oi Fowl-er L9g8,- u.s.
ArD L986, 6). Brodhead and Herbert-copley ( j-988, l-53) point
out that presently NGo management style is predominantry
'crisis management, in nature.
There are important exceptions to this situation. BRAC
in particurar has developed an exceptional reputation. one
observer, reporting on an evaluation undertaken by a Dutch
donor team of BRACts rnanagement commented: ,BR-AC has
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demonstrated that

in the execution of its objectives,
management technigues have been applied of a guality revel
comparable with international standards. . . BR-A,C has nanaged to
build up a kind of organization and management style that is
widely and justry adnired for its smooth running and
efficiency" (Love11 t992, LL7) .
Professionarism will- no doubt continue to develop due to
both the scal-ing-up process and donor pressure. However,
whether this change wil-l have some effect on the abirity of
the organization to promote participatory development is
unclear. Professionalism has its own dynanic, which draws an
individual's attention away from the people they are trying to
herp and towards things such as maintaining professional
standards, and keeping up with the latest techniques deemed
useful by the profession. Evidence on this point is uncrear
in the literature.
rn her review of several British oDA-funded NGos in
Bangladesh, white (L991-, Lo9) concluded that the scaring-up of
NGo prograrnmes potentiarly laid the foundation for their
dernise as for effectiveness. white points out that it is the
NGos' ability to foster participation among its crients that
will decide the ultimate success of its effort.s. Growing
professionarism, which is in part, the result, of scaling-upr
potentially acts as a barrier to NGo client participation.
However, Brodhead and Herbert-copley found that growing
tprofessional' competence among NGo personnel does not have to
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mean

a movement away from participatory approaches:
The contradiction between a participatory program
philosophy and an authoritarian management style
creates difficulties for volunt,ary organizations.
While encouraging participation may be more
difficult
and undoubtedly require different
nanagrement tools
than a more technocratic
approach, it is central to a developrnent agencyrs
capacity to extend participation overseas and
foster cooperation at home.
And while
participation,...is
not always a conditÍon of
success for developrnent projects, it is often the
key to long-term sustainability (Brodhead and
Herbert-Copley l-988, l-53) .

5.8

gunmary

rn summary, benefit-outray ratios of NGos and government
organizations are guite simíIar until considerat,ion is made of
the non-ç[uantifiable benefits of the NGO prograrnmes (e.g.,
literacy, consciousness-raising), and the implicit costs of
government progranmes (e.9., non-repayment of credit).
T{hen
these are accounted for, the NGo progranmes deriver more than
do eguivalent government progranmes. As far as sector
interventions are concerned, excepting irrigation progra¡nmes,
Iittle research has been done to systernatically evaluate their
impact. !{hat evidence there is indicates these types of
interventions are Less successfur in raising the incomes of
the participants than strict credit extension.
There is evidence that Tendlerrs contention that NGOs are
moving a$¡ay from working r¿ith the poorest of the poor to carry
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out more 'developmental' methodologies is true to a point. In
general NGOs do work with the poor, but they are not

necessarily entirely from the bottom fifth guintíIe. NGOs
ability to target women is less successful, although recently
NGOs in Bangladesh have been attenpting to increase the
percentage of female participants.
Participation by the beneficiaries in the planning and
rnanagement of NGo progranmes is a questionable claim,
particularly with sector progranmes, but there is evidence of
adaptive innovation by NGOs at least in Bangladesh. The
guestion of sustainability is more difficult to get ât, and
clearly reguires more research. The fact that some NGOs do
appear more effÍcient than some government organizations
should go far in ensuring their own sustainability.
The
sustainability of NGO projects is dependent on many
interrelated factors including, the participation of their
beneficiaries in management, access to sources of input supply
and markets, level of technology. Whether upon the shutting
down of an NGO progranme the participants v¡iII continue as
usual is unclear. The one study discussed by Musser
suggests that NGOs must establish the appropriate
infrastructure if their efforts are to have a lasting irnpact
after the NGO has left.
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5.9 Elpotbeses Tested
This chapter ends the discussion of rerevant background
materiar. The materiar covered in chapters 1-5 provides the
basis for the hypotheses tested in the remaining chapters (68) of this report. Before proceeding, the hypotheses tested,
as well as some of the questions considered for this present
study are stated be1ow.
- Poverty Reacb:

(iJ

rhe first

hypothesis, discussed in chapters four and
five, is that NGo's do not r.¡ork with the poorest section of
society, but that their participants do falr below the
national average in terms of income and wealth,
(ii) a related, subordinate question is to what extent NGO
particÍpants falI within the NGO, s ov¡n target group
definition. Both these issues will be dealt with in chapter
six.

- Distribution of Benefits:
(iii)

The next hypothesis states

that credit prograrnmes reach
a more disadvantaged group than do sector progranmes, because
of the latter's greater asset ownership reguirement.
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(iv) Ànother hypothesis, referred to in chapter 5, considers
if there is a positive relationship between the socio-economic
status of the Nco participant and the benefit they receive
fron the NGo project. Both these issues shall be discussed in
chapter 6.
Inpact and Costs of fncome Generations
(v) Based on the discussion in chapter 4, we shall test the
hypothesis that sector interventions are more profitable and
productive than credit progranmes for the direct NGO
participants. This shall be discussed in chapter 6,
(vi) a subordinate and related hy¡pothesis to be tested is
that sector interventions have stronger second-round or
nultiplier effect than do credít progranmes. This shalt be
considered in chapter g.
(vii) The efficiency of NGo operations shalr be considered IN
chapter seven by comparing operating expenditure to
beneficiary income benefits.
other questions that shall be considered, arbeit in a more
superficial wây, dear v¡ith the participatory nature of Nco
projects (chapter 6), their gender-sensitivity (chapter 6),
and the sustainability of NGO inpact (chapter B).
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6

TEE IMPACT OF NGO INTER\rENTTONS ON PARTICIPA¡¡1T
RE8ULTS FROU THE EOUSEEOLD SURVEY

EOUSEEOLDSs

Having reviewed the literature of NGo evaluations in
chapter five, discussion can now turn to the resur_ts of the
househord survey, the design of which was described in chapter
three. By v¡ay of a brief review, it. will be recar-led that

households hrere randomly selected from three different NGos
using a stratified random sarnplÍng design from a total of

three locations. Respondents provided information as to their
most current year's economic activities (post-intervention),
plus their activities prior to receiving NGo assistance (preintervention) - A contror group was also surveyed using a
cruster sarnpling technigue with regard to theÍr current yearrs
economic activities.

participants rrrere selected from the
following prograrnmesi credít, sericulture, and. irrigation.
The primary focus of this chapter is to compare credit
versus
NGo

sector progranmes using several economic indicators. However,
there will be occasional comparisons made between NGos.
The outline for this chapter is to first rook at the
socio-economic position of the NGo participants:
are they
indeed representatives of the poorest of the poor? This is

followed in secÈion 6.2 by a discussion of the impact of the
intervention on income and employment. In section 6.3, the
hypothesis that there is a positive rerationship between
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socio-economic position and ability

to benefit from the NGo
intervention is discussed. Arong with data on the pre- and
post-intervention economic positions of the NGo participants,
the household survey also contained some gualitative guestions
that will be reported in section 6.4. This is fol-lowed by a
more intensive discussion of the impact of credit on non-farm
activities of the NGO participants.
6.1 Socio-economic position of Nco participants
A so-calIed article of faith of NGos is that they work
with the poorest of the poor. Evidence in chapter five
indicated that NGos do work with poor peopre, arthough likely
not the poorest members of society. Data from this household
study confirm this hypothesis. To deal with this issue asset
holdings and pre-intervention income revels of the NGo
participants have been compared with that of the control
group.

1

rn rural Bangladesh the most important single asset is
land. Landhordings include that which is put to crops
(whether owned, rented or sharecropped), that which is used
for the homestead, and that which is herd as a pond. Average
holdings of these land assets Ì.Jere broken down by intervention
type (Table 6.1). ownership levers were highest for the
lData Ii¡nitations allow only the comparison
of postintervention asset holdings with thät of the control group.

I
irrigation group, followed by the credit and sericurture
groups, and finally the contror group. usuarry the higher
averages of the irrigation group and the rower averages of the
contror group lrere different at the one percent revel of
significance. As for owned land, total cultivated land, and
average pond size, NGo participant levels were at least double
those of the control group. rt is unrikely that this large a
difference has occurred due to the NGo intervention. This
then is the first piece of evidence indicating the NGo
participants are not representatíve of the poorest group in
rural Bangladesh, although it is clearly a poor group.
Àccording to the i-983-94 agricurtural land census, average
farm holdings for smarr farmers (those with o.os-z.4g acres)
was 90 decimals while average homestead area was six decimals
(Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics 3_991_a, L62; Bangladesh Bureau
of statistics r-99r-b , r2s) . Average homestead holdings for all
respondents were higher than that of the srnarl farmer average,
however, only irrigation participants have higher average
landhordings, suggesting that the NGo partÍcipants are indeed
frorn a relatively disadvantaged c1ass.
l_3
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Table 6.1- Landholdings of
(DecimaIs)

Owned

Group

Control

Credit
Irrigation
Sericulture

Cultivated

Land

NGO

earticipants

Total
Cultivated
Land

!2 .6x,a'a

22.94'a'8

4x,8,x

55.24,4,x

3L.

L12.98,Ê,8

38.48,x,8

and ControL

Homestead

1l-.78,8,x
19. 38,8,x

t.6a,x,x

.Za,a,a

2 .6a'x,b

l-3 g . 74,4,8

27

49 .84,x'8

L4.7x,x,a

o.4a,a,b

1 . 1b,x,b

significance levers are denoted in the folrowing manner: the
superscript retter refers to the reratioi=niË-1"tween
first group
and the highest group (reading top to botton) from
llrut remaining.
those
The seõond- iuperscfipt' r.1.t-"= -to the
relationship between that group aná
second highest group
(reading top to _bott_om), aid. sã on. the
The retter ."iãpr"=ents
the l- percent lever
b t"pr"=.rriã'the 5
percent leveI, whileof xsignificance,
means the diffËrence is not
statistically significant.
This seems to lend support to the hypothesis that the
more technically sophisticated the intervention, the more
assets the participants holdz. This was not true, hohrever,
with the sericulture group, r^rhose land-hol_dings hrere not
significantly different from those of the credit group.

ztt should be stated that ASÀrs irrigation progranme,
the rest of its progranmesr gid. not speciiy a taigeÉ-group.unrike
was because it was felt that in the caåe oflubewelis used for This
both
manuar .irrigation and drinking water Ít r.= ,-o-* inp"r-tã"t-t;
extend to as many househords aJ nossibre_insieaä-ãi
in=t focusing
on the poor. During one field visit to proshirà uuxi
staff
explained that the reason for.liqtr average landholáinb fierd
.rong
their
irrigation participants was thal it w.É importani--Ëo have some
reratively .prosperous farrners
the command area in the
progrannei if the tubewelrs are tofrom
make a profit itren it *rr=C h;;;
the cooperation of the farmers in the command area. This ¿tj;"[ir;
can be expedited with the help of irnportant farmers in the area.
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Ànother variable that can be used to gauge socio-econornic

position, related to land-hordings, is rice self-sufficiency
(RSs). This variable measures the number of months per year
the household's rice requirements are met by their total
cultivated landhording. Rice self-sufficiency is used as a
gauge because rice is the principar food stapre. rt is a
superior measure to simpry landhording as it automatically
considers the househordrs size and the productivity of the
land. rt is also an easiry obtained variabre as most
households are werl aware of the number of months they must
purchase rice from the market. As with randholding, rice
serf-sufficiency revers were highest among the irrigation
participants (aIr differences significant at the L percent
lever), and are lowest among the contror group (again, all
significant at the i- percent revel) (Table 6.2). RSs was
higher for the credit than the sericurture group, but the
differences were not significant.
Table 6.2 Rice serf-sufficiency of
Control

NGo

parÈicipants

and

nonths/
Control
Credit

frrigation
Sericulture

The first

l.

$8ra,a

4 . 08,8,x
6 . Za,a,g

3.88,x,8

superscript retter refers to

relationship
between that group and the highest groupthe
(reading
top to
bottorn) from those remaining. rhe seco-na iuperscripÉ rerates
to the rel-ationship between that group and the
=ecoird highest
group (reading top to bottorn) , arid só on.

t4t
Going beyond the mean and considering the overarl
distribution of NGo participants' rice serf-sufficiency, there
is a large percentage centred around zero months/year (33
percent), and 4-6 months/year (28 percent) (Table 6.3). 14
percent of the participants were found in the l_o-L2
months/year category i 24 percent of the irrigation
participants fell into this category. Àn even higher
percentage of the control group respondents lrere, however
found to faIl in the zero rice sel_f-sufficiency category (59
percent), and slightly fewer in the 4-6 category (23 percent).
Table 6.3 Distribution of Rice serf-sufficiency

Intervention and Control (percentagej

By

Overall

RSS

Control

Credit Irri

0

59

l_-3

40

2L

l_5

l_3

23

28
10

3L
23

33

l_3

27

31,

28

l_3

5

24

l_0

9

9

0

2

l_

L4
l-

4-6
7-9

to-]-2
l-3 +

3

0
0

tion

Sericulture

NGO

3-4

Livestock ownership folrowed a sinilar pattern to what
has been seen so far (Tabre 6.4). The irrigation participants
had the highest holdings of cows and burÌs, as werl as overal_lvalue of aII livestock (rnost differences significant at least
at the 5 percent leveI of significance). I{ith the exception
of the average number of bulls, the contror group had the
lowest levels (a1so rnostly significant at least at the 5
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percent level).

sericulture participants had higher ownership
levers than the credit participants and with the exception of
cot/ ownership, these differences v¡ere significant at the 5
percent Ievel.
Nationar average bovine ownership per
household according to the l-983-84 census of agriculture and
rivestock was L.6, which is approximatery the average
ownership lever of the irrigation participants, but above that
of the other groups (Bangradesh Bureau of statistics 1991-b,
L24). Again, this is another indication that, with the
exception of the irrigation
participants,
the NGo
beneficiaries are relatively disadvantaged.
Tabre 6-4 Livestock Holdings of
Number
cov¡s

Control

Credit
Irrigation
Sericulture

O

.

3

5a,a,b

O.52a'b'x
g.7ga,b,x
0. S7b,x,x

of

NGo

Number

bulls

0.37x,4,x
o.32x'a'b
0.784,8,8
0.49a,b,a

participants and contror

of

Value

o

al-l livestock
(Taka)

2446.4b,a,b
ol-o .7b,a,b

3

475L.

Q8,a,b

4043.5€,b,b

value of atl livestock was deternined using average livestock
prices at time of survey.

The first

superscript r-etter refers to the relationship

between that group and the highest group (reading top to
bottom) from those remainÍng. rhe seco-na sipèrscripÉ rerates
to the relationship between that group and
group (reading top to bottom), and sõ on. tLe =e"oi-td highest

other than land and livestock holdings, another key
indicator of socio-economic position is ownership of a tin
roof for the househordrs principar dwelling. rrrigation
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participants had the highest average ownership of tin roofs
(58 percent), followed by credit participants (44 percenÈ),
sericulture participants (39 percent), and the control group
(34 percent).

Differences between the participants and control s¡ere
further irÌustrated by rooking at the principar occupations of
the household head (Table 6.5). sixty-two percent of the
contror group indicated their primary occupation was dairy
labour, whire onry 3o percent of the NGo participants
indicated this.
Dairy labour v¡as the most significant
principal occupation for both credit. (30 percent) and
sericulture (4s percent) participants, but to a ress
significant extent; farming was the second most signifÍcant
for these two groups. The most significant primary occupation
for irrigation househord heads was farming (32 percent), whire
daity labour r^ras the second most significant (23 percent) .
credit and irrigation participants !,¡ere involved in small
trading and retail to a greater extent than both the control
group and the sericurture participants. Because this guestion
was not asked of the participants for their pre-intervention
state, it is unclear whether these differences hrere due to the
intervention or because of initial differences. Likery the
differences were a consequence of both of these factors.
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Tab1e 6.5 Principal Occupations of Household Head By
Intervention (percentage)

Principal
Occupation

Control

Credit frrigat,ion

I{age labour

62

30

I7

23
32

l_6

Farming
I
Small trading 5
Snall retail
z
Rickshaw
9
Salaried job
I
Paddy husking tSkilled trade 2
Professional 2

Other

Total

L00

q,sialt

Sericulture lm
45
23

30
22
l-5

l_6

L4

t2

I
I

6
2
6

3

5

7

4

4

l-

o

4

3

2

0

2

0
6

2
2

2

l_

5

4

l_00

l_00

1-00

l_3

5

rn one study by osmani, it was noted that 66 percent of
Grameen Bank's target group shoul-d be agriculturar rabourers
(osnani l-989, 13). Thus our control group seems guite
representative of the class of peopre living in absorute
poverty, but the NGo group clearly does not, even if some
daily labourers have shifted into new occupations due to the
intervention. Thís then provides more evidence that the NGo
participants are not the poorest of the poor.
Looking at these data in a slightry different fashion the
differences can be brought out more strongly. Now let us
categorize the households into those whose farniry headrs
principal occupation reguired either significant non-manual
skill, or else working or physicar capitar and those that
reguired neither of these (Table 6.6). As expected, the
control group had the greatest proportion of househords in
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1ow-ski11/no-capital occupations (73 percent), versus NGo
participants as a whore (36 percent). conversely, participant
households reried to a much greater extent on occupaÈions
involving either skilr or capital (64 percent) than the
control group (27 percent). 51- percent of the sericuLture
respondents said that they depended on low-skil1/1ow-capital
occupations' while the eguivarent percentage for the credit
and irrigation respondents was 36 and 26 percent respectively.
All differences $/ere significant at the one percent revel.
Tabre 6.6 Type of Household Head's principar occupation
(percentage)

Type

O,g:att

contror c@r

sericurture ¡Ð

Low-ski11/

no-capital a/

73

36

26

5t

36

L00

1_00

L00

l_00

100

High-ski11/
some

TotaI

capital

b

a/ rncludes wage labour, rickshaw, househord servant, fisherperson, and beggar.
b/ fncludes all other occupations listed.
Data on occupation seem to confirm the inÍtial
concrusions made using the other data.
overarr, NGo
participants tended to be invorved in higher profit activities
to a greater extent than the control group. There was ar_so a
significant
difference in occupations between the
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interventions. l,Ihat is unclear at this point is whether this
difference was due largery to the NGo intervention or to
initial endowments. This question can be pursued further when
income levels are compared. rn this comparison, rike the
others that have been made so far, the irrigation participants
came out on the top
fulry three-guarters of them listed
their principar occupation as either involving some capital or
non-manual skill.
sericulture respondents had the smalrest
percentage of their group in the more remunerative occupations
(49 percent). Thís v¡as no doubt in part because, âs shalr be
seen in the next section, sericulture intervention had the
weakest direct impact on their íncome.
Fina1ly, Iet us compare net income levels of preintervention NGo participants with those of the control group.
Here again it is found that the incomes of the contror group
are the lowest while the incomes of the irrigation
participants $¡ere the highest (Table 6.7,). This was the case
for both household income and per capita income.
rnterestingly the control income revels were significantly
dífferent at least at the five percent level from the other
categories, but only significantly different with the
irrigation participants in terms of per capita income.
Househol-d per capita incorne for the sericurture group was
higher than that of the credit group. The most recent
estimate of per capita GDp according to the Bangladesh Bureau
of statistics for l-989-9o, was Tk 6,229 (Bangladesh Bureau of
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statistics l-99Lb, 223). Àdjusting this figure for. inftation
to make it. conpatible with the survey data, it increases to
approximately Tk 7 ,!4s. This is al-mosb 72 percent higher than

the average Nco participant pre-intervention per capita
income, again supporting the hypothesis that the Nco
participants are from a poorer than average group.
Table 6.7 Household and per capita Net rncome for pre-

rntervention

NGo

participants and control

Group

Household fncorne

ControÌ

15 r 4ggb,a,b
L7 ,77 4ô,a'x
25 r554a'a,b
lg r gg7b,x,b

Credit
frrigation
Sericulture

The first

superscript retter

(Taka)

Per Capita Income
3

,627x'a'x

3 , 67 gx'a'x

4 , 67 3a'a,x

4 rLL2x'x,x

refers to the relationship

between that group and the highest group (reading top tð
botton) from those remaining. tñe seco-na JupèrscripÉ rerates
to the rerationship between that group and
group (reading top to bottom), an-d so on. the secoñd nighesThe data thus far display a high degree of consistency

with onry some exceptions. Evidence points to the existence
of a substantiaL difference between the asset holding and
income position of the NGo participants and the control group,
arthough both groups, in general, farl below either national
averagesr oE averages associated specificalry with smarl farm

households. The irrigation participants consistentry had the
highest. arnounts of the different assets and income, and farl
closer to the Bangladesh national average in these variabl_es.

I
The sericulture and credit participants seem to arternate
somewhat with asset ownership and income levers.
rÈ is
plausible to argiue that initially the sericurture group sras
better-off than the credit group as evidenced by preintervention income levers, rivestock holdings, and cropland
ovrnership. However, as sharl be seen below, the impact of the
credit prograrnme has been more significant than the
sericulture progranme and therefore the credít group has
achieved significant irnprovement since starting with the NGo.
This would explain their higher holdings of either
sharecropped or mortgaged Iand, and possibly their higher
holdings of homestead and pond 1and.
rn arl cases the control group had the lowest levels of
asset holdings and income. The guestion remains about whether
this difference is due to the changes caused by the actual NGo
intervention or due to differences in initiar endorrment.
Likely, the ansvrer is that it is due to a combination of these
factors. considering that the average Nco participant has
been with the NGo for approximately four years, and received
l-.6 loans (representing approxirnatery Tk l-600), it is hard to
imagine that the difference is due sorery to the NGo
intervention.
To get at this question, in the survey
guestionnaire a group of guestions asked if respondents had
purchased large assets since joining the NGo, and to give an
estimate of the cost of that asset. on average, participants,
assets had risen by a value of Tk 613gg. This cannot account
l_4
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for the large differences in asset holdings as reported above,
particularly land holdings. Furthermore, it was seen

above

(Table 6-7), that pre-intervention income of the participants
was higher than the contror group. so there is
evidence that

the

participants are not as poor as the control g,roup,
which leads one to conclude that the NGos are not working
with
the poorest group. There is also evidence that one of the
sector progranmes, namely irrigation, involves at least some
relatively werr-off rural households. That proshika
explicitly states their irrigation progranme is intended
for
both the very poor and marginal farmers, and. ÀsA says
that
their irrigation progranme is meant for anyone Ínterested
in
manuar irrigation,
has led to a situation where some
participants cannot be considered poor.
NGo

Let us now apply two of the target group critería used by
the NGos to evaruate what percentage of the surveyed
respondents do not fit the definition. one of the
most conmon
criteria used is that the househord rnust not own more than
50

decimals of cropland. This is part of the criteria
used by
BRÀ'c; they also specify that the rernaining income
rnust come
from the sare of household labour. using this criÈerion
it is
found that overarl, 39 percent of the particÍpants rrere
not
members of the target group (Table 6.8). only
14 percent of
the contror group vrere not part of the target group. Fifty-

eight percent of the irrigation participants cannot be
considered part of the target group, whire only zs and
32
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percent of the sericulture and credit participants
respectivery felr outside the target group. I{hen the data
is
broken up by NGo, proshika had the rowest percentage
of
participants falling outside the criterion with
only z6
percent. ASÀ and BRÀc both had similar levers farling
outside

at approxÍrnately 46 percent.
However, the above described criterion is very strong
in
that there can be situations when 50 decimals of rand does
not
provide sufficient farm produce to maintain a fanily
close to
subsistence, i.e., when the r-and is unproductiver or
the
family size is Iarge.
conseguently, many NGos use the
criterion of rice self-sufficiency to decide their target
group. rn their work, proshika uses nine months/year
as a
criterion, although many other NGos use six nonths/year.
Table 6.8 percentage of NGO participants and Control
Fal1ing Outside Criterion One (maximurn 1and Group
ownership of 50 decimals)
Group

ASÀ

Control
Credit

L7.7
3s.9
68.0

frrigation
Sericulture
Overall NGO

47.2

BRÀC

L0.

I

Proshika
14.0
22.4
45.3

Overall
l_4. L

.6
60.5
46.2

l_1_. L

32.2
.6
24.7

45.

26.2

38.8

37

l_
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using the figure of nine months rice self-sufficiency as
a cut-off point,, only r.5 percent of the NGo participants
ferl

outside the target group, while onry 0.3 percent of the

1_5r_

contror feII outside the target group definition (Table 6.9).
once again the percent.age falring outside the target group
definition was highest for the irrigation participants (27
percent), but lowest for credit participants (9.3 percent).
rnterestingry more sericulture than credit participants were
outside the criterion using rice self-sufficiency, but this
was reversed when the criterion used was land holdings.
Table 6.9 Percentage of NGo partícipants and contror Group
Falling outside criterion Two (maximum RSS nine
months/year)

Group

ASA

Control
Credit

0.0
6.5

BR.A,C

Irrigation

24.O

1.0
L5.l23 .3
1-7 .9

Overall

L2.7

t7.7

Sericul-ture
NGO

Proshika

Overall

0.0
5.9
34.0
4.4

o.3
9.3
27 .4
9.6

L3.7

t_4.8

usíng the rice self-sufficiency criterion, ASA had the
fewest non-target participants (13 percent), followed by
Proshika (1-4 percent) and finally BRAC (1_8 percent). so using
both criteria BRÀc fared the worst, but depending on which
criterion was used, ASÀ and proshika were the most, successfuÌ

in excruding non-target group househords. Two reasons for
ASA's stronger performance with respect to rice serfsufficiency are that ASA participants, family size h¡as
slightry larger than that of proshikars, and also the AsÀ area
that was studied v¡as in a hílly area, where the upland
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portions v¡ere not as productive as in the

BRAC

and proshika

working areas studied.
Between r-5 and 39 percent of the NGo participants were

not

of the explicit target group. Note that these are
minimum estimates, as generally the land or rice selfsufficiency criterion is usualry combined with another
condition,
of househord rabour. rf this second criterion had been used
together with the first, the result would clearly have been a
larger percentage of participants falling outside of the
target group definitions. Thus there is evidence from these
data that confirms the conclusions of other studies, which
were considered in chapter five.
The NGos studied were
generally working with the poor, but there is a substantial
portion of their membership that does not fit its target group
definition. This does not mean to say thaÈ NGos are worki_ngr
r'sith the rich but to say that some of their membership may
be
serf-sufficient. The one progranme that, invorves significant
group cooperation, and cooperation with the generar
agricultural community, that is irrigation, had the rargest
members

percentage of households outside the various definitions
of
target group. This lends evidence to the hypothesis that more

technicalry or socially cornpricated interventions reguire the
resources of the relatively well_off poor.
overarr, s9 percent of the NGo participants v¡ere female.
However, only 29 percent of the irrigation participants !.rere
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female, while 75 and 70 percent of the sericulture and credit
respondents were femare, respectívely. Thus women are underrepresented in the irrigation projects, but over-represented

in the credit and sericulture projects.
6.2 Quantitative fndicators of

NcO

fnpact

This section discusses indicators of economic impact:
these include, income, ernpJ_oyment, change in asset ownership,
and productivity.
changes occur every day to the lives of people in rural

Bangladesh. rt might be argued that the changes outlined
below are due to outsíde macroeconornic forces and not due to
the NGo intervention. However, as v¡as seen in chapter one,
the per capÍta income growth that has occurred in BangJ_adesh
has not significantry affected the lives of the rural poor
people. Therefore, it is more likery that if there is any
macroeconomic trend affecting the rural poor Ít is in a
negative direction, i.e., decrining incomes and asset
holdings.

overall NGo participant household net income increased 44
percent from the tine they initiated the income-generating
activity (Table 6.r,0). The post-intervention net income level
of the participants was 90 percent higher than that of the
contror group. The most significant rise in income occurred
in the credit group (49 percent), foltowed by the irrigation
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group (47 percent), and finally the sericurture group (24
percent). These income impacts were of the same order as seen
in chapter five, although the nagnitudes are reversed; in the
data reviewed Ín chapter five it was the pre-post comparison
that showed the greatest change, not the contror-post
comparison as ín the data above. À11 of these differences,
except for the sericurture pre-post comparison, were
significant at the one percent 1eve1.
Tab1e 6.l-0

Pre and Post-participant and Control Household

Net

fncome

Pre

(rk)

Group

Control
Credit

1-5 r

(rk)

Pre-Post
Change

(percent

Control-Post
Change

(percent

490

L7 ,77 4

frrigation
Sericulture

25,554

Overall

20 | 4L7

NGO

Post

J,9,gg7

7t.5

26 ,5524'a
37 ,5274,a

24,712x'a

49.4
46.9
23 .6

L42.4
59.6

29 | 44ga'a

44.2

90.2

rn this tabre the first superscript retter proceeding the
relates to the pre-post comfarison, wnite the second
superscript rerates to the control-þost cornparison.
number

The l_9Bg-l_989 poverty line was estinated at Tk 4340 per
person per annum. fnflating this figure, and multiplying it

by our averagie farnily size (5.01_), gives us a poverty line of
Tk 2615003. Àverage overall NGO post income, as well as the

3rhis poverty line is based on the consumption of
caloríes and 59 grams of .protein per person per day.

Z

, J-I2

The
consumption bundle used consists of a Èota1 ot B3Z grams bf food,
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post incomes of the irrigation and credit participants is
above this line. The sericulture post income is just srightry
under this line. Thus NGos have successfully herped their
participants above the poverty line.
ïn chapter five it $¡as seen that the success of the
irrigation prograrmes of proshika, BRAC, and other NGos and
government organizations have been quite mixed. rt is
important to note that unlike the sericurture participants,
the irrigation participants received credit for investment
outside the irrigation progranme activity.
rrrigation
participants received credit to use much like the mernbers of
the credit group - beyond credit received for the irrigation
project, participants arso received credit for personal nonfarm investments.
This was not so for sericul_ture
participantsi the credit they received was specifically for
use in their sericulture activities.
rn fact, on average, the
irrigation participants (1.9 loans/participant) received
slightly more loans than the credit participants (1.8
l-oans/participant). The average size of the loans was just
over Tk l-000 for the NGo participants. so the income changes
seen in table 6.l-0 for the irrigat.ion participants are not
largel-y due to profit from the actuar irrigation project. The
income increases for the irrigation group !{ere due to both
improvements in farm and non-farm income. simple credit
of which 437 grams are cereals, I77 grams are tubers and
vegetables, 40 grams are pulses, 5g grams are milk, 48 grams are
fish, and L2 grams are meat (Hossain and Sen 1992, 5).
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extension that leaves it up to the individuaÌ or the group to
decide how to invest appears to have the most significant
impact on income as compared to the sector progranmes.
Turning to look at the irnpact of these interventions on
the components of household net income: incl_uding trage, farm,
and non-farm (Tab1e 6.1-t-). As would be expected, given that

credit is used prirnariry for non-agricurtural investments,
non-farm income increased the most by 1,20 percent, followed by
farm income at 36 percent, and wage income by seven percent.
onry for sericul-ture did increases in wage income exceed
increases in either farm or non-farm income.
Table 6. 1l-

Credit
Irrigation
Sericulture
Overall

to Components of Household Net fncome
By Intervention (pre-post percentage change)
Changes

wage

Farm

Non-farm

-7.2x

l_96.58

40.44

33.98
44.54
l-8. l-x

7.3

36.0

]-J,9.7

20 .6b

82.74
g. 3x

rn this table the superscript refers to the statistical test
of the pre-post difference.
rnterestingly, the hrage income for credit participants
declined seven percent, over the intervention period
(difference not stati-sticarry significant), whire it rose 21
percent for the irrigation participants and 40 percent for the
sericulture participants. As sharl be seen below, this
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increase was due both to an increase in the
working days
an increase in the wage rate.

and

Farm income increased the nost

for the irrigation group,
by 45 percent. This increase was substantial
due to the high
pre-intervention farm income level,
and. was associated
primarily r^¡ith increased production of paddy
due to the
introduction of the irrigation project. Thus,
irrigation
participants actually benefited from the NGo
intervention in
three direct v¡ays; first, they received profit
dividends or an
increasing group fund through the irrigation
projects
operating profits; second, they received separate
roans to
undertake other forms of non_farm investments;
and finally,
they received increased farm income frorn the
introduction of
irrigation equiprnent that arlows thern to cui_tivate
boro paddy.

Given the nediocre performance of the irrigation
projects as
reported in chapter five, increases in income
r,/ere prirnarily

a result of the 1atter two factors.
Agricultural income also increased for
the credit
respondents (34 percent) and sericur_ture
respondents (1g
percent), arthough onry the former
difference was
statistically significant. Although rnost of
the credit was
directed to non-farm investments, there lvas
a significant
amount that found its way to farm investments.
whether this
capitar was diverted from the 10an received from
the NGor of
v¡hether it tras from profit earned from the
actuar non_farm
activity is unclear. Note that only r-r_ percent
of reporÈed
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post-intervention activíties hrere agriculture based. Also,
onry 13 percent of the NGo participants said they had invested
in an activity other than the one they had reported to the
NGo. This seems to suggest a reasonably high degree of
honesty among the participants about what they are investing
in- Therefore, one courd conclude that, the creditr or at
least the burk of it, was initiarry used for non-farm
investments, but that the profit that accrues from it was then
partly reinvested in agricurture. The ne!ü asset reported by
the participants the most was rand that was either purchased
or mortgaged (37 percent of the total nevr assets).
The non-farm income of credit participants rose by tg7
percent; that of the irrigation participants rose by B3
percent; while that of the sericulture participants rose by
only nine percent (credit and irrigation
differences
significant at one percent leveI).
This exemprifies the
relatively weak impact of the actual sericulture intervention
that will be discussed more in section 6.5.
The proportion of total net income both credit and
irrigation participants received from nage and farm sources
decrined over the intervention period, but non-farm income as
a percentage of the total increased (Table 6.L2). sericulture
participants farm and non-farm income declined as a percentage
of the total, while their wage income rose. The control group
received two-thirds of its income from wage labour.
sericulture respondents were the most dependent on wage labour
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the

participants, receiving atmost 40 percent of
their income from thÍs source, which was actually an increase
over the pre-intervention period. credit and irrigation
participants received less than one-third of their income
from
this source in Èhe post-intervention period. on average, preintervention reriance on t¡age income was rower than that of
control at only 40 percent, and this declined over the
intervention period to 29 percent. Farm income as percentage
of totar incorne declined only slightly for arl NGo groups from
37 to 35 percent.
among

Tab1e 6.12

NGo

Percentage of Net fncome from Various Sources
for Pre- and post-Intervention participanls ana
Control

Control

Credit

Irrigation
Sericulture
Overall
NGO

66

20

J-4

Pre
Post

48
29

3L
28

2L
43

Post

Pre

28
23

48
47

24
30

Pre
Post

35
39

40
38

25
23

Pre

40
29

37
35

23
35

Post

credit, and to a lesser extent, irrigation participants
hrere relying less on
'¡age labour as a source of income.
sericulture participants v¡ere becoming more reliant on this
source. This increased rer-iance on wage labour is partJ_y
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explained by the provision of wage labour employment by the
NGos, particurarry for BRÀc, as forestry gruards for their

roadside mulberry plantations.

Às was discussed above, the impact of the credit and
irrigation progranmes has been more substantiar than the
sericulture progranme. This is shown in tabre 6.Lz as well.
rn the pre-intervention period, credit, participants reried
more on wage labour than did the sericulture participants.
However, the credit provided to thern alrowed them to remove
themserves from the rabour market, while the sericurture
activity has not allowed this type of movement. rn fact the
opposite is the case there has actually been an increased
reliance on v¡age labour.
rt was found that absolute incorne rose the greatest
amongst Proshika participants (Tk j-l-,927 /year), followed by
ASA mem.bers (Tk 9,8t7/yeaF) , and lastly BRAC members (Tk
5,468/year). These pre-post changes were significant at the
one percent l-evel r âs r^rere the dif ferences between the NGo
averages.

lurning briefly to changes in employment, a similar
pattern to changes in incorne is seen. Wage employrnent in
terms of person-days per year increased by 3l_ percent for
sericurture participants (pre-post differences significant at
one percent lever), and by ten percent for irrigation
participants (significant at the five percent level), but
declined by L3 percent for credit respondents (significant at
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one percent revel) (Table 6.L3). presumably, the increased
wage income and employrnent, of the irrigation members r/ere

largely due to the increased demand for labour caused by the
intensification of crop cultivation in the dry season due to
the introduction of the shallow or deep tubewel-r. For credit
participants, their greater involvement in non-farn activities
led then to remove themselves from the labour market to a
certain extent. Às sharl be seen below, income rose only
slightly for sericurture participants so that they must
continue to rely on vrage labour income. overalr, for arl NGo
participants, v¡age employment increased only by O.2 percent
(not statistically significant). Data are not avairable for
agricultural employment .
Tab1e 6.

l-3

in Househol-d Employment of NGO
Participants (pre-post percentage change)
Changes

Non-Farm

Credit

Irrigation
Sericulture
Overall

NGO

-L3 .44
Lo.4b
30.74

54.74
150. 0a

o.2x

7L.Oa

67 .44

rn this table the superscript refers to the statisticar test
of the pre-post difference.
Non-farm employment increased the most for the
sericulture group, but also rose substantiarly for the credit
and irrigation groups. Alr averages were statistically
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different at the one percent revel of significance. since
non-farm income for both the irrigation and credit group
increased significantly, this rise in employment is possibly
associated r¡ith increased productivity and total_ income.
However, since the sericurture participantsr non-farm income
rose only minimally, this dramatic rise in employment is
possibly associated with rower productivity. This issue will
be more closely considered. later in this chapter.
For credit participants, they have actually removed
themserves from the labour market to a certain extent. This
provides evidence that the provisÍon of non-farm credit wirt
lead to a decrease in the l-abour supply. However, with both
the sericurture and irrigation participants, their wage
employment actualry increased over the intervention period.
As was seen above, irrigation participants v¡ere rikely
responding to an increased labour demand resurting from crop
intensification.
Except for the sericulture activity,

arr other non-farm
activities reguired a consistent labour input throughout the
year. Given the highly seasonal nature of the labour demand
one might expect participants to undertake their non-farm
activity during non-peak periods when the wage rate is low and
there is significant underemployment, but to re_enter the
labour market during the turnaround periods (crop harvest and
establishment) when the wage and dernand for labour rise. The
data seem t.o show this was not so for most, of the participants
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activities: they appear to completely
remove themselves from the daily labour market.
sericurture reguired labour input based on the optinal_
periods to raise sirkworms, which presentry involve four
periods in the year. These periods h'erei May-June (Jaistha),
who undertake non-farm

August-septernber (Bhadra), November-December (Aqrahayon), and
March-Aprir (chaitra). Major peaks in labour dernand for crop

curtivation occur during the second and third sericurture
period due to the aman establishment and later harvest.
Neither sericulture nor non-farm activities seemed to take
advantage of the large amount of surplus rabour available
during the off-peak periods.
survey respondents were asked to report any major assets

purchased during the intervention period.
rrrigation
participants reported the highest average amount of increased
assets of Tk l-0 r 51-l-, foJ-lowed by sericulture members who
reported Tk 6,41-0 increase in assets, and finally credit
members reported an increase of Tk 4,Lsz (arr averages
statisticarly different at the five percent level). Note that
part of the increases experienced by sericuÌture members trere
assets used directry for the silkworm rearing (e.g., special
rearing house). The credit to sericulture participants went
towards purchasing fixed assets reguired for silkworm rearing,
whereas credit participants tended to invest more of their

credit in working capital to pursue activities
tracling and retail.

like small
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The most commonry reported new assets, either purchased

or mortgaged, r¡as land (37 percent), followed by housing (32
percent), and Èin roofing (L4 percent) (Tabre 6.14).
rrrigation members were more Iikely to invest in rand, while
sericulture participants were most likely to purchase housing,
and credit members ferl somewhere between these two groups.
Table

6 .1,4

Type of Reported Purchased .A.ssets During
Intervention Period (percentage)

OveraIl

Type

Credit Irrigation

Land purchase
Land mortgage

24

20

1-L

21,

15
20

0

2

l_

l_

33
L3

20
20

47

32

7

o

t4

l_

o

2
2

1
2
7

0
L
4

Pond
House

Tin roof
Electricity

Sewing machine l_
Rickshaw
7
Other
t1

L2

Sericulture

NcO

2t
t_6

Lt

Finally, let us rook at the changes in the sources of
credit for the NGo participants over the intervention period.
The most significant trend apparent r¡as the substantiar
reduction in reliance, defined as percentage of credit
received from one sourcer orl informar lenders (i.e.,
moneyrenders) for credit (Table 6.1-5). on average reriance
dropped from 76 percent to 22 percent. There is a converse
increased reriance on NGos as sources of credit,: reriance
goes from l-0 6L percent. overall, reliance on farnily as a
source of credit increased slightly from t-l- to L6 percent, and
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reriance on formar institutions decrined srightJ-y from three

to one percent.
Tab1e 6.l-5

Group

Changes

pre
post
change

Irri-

gation

pre
post
change

Sericulture

pre
post
chanqe

Overall
NGO

NGO

participants

Money-

Period lender Relative

Control

Credit

in Credit Sources for

and Control

pre
post

3L

42

9l_
l_0

I

-8i.
69
38

Amount
(Tk

NGO

27

o

8 81_

5

2

2

956

2

1,332

3

80
78

t_0

27

21
34

0
0

L753
24IO

l_3

o
o

30

L

l_5

11,92

9

8l_

o

80

I427

l_5

-3l_

I7

54
l_o

-44

-2t

76
22

l_L

l_0

3

16

6L
5L

L229

L

1_663

change -54

5

-2

For both credit and sericulture partícipants there !¡as
almost a direct transfer of borrowing from moneylenders to
over the intervention period. rrrigatíon members al_so
started with most of their credit coming from informal
sources, but in the post-intervention period, the sources of
credit were much better balanced between moneylend,er,
relatives, and NGo. onty the contror group had such a
NGos
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balanced credít portfolioa.
only with sericulture
participants ín the pre-intervention did fornal banking loans
play a significant factor.
Absorute amount of credit received by NGo members was 35
percent higher in the post-intervention period compared to the

pre-intervention period, and almost tr¡ice as high as the
control groups credit. This was principalty due to the credit
received from the NGOs.
This section has documented the irnpact of three types of
income-generating activities
on the NGo participant
househords. participant incomes have risen significantly, due
prinarily to increases in non-farm income, but also due to
increases in farm income.

labour employment l_evels have
remained relatively static, while non-farm levers have risen
Wage

significantly

(data are unavairable for farm employment).
Asset holdings have increased for the participants as has the
total amount of credit they have obtained. rn almost ar1
cases there has been an improvement over the intervention
period, and the post-intervention levels of the participants
is higher than that of the control group.
credit participants gained the most from the intervention
as for income, aJ-though because the irrigation members started
aThe reader

will notice that the control group receives 27
percent of its credit from NGo sources.
rn alr Ëut ðne case, this
credit was from the Grarneen Bank, which although
it i; not an NGo,
Ï have included it under that heading as it-s netñods
similar to those of NGos than to those of formal banking are more
institutions.
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at a higher absolute ÌeveI, the absorute change is greatest
for them. rn both cases there has been a significant increase
in non-farm income, and also farm income. Given what is known
from chapter five about the profitability
of irrigation
progranrmes, this income was not principarry the result of the
irrigation progranme directly, but of the indirect irnpact it
has had on Èheir farm and wage income. Arso, the irrigation
participants received indívidual loans that helped their
efforts to increase their non-farm income.
The hypothesis that the more cornplicated the intervention
where cornpJ-exity could be due to sophistication of
technology, level of cooperation reguired, market reguirement,
or input reguirement the greater the direct impact on the
partícipant, has not been supported by the data. clearly the
impact of credit within a sorid NGo framework can have a very
significant impact on the incorne position of a househord. The
direct impact of the sector progranmes nas ress dramatic:
neither the irrigation nor the sericurture progranmes
increased incomes substantially on their ov¡n.
6.3 Correlates ¡rith Impact
Many critics

have made the point, that one principar
reason for the failure of the conirla cooperative moder in
Bangladesh, and communi-ty deveJ-opment prograrnmes more
generally, vras that the benef its of the s;ystem r¡¡ere
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inequitably distributed. The cooperatives were made up from
a cross-section of the comrnunity, including both rich and
poor- The resurts often v¡ere that the rich courd use their
political and economic influence to direct resources for their
benefit. To avoid this problem NGos in Bangladesh have
for several years targeted their efforts towards the poor.
Group forrnation, as it is now carled, is accornpanied with what
is described as consciousness-raising progranmes. These
own

progranmes atternpt to heighten the political

av/areness

of the

group members to avoid resurts simirar to those associated
with the community development and cooperative movements.
Another difference of the cooperative movement of the

the group formation movement of the l-9gos and l_990s
is that the latter does not usually invorve cooperative based
production activities at least in the context of Bangradesh
(irrigation projects being a notable exception). credit is
generalry extended to individuars, or for proshika, it is
first extended to the group, who then distribute it to the
individual. The irrigation progranmes of BRÀc and proshika
are the exceptions, as they do invorve cooperative efforts of
the group. As was seen in chapter five, there is evidence of
some inequality in distribution of benefits within irrigation
projects, and thus the problems of the cooperative structure
have not yet been overcome.
1-970s and

Furthermore, it was seen in sect,ion 6.2 that arthough the
largest rerative income increase was associated qritn the
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credit participants, the income of irrigation participants
rose the most in absolute terms. since it was seen in section
6.1- that the irrigation members on average have higher levels
of all assets, this is further evidence that the benefits of
NGo interventions go disproportionately to the relatively
v¡ell-off participants. To test this hypothesis further, the
relationship between irnpact and severar socio-economic
correlates will be deterrnined.
Let us first explore the possibility of a relationship
between irnpact on different components of income and
agricultural- asset endowment (Table 6.L6). The data show
substantial correlation in change in paddy income, and. to a
resser extent change in overalr farm income, vrith asset
endowment represented by total cultivated Iand, RSs (rice
self-sufficiency),
and livestock hoJ,dings. The simple
correration coefficient for change in paddy income and RSS is
the highest (o.42), but also significant for totar cultivated
land (0.36), livestock hordings (o.zs), and also number of
years involved in NGo (o.23). A similar pattern exists for
change in total farm income and these correrat,es, arthough the
nagnitude of the sirnple correlation coefficients are smaller.
Thus there is evidence that househords wiÈh rarger and more
productive asset holdings have been bett.er abre to take
advantage of the indirect irnpact non-farm credit has had on
farm income.
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Table 6. l_6

Sirnple Correlation Coefficients for, fncome
Changes and Agricultural Àsset Holdings

Àsset

Iage

-fncome Source: (Change in)

Paddy

Farm

-0.

-0.

Non-Farm

-----

Total

Number

of loans
of years
Total
cultivated
Rice SeIfSufficiency
Number

Livestock
value

o. 0L9

091_

066

0. 069

0.036

o. 039

o.225

o.142

0.

t_71-

o.223

o.o44

0.359

0.258

-0.

087

o. 063

0.089

0. 058

-0.

o03

0.415

o.295

-0.

037

o.248

o.2l_8

-0.

068

o. 058

Às far as changes in wage income, non-farm income, and
total income are concerned, these correlation coefficients are
low, and sometimes negative. There is no evi_dence that the
direct benefit of non-farm credit on non-farm income has
benefitted those with rer-ativery higher levers of agricurturar
assets. The number of years involved with the NGo turns out
to be consistently posítively correlated with changes in the
different components of income except v,rage income.

so far we have looked for a correlation between i-ncome
changes and rever of agricurtural asset holdings. There is
evidence of a very weak rerationship here.
The other
possibility is that the distribution of NGo benefits goes
disproportionately to relatively wearthy non-agricultural
househords who are involved in retail, trade, and/or cottage
manufacturing. To investigate this possibirity further,
components of pre-intervention income were used as indicators
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of generar economic position (Tabre 6.L7). Here the simpre
correration coefficients $/ere smatl and often negative. The
correlation coefficient for change in total income and preintervention totar income is negative (-o.j-o).
rndeed,
excepting non-farm income, change in totar income is
negatively correrated with pre-intervention íncome level.
Table 6.17

Sinple Correlation CoefficÍents for Income
Changes and Pre-Intervention fncome Leve1s

Pre-

Intervention
fncome

I.lage
Farm

Non-Farm

TotaI

fncome Source:
Paddy
Farm

-0. 098 -0.

068

0. 053 0. l_00
o.o23 0.033
0. 001- 0. 052

(Change

in)-----

Non-Farm Total

-0.046 o. 004
-o.245 -0. 050
-0. 004 0. 002
-0. L78 -o . o27

-0.

060

-o.t29
0. 0L0

-0.

l-03

To evaruate these relationships further, change in both
paddy income and totar farm income v/as regressed against rice

self-sufficiency

of years of NGo invorvement.
concerning all NGo participants, for change in paddy income,
an adjusted coefficient of determination of o.22 h¡as found,
saying that only 22 percent of the variation in the dependent
variable is explained by the independent variabres (Table
6.LB). The adjusted Rz drops to o.Lo for the case of change
in farm incorne. rn both cases the values of the estirnated
parameters are significantly different from zero at the one
percent leve1.
(RSS) and nurnber
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Table 6.18

Estirnated Parameters of Regression Equations
Relating Farm !{ea1th to Changes in paddy and
Farm Income

Dependent

Number

of

with

Àdju-sted

years

Grou

Variable

Irri-

Change in
-5,897 .5 7 62.18
Paddy income (I,294.6) (1-r_s.7)

l-, L9g.9a
(253.21

0.328

Change in
Farm income

-7,668.t

2,078.74
(370. 3 )

o.286

Change in
Paddy income

-2,439.5
(464.6)

509.54
(4e .4)

529.

Change in
Farm income

-2,263.7

651_. 0a

596.54

gation

Overall
NGO

Constant

(

l-, 878 . 5)

8eL. e)

RSS

803.54
(r_6e. t-)

e4.el

NGO

Oa

(e7 . r)

o

.21,6

o. l-02

1_86.4)

The superscript indicates whether the variabre is
statistically significant, while the figures
standard errors of the estimated coeffiõients.in brackets are

The best explanatory pov/er

is associated with the change
in paddy income for the irrigation participants. Here it was
found that almost 33 percent of the variation in the paddy
income is explained by rice serf-sufficiency and the number of
years the participant has been wíth the NGo. The adjusted Ra
decrines somewhat to 0.29 for the eguivarent regression using
change in farm income. A1r independent variables are
significant at the one percent lever.
coefficients of
determination for the credit and sericulture groups were very
row (0.076 and 0.005 respective]-y), and. the parameters hrere
not all statisticalry different from zero. particurarly
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irrigation participants, but to a resser extent arr NGo
participants are better placed to improve their farm incorne
when their RSS is higher, and as their experience with the NGo
increases. Às for general impact and impact on non-farm
income, there is a very weak relationship with income and
wealth revels.
The hypothesis that intervention irnpact
disproportionatery benefits the rich is not supported, except
for the irrigation participants; even then it relates
prinarily to paddy and farm income and not to totar income.
6.4 Qualitative fndicators of
NGo

Change

respondents were asked if their incorne had increased

since they had started with the Nco. Ninety-two percent
responded that their income had increased, six percent
reported no change, and two percent showed it had declined
( Tabre 6 . l-9 ) .
rnterestingly, it râras the sericurture
participants who indicated that theÍr income had increased
most often (94 percent), and the irrigation participants the
least (87 percent). Thus there is a general sense anong the
participants that their economic situation has improved due to
the NGO intervention.
sixty-eight percent of the respondents felt that their
employment had increased since joining the Nco. Thirty-one
percent indicated no change in their employment, and onry one
percent indicated their employment declined. There were no
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substantial differences between the different
interventions.
Tab1e 6.

types of

Reported Change in Income By fntervention

l-9

(Percentage)

Increase

Credit
frrigation
Sericulture

93
87
94

Overall

92

NGO

5

2

Lo

3

4

2

Participants v/ere asked how they had spent the increased
income they received. on average, it vras reported that g6
percent of this income went towards consumption (which
includes marriage and dowry expenses), whire l_4 percent of it
v¡as saved or invested in some vray. The proportion saved was

slightry higher for credit participants (L5.4 percent) than
sericulture (13 percent) or irrigation participants (i_L.4
percent).

Participants were also asked if they felt their social
standing within the community had improved due to theÍr
involvement with the NGo. sixty-three percent of the
respondents reported a slight improvement, whire 30 percent
reported a substantiar improvement (Tabre 6.zo). No one
reported a deterioration in status, but seven percent said
their position had not improved due to the NGo. Àgain it is
sericurture participants who reported to the greatest extent
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that their social status has improved (34 percent),
irrigation members reported it the least (24 percent).
Table 6.2O

Group
Credit
frrigation
Sericulture
Overall

NGO

and.

Reported Change in Social StaLus by

Intervention (Percentage)

Significant Slight
increase
increase Unchanged
3l_

645

24
34

64

30

63

588

L2

Decrease
o
o
0

participants v/ere asked if they fert their social
status within the househord had improved due to their
involvernent with the NGo. Ninety-eight percent of the
respondents said they felt their status had improved. This
figure was the highest for credit and sericulture particÍpants
(99 percent each) and lowest for irrigation members (g4
percent). Generally, female Nco partícipants feer their
status withín the family has irnproved. However, the extent of
the change is unclear. rn chapter three it r./as seen, that
both ASA and BRAC work increasingly with females: presently
62 percent of the totar participants for arl three NGos are
women. this is a general trend among many NGos (and the
Grameen Bank) in Bangladesh, reflecting the concern that
sinpry targeting poor househords r,¡irl be insufficient to help
Femare

poor

women.

Most of the credit-based activities

undertaken by

women
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are traditional in nature. rn fact, 40 percent of the
respondents indicated they had undertaken the activity before
joining the Ncot this means women continue to labour at
relatively unproductive (in terms of rabour productivity)
activities.
very often, \domen,s output rises because of the
credit, but, because of the observance of purdah, it is the
mare nembers of the household who market the surprus. This
leads to some possibre inequality. The resurt is that s¡omen
gain more of a say in household matters, but within the
existing unegual system.
sixty-six percent of the participants crairned that
credit from moneylenders r^ras actually now more easily
availabl-e than before joining the Nco. Extremely poor
househords are poor credit risks, even for the local inforrnal
credit market. Generally when a householdrs economic position
Ímproves, they find it easier to obtain credit from
moneylenders because they are considered ress risky.
rt is
clear this is what has happened to many of these Nco
participants, although they now rely less on informar sources
of credit. close to 70 percent of the respondents said they
hlere ress reliant on moneylenders since joining the NGo.
Participants vrere asked what would happen to their
income-generating activity in the event that the NGo were to
stop working with thern. Thirty-five percent of the
respondent,s said they would continue the activity at the same
level as they are presently following. Forty-eight percent
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said they courd probably continue, but at a slightry rower
level, while 17 percent indicated they would. have to
signíficantry
reduce the level of their operation.
sericurture participants had the highest percentage of people
who fert they wourd significantly reduce the rever of their
operation (32 percent), while only t4 and 15 percent
respectivery of the credit and irrigation participants
indicated this.
Control group respondents were asked r¡hy they did not
join an NGo. Fifty percent said this was because they had not
been approached, or else they had not heard about the
organization. Eight percent fe1t, that the economic benefit
hras very smarl and not worth joining. close to 40 percent of
the respondents said they did not join out of fear of being
unable to repay roans that they would eventually receive.
Many respondents reported stories, largely associated with one
institution in particular, where if loans courd not be repaid
then the staff wourd arrive at the home of the borrohrer and
take something eguat to the value of the loan repayment. This
is a serious irnpediment to very poor peopre who have very
little - whatever is taken would have serious consequences for
the household's continued existence. This is one explanation
for the relatively high income and wearth position of the NGo
participants vis-a-vis the control group the very poor
choose to stay out of NGos due to the risks of borrowingi even
at the relatively low NGO interest rates.
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Finally, NcO participants were asked whether they had
beenr oE presently vJere, involved in the design, management,
or planníng of the NGO intervention. Even at the pre-survey
stage the guestion was difficult
to explain to the
respondents, but it v¡as decided to keep it in the
guestionnaire. However, it was soon realized that these
guestions were inappropriate. This is because the NGOs looked
at are large with respect to the area covered and the number
of their participants.
The NGO interventions tend to be
undertaken in most if not all of their working locations. The
exception to this relates to sector progranmes targeted for
certain locations, e.g., sericulture is promoted where the
conditions are relatively dry
necessary for successful
rearing of silkworms. NGO personnel in each locality do not
have freedom, or for that matter the resources, to establish
completely unigue progranmes in their area based on in-depth
planning and design with their participants.
These tentative results confirm what other studies have
indicated about NGOs and participation (see chapter five).
NGOs maintain relatively good communications with their
participants which is reflected in the smooth operation of
appropriate progranmes. The appropriateness of the progranmes
and the smoothness of their operation is no doubt due to this
leveI of communication. However, it does not appear that
these NGOs involve their participants in day-to-day planning
and operations.
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6.5

NcO

Inpact on Non-t'arm Àctivities

while the percentage of income for NGo participants from
both wage and farm sources declined, it increased from nonfarm sources. Non-farm sources increased from 23 to 35
percent of total househord income of the participants,
compared to onry L4 percent for the control group. Non-farm
investments made up the burk of the Èotar investments made by
the NGo members (almost 90 percent)5. This v¡as in part
because of the stress the NGos have made on working with
landlessr oE near-randless househords. small landhoLdings
imply serious constraints on any effort to increase farm
income. Farm income had risen and contributed to the general
improvement of the participants, income, but more so for those
with substantiar landholding. rn this sectÍon the inpact the
credit
(for both irrigation
participants individual
investments and credit participants in generar) and
sericulture interventions have had concerning capÍtar
accumulationó, profitability,
labour and capital productivity
will be analyzed.
sNote that the NGos we are
are involved in the
promotion of non-crop agricurturaldiscussing
actividi.r,i.å.-, rivesioð*,
pourtry, and pisciculture.
However,
sinc_e
tñLs-rãiresents
onry
about 10 percent of the total_ activitíes undertak"r ny the post-Nco
participants, wê refer in this section to rnon-farm activitiesr.
óData on

capital holdings are likely the 1east reliable of aII
the data generated in the hôusehold
suivey.
is because the
concept of capital is relatively diffícu1t- to ThÍs
expfain
and also to
measure. Nevertheless, efforts were made to obiain good
quality
data
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Totar househord working capitalT of Nco participants
increased by 60 percent over the intervention period (Tabre
6.2r.). The increase was the greatest for the credit group (j_34
percent), and least for the irrigation group (s percent,).
Fixed capitals on average rose by L75 percent over the peri-od,
with the highest rerative increases reported by the
sericulture group (l-387 percent), and lowest for the credit
group. Totar capital holdings (working plus fixed capitar)
increased by 1oo percent for the participants. The overall
increases were the greatest for the sericulture members (s9r_
percent), and least for the irrigation members (32 percent).
All pre-post differences h¡ere significantly different from
zero at least at the five percent revel except the irrigation
groups, working capital and total capital assets.
The reason for the substantial increase in the fixed
capitar holdings of the sericurture participants was because
to undertake the sericurture activity, arr househords must
invest in eguipment they would not have had previously. Arso,
freguently, the rearing of sirkworms reguired the construction
of a separate house in which to do the rearing. For other
non-farm credit activities, this type of large fixed capital
investment was not usually reguired.
However, it is
capital was def ined as the amount of capital that is
to
operate
the enterprise, which at any on" tire
Seu|ire!
¡ã
l-n the form of cash and/or raw material ínputs and/or fuel"""iá
and/or
.7vflo-rking

end products.

sTotal fixed capital was determined using the present
resale
value of all tools, equiprnent, machinery, furni-Èure, änd buildinj-.
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interesting that the irrigation participants had invested
prirnarily in f ixed capital, while the credit participants had
invested ín working capital.
Tab1e 6.2L

?torking Capital
Control

Àverage l.forking and Fixed Capital Holdings of
NGO Participants and Control

Pre

post

536

Credit
Irrigation
Sericulture

932 2,l_838,8
2,237 2,353x'a
429
6 3 oD,x

Overall

I ,229

NGO

Fixed Capital
Control
Credit

Irrigation
Sericulture
Overall NGO

a

,97

pre-post

Change

,tn
5

47

2a,a

60

293

1, l_l_ga,a
L,46ga,a
4,3574'a

1-22

I ,397

642

I ,7 654'a

t75

1,672 3 r 3o1a'a
2 tggg 3,922x,a
722 4,gg7a''

97
32
59l_

L,g7O 3,7364'a

1_00

2\T

740
661_

5l_

Total Capital Holdings
Control-

Credit

Irrigation
Sericulture
Overall NGO

747

rn this table the first superscript l_etter proceeding the
to the pre-põst comiarison, wtrite th¿ second
superscript retates to the contror-þost comparison.

number relates_

Post-intervention levers of both working capital and
fÍxed capital lrere substantially higher than those of the
contror group, excepting the case of sericulture working
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capital. Hossain found that Grameen Bank borror¿ers' working
capital increased by J-44 percent in 2.2s years (Hossain l_98g,
59). The Nco part.icipants in this study experienced an
increase of 60 percent in their working capitar holdings over
a similar period, which is r-ower than that reported by
Hossain. However, rooking specificarry at the credit
intervention, which is most simirar to the Grameen Bank, the
increase in working capitar is very simirar. For this study,
their working capital rose by L34 percent.
Let us now turn to a detailed discussion of the types of
non-farm activities undertaken and their performance. The
most popular activities undertaken by aIr the respondents, in
order of importance, hrere as forrows: petty trading, smarr
retail-, paddy husking, snack food processing, rivestock
rearing, and cottage manufacturing (Tabre 6.22). The first
four of these activities represented almost go percent of all
the activities undertaken. control respondents were more
involved in trading, retail, and. cottage manufacturing. preintervention participants were arso involved v¡ith trading and
retail, but more invorved in snack food processing and paddy
post-intervention non-farm activities of the
husking.
participants were.concentrated in paddy husking, trading, and
retail.
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Table 6.22

Non-Farm Activities Undertaken By

and Control

Control

ActivÍty

Cottage manufacturing

Trading
Other

Total

Post

TotaI

(number)

Livestock rearing a/
Paddy husking
Retail
Snack food processing

L0

7

0

o

7

L4
26
L5
32

22

6

9

220

386

2L

I

37
17

t:

(number)

Sericulture

Pre

participants

(no.

)

4
l_L

40
44

22

L20
L56

2L
l_

1_

83

82
L87
66

695
83

a/ Note that armost arr the surveyed household.s rear
livestock:
prê- and post--intervention.
The
.co.ntrol,
livestock activity
ristãa here wal undertaken as a direct
resul-t of credit and/or technical assistance received from the

NGO.

Net income based on totar costse was gienerally higher for
post-intervention activities than for pre-intervention (using

the paired t-test, significantly different from zero at the
one percent leveI) or control activities (also significantly
different at the one percent level) (Table 6.23). when the
data were separated by activity, the pattern rernains the same,
except for cottage manufacturing where the control groups, net
eNet income based on

total costs was determined by subtracting
total costs from the value of all
output, whether trråt output wãÉ
soLd on the market or used for houserrota consumption.
cost
are equal to all cash costs. incruding raw matèrials,Total
fuer,
and
hired labour, prus straight-I.ine depreclation of arl ií""a
assets, .prus the opportunity cost of farnily tãuour."ãbitäi
The
opportunity cost of fanily labbur was deter¡nined for 3 different
regions, and for males and femares. by multipryinj trrË average wage
rate by the probability of obtaining ernpfofmént.-
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income was highest.

Except for trading and retail,

the prepost differences vJere significantly different from zero at
least at the five percent leveI. only for trad.ing was the
contror-post gap significantly different (at the five percent
lever) ' sericulture net income v¡as very low when determined
with totar costs. However, when the inputed value of the
mulberry leaves and family rabour was excluded, the net income
(based on cash costs) rose to Tk 1324/year.
Table 6.23

Net fncome for Non-Farm Activities of
Participants and Control

Activit
Cottage Manufacturing

Control
3, 5l_0

Livestock rearing
Paddy husking
LO ,673
Retail
14,Ll.5
Snack food processing l_0 r 920
Trading

4,902

OveralI

8

Sericulture

tl54

Pre

]-o,932
1-6

, l_8 l_

9,347
L2 ,87

ke-Post

Post

l_r350

I

LL t707

NGO

Change

| 465b,x
l-, 601

t:

18 r 0624,x
L6 r g2sx,x

65

2

4

]-5,974a,x
!4 ,62Qx,b

7L
L4

T4

26

,7

Aga'a

82

rn this table the first superscript retter proceeding the
relates to the pre-post comparison, wnite the second
superscript relates to the control-post comparison.
number

For return to labour1O, the overalr post average vras
higher than both the control and the pre average (significant
loReturn

to labour was deterrnined by subtracting total cash
costs (i.e., excluding the value of family labour) from total
revenue, all divided by the number of persbn-days used for the
activity.
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at the one and five percent revels respectively) (Table 6.24).
However, return to rabour has on average only increased by
3_3
percent over the intervention period.
Table 6.24

Return to Labour for Non-Farm Activities of
Participants and Control

NGo

Pre-Post

Control pre
post Change
activity
---------(rxlpersãn_aay)l____ (t)
Cottage Manufacturing 39
j_5
20b,x 33
Livestock rearing
a/
Paddy husking
77
61
83D,x
36
Retail
76
85
7 4x,x -l-3
Snack food processing j-27
75
924,x 23
Trading
54
95
L23x,b
30
Overall
Sericulture

rn this tabre the first

65

77

87b'a

l-3

l-8

superscript

letter proceeding the
number relates_ to the pre-post comiarison,
while the second
superscript relates to ttre tontrol-þost comparíson.--a/ Because livestock rearing is looked after by
members for sh_ort periods during the day, returnseveral
to
not determined.

family

rabour

was

only in the case of retail activities was the preintervention average return to l_abour higher than the post_
interventi-on average (not statistically significant). As was
seen above, net income rose only four percent for this
activity over the intervention period, and since return to
labour decrined i-3 percent, participants, employment level_s
increased. control average return to Ìabour is higher for
retail, snack food processing, and cottage manufacturing
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activities.
Return to labour varied substantiarry, although
it is usuaÌIy higher than the v¡age rate. The exceptions to
this were pre- and post-cottage manufacturing, and.
sericurture. However, these returns to labour s¡ere higher
than the opportunity cost of femare faniry rabour.
For the purposes of this study, total capitar r+as defined
as the amount of both working and fixed capital associated
with any particular activity.
Total capital !üas higher for

all post-intervention activities than for control (only
overall di-fferences significant the one percent level) (Tab1e
6-25). Post levers rüere higher than pre revers except the
case of retaíl activities, luhere again there was a decrÍne in
the level over the intervention period.
Table 6.25

Activity

Total capitar rnvested in Non-Farm Activities
of NGO Participants and Control
Control pre
--- (Îk)

Cottage Manufacturing

64r

Livestock rearing
Paddy husking
2 ,54L
Retail
4,O65
Snack food processing 2 ,4]-O

Trading

2 t532

Overal-I

2

Sericulture

t690

572

post

Pre-Post
Change

z)
g

l-7b,x

478

n?

2,165

3,loza,x

8 r917

7 rgo6x,x
3 r7558,x

-L2

3

4,252x'x

L3
25

4,524

4 r567x,a
4 t524

1

3r316
,402

43

rn this table the first superscripL retter proceeding the
to the pre-põst comiarison, wnite the second
superscript relates to the control-þost co'nparisorr.---

number rerates_
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Figures for return on capital were surprisingry highlr.
As with the case of totar capital invested, the post revers
were generally higher than either the pre or control levels
(Table 6-26) - The exception for this was with paddy husking
where the contror level was higher than for the postintervention (not statisticarly significant). rn both cases
the overall average return on capital was highest for the post
Ieve1 (significant in both cases at the one percent level).

return on capitar for sericurture was very ro!v, at onry 3-7
percent, due to the high levers of fixed capital reguired, and.
the low gross income earned.
The

Tab1e 6.26

Activity

Return on Capital for Non-Farm Àctivities of
NGO Participants and Control

Control

pre

post

- (gross incorne/tota1 capital

Cottage Manufacturing 1-t248 728
Livestock rearing
Paddy husking
9l-2 274

L

5

Pre-Post
Change

, gg4x,x

tg4I

(å)

':o
l.32

Tradincr

489
566
483

459
405
729

63 6a,x
53 6b,x
1 , 0g 3x,x
2 ,5664'x

OveraII

593

5L4

I ,1798,4 l2g

Retail
Snacl.<

food processing

Sericulture

t7

]-67

2s2

t7

rn this table the first superscript retter proceeding the
to the pre-põst comiarison, wt¡ite the
-- second
superscript relates to the tontror-þost
comparison.

number rerates_

11The only other availabr-e
study for income-generating
activities in Bangladesh also had trigh
estimates for return on
capitar - they ranged from r-00 to lzeÀ'percent
(BRAC r_990, 36).
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Finalry, let us briefly rook at measures of labour and
capital productivity to see if through the NGo intervention
productivity has increased. we shalr cont,inue to use the
measurement of capital as a stock, measured by the amount of
working and fixed capital each activity uses. I{e shall also
continue to use labour in flow terms; i.e., the number of
yearry person-days for each activity.
Although it rvourd be
advantageous to have flow measures for both variables, survey
data are liniting.
Labour productivity, defined as the amount of value added
per person-day of employment, turns out to have behaved much
like return to labour due to the similar, but not identical,
definition. on average, post labour productivity was higher
than control (significant at the one percent Ieve1), and also
the pre-intervention revel- (significant at the five percent
lever) (Table 6.27). Hov¡ever, three of the control averages
were higher than the post-intervention levers (not
statistically
different).
For alr activities, the post
average was higher than the pre averagie.
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Table 6.27

Labour Productivity for Non-Farm Activities of
Participants and ControL

NGO

Activit

Control Pre
n_T:
--- (Tklperson-da

Cottage Manufacturing

Livestock rearing
Paddy husking
Retail
Snack food processing
lrading

2ob'x

33

85D,x
7 6x,x
9 4a,x

-L2

55

62
86
76
96

66

,2

1_3

rn this tabre the first

Change

l_5

79
77

Overall
Sericulture

Pre-Post

1_

a/

37

!24x,b

24
29

I8b,ã

l_3

2t

superscript letter proceeding the

number rerates to the pre-post comþarison, white the second
superscript relates to the contror-þost cornparison.

a/ Because lívestock rearing is looked after by severar farniry
for short periods during the day, retuin to labour r,¡as
not deterrnined.

members

I^Iith the exception of paddy husking, alr postintervention levers of capitar productivity, defined as the
val-ue added per unit of totar capitar, hTere eguar to or higher
than those of the control (overall averages were statistically
different, but the individual averages vrere not) (Table 6.2g).
rn arl cases the post averages were higher than the preintervent,ion IeveIs, although the total average difference q¡as
not significantly different from zero.
Excepting retail, the non-farm activities undertaken by
NGo participants experienced increased net income, return to
labour, total invested capital, return on capital, and labour
and capital productivity.
I{hile many specific activity
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differences !¡ere not statistically
significant using the
paired t-test, overall differences were significant at least
at the five percent Ievel, with the exception of totar capitar
invested, and capital productivity.
Thus there is strong
evidence that the NGo intervention has had a significant
irnpact on the economic performance of these households, nonfarrn activities.
Tab1e 6.28

Capitat Productivity for Non-Farm Àctivities of
Participants and Control

NGO

Àctivity

Control Pre
Post
-(value added/total capital

Cottage Manufacturing
Livestock rearing
Paddy husking
Retail
Snack food processing

32

,!

l_L
7
l_0

Overall
Sericulture

1-1-

Change

t:

6

3 9x,x
59
gb'x
7x'x
12x,x

o
t_00

l-

3

5b,x

2L8

B

1

6x,4

1_00

5
7
l_

Pre-Post

60

2

rn this table the first superscript letter proceeding the
relates to the pre-post comþarison, whíte the second
superscript relates to the control-þost comparison.

number

Differences between the post-intervention revers and
those of the control group vrere ress marked. overarl averages
were all significantly different at the one percent lever,
however there v¡ere severaL activities where the control
average v¡as higher than that of the post-intervention
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participants. This was particurarly the case with return to
labour and labour productivity.
using the indicators rooked at so far, serÍculture has
compared unfavourably with the other non-farm activities.
Net
income was very low, even when non-cash costs were excluded.
Return to labour was stilr above the opportunity cost of
femal-e labour, however. The avèrage rever of totar capital
was high, primarily due to a high fixed capital component, but
return to capital $/as very low compared with the other nonfarm activities.
considering the discussion in chapter five
r¡ith respect to the irnpact of irrigation progranmes, this
information about another sector progranme does not support
the hypothesis that, concerning immediate impact on the
beneficiâry, they are more effective
than credit
interventions.
Before leaving this section, the different activities
have been ranked for each indicator reviewed (Tabre 6.29).
Except paddy husking (which reguires rittre capital) and

sericulture (which requires much capitar), those activities
with relativery high (low) Ieve1s of total- invested capital
r¡ere associated with relatively high (row) revels of net
income. There was also an apparent sright relationship
between the lever of net income and the return to labour and
labour product,ivity.
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Tab1e 6.29

Post-fntervention performance Ranking of
Àctivities By Economic Indicatois

Farm

Net
to
on
Labour
Àctivity rncome Labour Capital
rnlested capitar Ratio

Non_

hitat

Ratio

-Cottage

manufacturing 5
-Livestock
rearing
6
n. av.
-Paddy
husking
1
3
-Retail
2
4
-Snack food
processing
3
2
-Trading
4
l_
-Sericulture 7
6
n.av. : data not available.

6

3

7

L

n. av.

L

5
L

5

3
4

5

6

4
3

4

2

4

2

1_

3

2

7

5

7

2

6

To measure totar factor productivity, a cobb-Dougras
production function v/as estimated for arr the non_farm
activitiesl2The production function was estimated using
different. subsets of the data as risted belov¡ (Tabre 6.30).
The coefficient of determination (Rz) ranged as low as o.r-o
for the sericulture activity to as high as 0.54 for the paddy
husking activityThese coefficients of deterrnination v¡ere
low which is expected given that the data are cross-sectional.
The coefficients associated with labour ranged from o.32 to
l2Besides

the difficurties
rneasuring capital holdings,
this analysis.is linilqa ¡v- the in
implicit
asãurnpiions naae in using
a neoclassicar production functiorì. These
inåtuae ttr"
that finns are profit maxinizers ana ttrál the
isoquuri= "==urnption
are smooth
and continuous - (Hossain L984, 136) . potentiaüv'r*iirrer
of these
assurnptions will hold for-_ the type of hõusehold-producers
considered in this analysis. Neverthefèss, it is a useful- exercise
in order to aggregate a substantiar amount of data.
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O.89, and for capital ranged fron 0. Ol_ to 0.49, all
significant at the one percent leveI, except sericul_turers
capital coefficient.
Table 6.30

Activity
Sericulture
Paddy husking

Control
Pre-

intervention

Post-

fntervention
Overall

Estimates of Different cobb-Douglas production
Functions for Non-Farm Activitles of the
Participants and Control
Value of

Labour
Capital
Constant Coefficient Coefficient Adjqsted
Rz
3.264
(r-.r.e)
L.62d

(0.68)
3.978

(0.6s)
4.gga
(0.81_)

3.908
(0.61_)

2.648

(0.40)

0. g7a

0.

ol_x

(0.32)

(0.1_0)

0.754
(0.1-0)

(0.08)

o.624

(0.11)
o

.324

(0.1_3)

o. 554

0.

l_0

o.4ga

0. 54

.274

o.42

o

(0.06)
0.338

o.

(0.06)

l_4

(0.1_o)

(0.06)

0.334

o.2t

0. gga

0.234

0.28

(0.06)

The superscript indicates whether the variable is
statistically significant, while the figures
standard errors of the estimated coeffiãients in brackets are
Total factor productivity (TFp)
measured using the
'nras
following index:
+ qK¡ ) ,
where, v, is the varue added for the ith activity, Li is the
number of person-days worked for the activity, Ki is the
TFPi = V,,/ (wL,
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of working and fixed capital used for the ith activity,
and q¡ and q are the marginal product,ivity of labour and
capitar for non-farrn activities as a whore. using this index,
post-intervention activities have the highest totar factor
productivity (0.25), followed by pre-intervention activities
(0-63), then the control activities (0.59), and finalry
sericulture ( 0 . t-4 ) .
All dif ferences v¡ere statistically
different at the one percent 1evel.
Finally, making the assumption that the non-farrn
activities exhibit something close to constant returns to
sca1e, two other forms of the cobb-Douglas production function
$¡ere estimated to reveal the relative importance of labour and
capital. I{hen capital productivity was regressed on rabourintensity (or the labour-capitar ratio), the independent
variable exprained 6B percent of the variation in the
dependent variable for all non-farm activities (Tabre 6.3L).
Thus, much of the variation in capital productivity was
exprained by the amount of l-abour used per unit of capital.
However, when labour productivity was regressed on capitatintensity (the capital-labour ratio), a very low Rz of only
0.03 was found. This suggests that the amount of capitar per
unit of labour did not go far in expraining the variation in
labour productivity.
sinirar regressions were run for
different subsets of the data and the results were consistent.
Efforts were also made to incrude the effects of credit
availability,
by using as dunrny variabre as whether the
amount
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respondent received credit.
!¡ere not significant.

Table 6. 3l_
Dependent

fn general the

Variable

Independent Value of
Constant

Va1ue

Capital

Labour

46.4r4

Labour

productivi

variables

CapÍta1 and Labour Productivity Regressed on
Labour and Capital Intensities

Variable

productivity

dummy

intensity

-]-.24x
(r..5s)

Capital

64.

intensity

684

(4.40)

of
Àd\sted
Coefficient
(r-.21_)
0.41_a

(0.0e)

0. 68
o. 03

These regressions indicate that rabour per unit of
capitar vras a more important determinant of capital
productivity than capital per unit of rabour was as a
detenninant of rabour productivity. possibly this was because
the non-farm activities are arl at the cottage industry rever,

with most technologies used being both traditionar and
generalry unchanging. By sinply adding capital to these types
of activities,
labour productivity wirr not rise
significantly.
rt is onry when credit is cornbined with neü¡
technologies, inputs, and/or markets that improvements in
labour productivity wirl result frorn capitar accumuration.
6.6

Eutlmary

In

the results of the household survey indicate
that although most of the NcO participants are r+ithin the
summary,
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specified target group (60-80 percent), the participants are
better-off, on averagie, than the control group. rt is likely
this is the result of differences in initÍal endowment and
aLso due to the interventionrs impact. comparisons with
nationar averages indicate that, excepting the irrígation
participants, NGo participants, have rower asset and income
levels. These results support, those discussed in chapter
five, best illustrated by Tendlerrs claim that NGos tend not
to work with the poorest of the poor as it is very difficurt
to instigate a short-term self-herp project with people who
have very few assets. This seems to indicate that a
significant share of the rurar poorest are not being reached
by the NGos' efforts. rf these househords are to be incl-uded
in the development process, other types of interventions must
be used that wirl tend to attract them. Rural works
progranmes are one option, but the devel0pmental irnpact on the
household is weak.
Income levels of participants increased markedly whether
compared to the control group (90 percent), or to their own
pre-interventíon rever (44 percent).
Most respondents
perceived that their income had risen. Non-farm income rises
the most, and the credit group experienced the most
significant overarl increase in income. The evidence
contradicts the hypothesis that sector prograrnmes have a more
significant direct econornic inpact than do cred.it progranmes.
sector progranmes, by definition, are more complex due to the
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technol-ogy invorved, the verticar rinkages, and the amount
of
cooperation reguired. The resurt is rower irnmediate returns

to the NGo participants. This is not a condemnation of NGo
efforts in sector development, only a suggestion that it, is
likely in the Ìonger-run that the NGo and its participants
will develop the reguisite skill-s required to undertake sector
interventions successfurly. Furthermore, as shall be seen in
chapter 8, the indirect impact of sector progranmes is often
substantially higher than that of credit progranmes.
I,Ihere this one-time, cross-sectional survey farr.s short
is in giving evidence as to the sustainabrity of the impact on
the participants. However, a longitudinar study wourd be of
little use here because most NGos, incruding the ones r-ooked
at here, do not have a formura for severing ties with their
participants after a certain period (or a certain amount
of
progress). One question in this survey gave a clue to
the

outcome in case of the Ncors withdrawal: almost one-half
of

the respondents fert they could continue their new activity,
but at a smar-rer scare. For the case of credit respondents,
the reason for this rower level of production is largely
explained by the fact that since joining the Nco they have
largely shifted from informar credit sources, mainly
moneylenders, to NGo sources of credit.
upon participant
graduation, presumably the moneyrender would again become
a

significant source of credit. This would mean the cost of
credit would rise substantially, increase the participants,
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costs, and 1ikely reduce their incomes.
rt was the sericulture respondents who were most
pessimistic about their abirity to sustain their projects
in
case of an Nco withdrawal. Thirty-two percent of
the
sericul-ture respondents said they wourd significantly reduce
their output (versus approximately l-5 percent for the
other
respondents). This situation is easy to understand when
one
looks at the number of areas in rvhich the NGos are invorved:
developing and maintaining rnurberry tree plantations,
helping
with the provision of sirkworm eggs, providÍng technical

assistance, and of course providing credit.
participant
graduation from BRÀ,c or proshikars sericur_ture progranmes
wirl
mean renewed dependence on

inforrnal credit, but also on both
private and public provision of these other services.
The
costs of these services, if provided publicly or privately,
for the participants are higher with respect to both
actual
cost (or inplicit cost incrud.ing cost of bribes), and
for
reriability of supply, which ultimately influences on
the
guarity of their product and therefore the price they
receive
for it.
Graduation in the case of the sector efforts is
significantry more cornplicated than the credit case.
Therefore, sustainability of NGo impact is very much rerated
to either the sustainabirity of NGos themserves, or NGos,
ability to indigenize the services that their participants
become dependent upon.

There is rittle

evidence of uneguar distribution

of
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benefits among the participants from the survey data. The
only area where this is the case is the relationship between
change in paddy income and farm size.
NGos have been
successful in ensuring that the benefits are reasonabry
egually distributed to their participants.
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CEAPTER 7

COSTS OF NGO PROGRAMUE8

This chapter shalI consider the costs of three different
types of NGO income and ernployment generation activities
we
considered in chapter six. rt has been argued elsewhere
that
although the impact of NGo prograrnmes is generalry high,
the

costs are also high, leading to a low benefit to NGo-outJ_ay
ratio (J. Àlam r-9BB). rn chapter six it h¡as seen that
the
benefits concerning increased income are substantiar
for NGo
participantsr so once a per capita cost for the interventions
has been established, then it can be brought together
with the
irnpact data to obtain a ratio of annual participant
benefit to
NGO-out1ay.

Determining costs for different Nco programmes is
not
straight forward, because of the fact that most progranmes
are
integrated. However, v/e shalr proceed in the forlowing

manner: total per capita cost of NGo interventions
will be
determined first
that includes costs associated with the
provision of arr NGo 'core, activities plus sector progranme
costs. These core activities wirr be outrined berow,
but
generally incrude the provision of credit, g.roup formation
and
savings, plus non-formal education progranmes. The
sector
progranme costs include those costs necessary
for the
operation of the irrigation and sericulture prograrunes
of BR.A,C
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and Proshika. section 7.2 isolates those costs that
are
unique to these sector prograrnmes; these are costs that
can be
considered additional to the core costs, i.ê., the core
progranmes are considered necessary for the success
of the

sector progranmes. This will arl0v¡ us to compare the per
capita costs of credit and sector progranmes. rn section 7.3
we shall bring into the analysis the data discussed
in chapter
six relating to intervention irnpact on income to calculate the
annual participant benefit to NGO_outlay ratio.
Before proceeding a note of clarification is needed.
only with sericurture will an actuar benefÍt-cost analysis
be
discussed in section 7.4. This is because traditional
benefit-cost analysis was deemed not particularly appropriate
for analyzíng the other NGo schemes considered. Benefit-cost
anarysis, in its most basic form, arrows one to compare the
present value of a discounted stream of benefits with
the
present value of a discounted stream of costs.
rt is
particularly helpfur when the benefits and costs
are
distributed at dífferent times. t{ith NGo credit operations,
it is arguable that this is not so. Benefits to NGo
participants from their income-generating activities today
are
the result of costs incurred by the Nco yesterday. Both
benefit and cost occurs in the same year, and the ratio of
benefits to operating costs shourd not vary much from year to
year. rn this case comparing the benefits and costs for
one
year is a reasonable approximation for the true benefit-cost
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ratio because the ratio wil_I remain constant over Èime. For
seri-cuIture, benefit-cost analysis shall be referred to,
because this intervention does invorve substantial costs
that
occur nainly at the start of the project.
Also in the case of irrigation interventions, rrê have
chosen not to present benefit-cost. data. The reasons
for this
are that this present study has reried upon secondary sources
for data on irrigation project profitabirity.
As was seen in
chapter five, these sources suggested that the net income
for
the irrigation schemes is highly variable and often negative.
7.L Overall

NcO

Operating Costs

The annuar operating costs for the three NGos considered
here are taken from annuar budgets for the various principal

activities reported in the most recent annuar reports. Note
that no attempt was made to incrude the opportunity cost
of
the NGos' revolving loan fund less interest incomel nor the
depreciation of capital assets.
Note also that the operating budgets refer to both

lrnterest

income

from tjrg_ _1evolving. roan fund.s represented 6.4
percent of BRÀc's totar
RDp/Rcp operatlng costs in i_991_, and. 6.9
percent of prosh_ika's op.eratingfor Lggr_g2 (data was
unavaitabre for ÀsA). rËis sivãs costs
;;;;-idea
rh;-ã*lËr,t ro which
these prog:ranmes are self-sústaini"g'. clearry
much higher
interest rate r .ot greater erric-iãnËí' i= reguireda for
interest
income to sustain ttiese organizationsi
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operating costs and capitar investmentz. To a certain extent
the inclusion of capital ínvestment as a cost will compensate
for excJ-uding capital depreciation. However, because these

are scaring-up rapidly, and 1ikely incurring unusuarly
high capitaì- investment in, ê.g., rand and offices, the former
costs are rikely significantry higher than the ratter.
Ànnuar budgets for these princÍpat activitÍes vary as
r_ow
as Tk 47-4 mirlion for ASA to as high as Tk 788.5 nillion
for
BRÀc (Table 7.L) .
The total nurnber of househords ís
determined by muì.tiplying the total participant figure
by the
appropriate adjustment factot'. This is done because some
households have more than one member active witrr
the
particurar NGo. The per househord cost was determined
by
dividing the number of progranme households into the stated
budget figure- The per househord costs vary substantialry,
from as low as Tk 237 per year forASÀ to as high as
Tk 2,og2
per year for BRAC. The average per household cost was
Tk L2s6
per year.
NGos

2À

detailed

unavailable.

breakdown

of operating and investment costs

was

-adjustment factors were supptied by the NGos in the cases
of^ --þ"
BRÀ'c (M.cto tñã author, July 25, 1993) and
-sattar, letter
Proshika (rqbal.Alarn-Khan,
letter
to tne author, Jury 2a, 1993),
but were approximated for ASA by usingr
th"
two NGOs.
".r.rui* i;ä, the other
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Table 7.1 Annuar op_erati.g Budget for
and per Household colts

NGo

principal Àctivities
Proshika

.A,pplicable Annual
Budget (Tk/year) 47, 4!4,800

788 t 48O ,4L9

272,l.83 t77g

598 , ]-25

4O7,945
289 ,57

of
Participants

gS,gB7

Approximate Number
of Households a/

64 , 31-L

37 6 ,8I9

737

2,O92

Number

Per Household
Cost (Tklyear)

Sources:

ASA 1991a

, lgglb;

BRAC L99t_a;

proshika

O

, lgg2b.
a/ sorne households have more than one member invorved
in the
particular Nco. For itri= rËå="" în" total
number of
participants was multiplied
thð-iorràwing factors for each
NGo: ASA, by 0.67; eñac byby
õ.eg;
by o.7r (see
footnote number L, this chapter ror .r,Jproshika
rãierences).
This gave us
Èhe rorat number of parti"ip"ii"õ-nãi-=ãn"rds.
l_992a

b/ Includes entire 199j_ budget.
c/ rncludes entire r-99r- budget for Rurar Deveropment
and Rura1 Credit programme.
d/ Includes all

prograrnme

LggJ,-g2 budget expenses.

The estÍmates given above are somewhat

higher, but of the
same magnitude, to per househord costs
out,lined in chapter
five. This is in part due to the three to five interveni_ng
years between when those other studies were
done and when this
study was done - the result of both real growth
and inflation.

particularly for BRAC, the per capÍta costs
are
rising. rn 1990, the comparable per capita cost for BRÀc
was
However,
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Tk

'783. This increase is Iikely in part explained by BRACTs
increasing efforts in the more expensive sector progranmes.

7

l-

-2 Differentiar costs of

Nco sector rnter:r¡eutions

rt

is difficurt
to isolate compretely the costs
associated with different Nco progranmes. This is in part due
to the integration of Nco efforts that have occurred in the
last ten or so years. Now, âny one area office may be
involved in several different progranmes, with the same staff
working in alr or some of these efforts.
For instance, a
fierd worker may distribute credit to participants, corlect
payments, attend weekly meetings and deliver different forms
of non-formal education.
Perhaps a more important reason for the difficulty
in
isolating particular progranme costs is that many proglranmes

are interdependent: in some cases the success of one aspect
of the NGo effort depends on the success of another aspect.
For example, the much heralded high repayment rates for most
NGo credit schemes is partry due to the close monitoring
of
group savings, and attendance of group meetings. Arso,
successful completion of literacy and other non_formal
education progranmes al-lows an NGo participant to more quickry
understand and possibly accept nehr ideas critical for the
success of sector prograrnmes. particuLarry in cooperative
efforts like irrigat.ion schemes, group cohesion is essential
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for smooth operation. rn case of disagreernents r¡ithin the
group, this wirl read to a reduction in the irrigation
project's efficiency, and, is a possible means by which outside
forces coul-d exproit the group to theÍr own advantage.
consequently, it will be argued that the success of the
sector progra¡nmes depends on the successful provision of al1
the NGo core services including the provision of credit. rn
other words, without these core services, the effectiveness of

the sector interventions wourd be seriousry irnpaired. The
core services generally include:
group formation and
consciousness-raising, literacy, numerâcy, and other nonformar education prograrnmes (e.g., hearth and nutrition
education), and the provision of subsidized credit (i.e.,
subsidi-zed in retation to the opportunities most rural
househords face). AsA, BRAC, and proshika are involved
in all

these activities with some minor exceptions.
Because of the difficurty

in isolating the costs of
different progranmes within the NGo ,packager, and due to the
interdependence of many if not arl the progranmes, no attempt
will be made to figure out the totar costs in carrying out
credit schemes versus the total costs accrued in carrying out
sector progranmes. rnstead, the analysis wil' be based on the
notion that there are certain costs that are unique to sector
interventions, and that these costs are
the
@
core costs- That, is, the sector progranme costs include the
differential costs plus the core costs, whereas the credi_t
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progranme costs are made up of only the core costs.
For the purposes of this anarysis, our discussion wirr be

linited to two types of sector progranmes: irrigation and
sericulture- Hovlever, to a greater or lesser extent this
differentiar anarysis courd be applied to any of the sector
prograrmes, because of the strong sirnilarities
are all admínistered.

in the

way they

credit prog'rarünes generally rely on the individuar, or
for Proshika, the group, to decide what type of investment to
make. As hras seen in chapter four, these investments are
usua1J.y traditional in naturei often the participants choose
to invest in an activity with which they have experience. The
NGo may be involved in a linited way by requiring
a project
proposal before approval is made, but it, is up to the
individual or the group.
I^Iit'h sector progranmes, like the irrigation
and
sericulture progranmes considered here, it is at the NGors
initiative that the activiÈy is started. of course, this rnay
have originated from discussíons with participant,s in the
past, but due to the special nature of these prograrnmes, it is
necessary for the NGo to make a directed effort at its
promotion. The speciar nature of these prograrnmes is that
they generalry invorve either a new technorogy, or the
provision of a previousry unavailable inputr oF access to a
previously unatËainabre market. The credit scheme participant
generally uses traditional technology, existing inputs, and. an
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accessible market.

the field work undertaken and discussions with NGo
central office staff, it was found that there are three
main
elernents of sector progranmes that are generalry
not part of
credit proqranmes. These areas were; technical staff,
technical skirl training, and ímplementation costs. The
last
cost can vary widely depending on the type of sector
progranme, so it shall be considered separately.
since ASA
had stopped its efforts in irrigation frorn December
rggol
focus shall be turned to BRAC and proshika.
rn the cases of BR^c and proshika, apparently besides the
area managers, there v¡ere essentiarly two or three
tiers of
f ield staff The rnost basi-c f ierd staf f for the NGos
considered were responsibre for the adninistration
of the core
activities risted above, including credit extension, group
forrnation, and non-formar education. The next tier of
field
workers v¡as invotved in the implernentation of
sector
From

progranmes.

The first tier field workers generarly have
the
equivalent of junior-high or senior-high school matricuration
(i.e., secondary schoor certificate, or higher-secondary
school certificate),

or rrith BRACrs progranme officers, they
may have a (2 year) bachelor's degree. proshikars
basic staff
include Economic Development workers, and Deveropment
Education I'Iorkers (Tab1e 7 .2 and 7.3) . For BRÀc the
basi_c
field staff nere actualry composed of two tiers incruding,
the
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sheboks/shebikas and their regular programme organizers.

All these staffs are at the area office leveI. ASÀ basic
fierd staff are caLred unit supervisors, and since their
irrigation progranme is no ronger in operation, this is the
onJ-y tier of field staff they currently havea.
The nexÈ tier of fierd workers, generally having higher
academic guarifications (at ninimum a 2-year bacherorrs

degree, but possibry a 4-year bacherorrs or masterrs degree)

and receiving a higher salary, work with the sector
prograrrmes. For proshika this includes what they call
Technical- workers who are different specialists that cover the

different sector prograrnmes that proshika is working in
are eíther located in their area or zonar offices.
Table 7.2 Totar staffing of
programmes
NGO

BRAC

BRAC

and

and proshika's rrrigation

Fie1d Staff

Central Office Staff
i-B programme
l- Sector Specialist
organizers (engineering) ( irrigation)
l-8 Skilt programme
L Sector Specialist
Organizers (irrigation)
(agriculture)
38 Programme
Organizers (nechanic)
3-50 Gram Sheboks/Shebikas

Proshika

4when ASÀrs

22 Technical l{orkers

l-

Programme

Coordinator
1- Assistant progranme
Coordinator

irrigation progranme was in operation, they did
have personnel at the appropriate office
training frorn a specialist based in Dhaka. who received special
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Table 7.3 Total Staffing of
programmes

BRÀC

and proshikars Sericulture

Field Staff

NGO

Central Office Staff

3 Zonal sector
1 operations
-specialistResearch
-(sericulture)
-sge9j1_lists
programme
l-L SkiÌI
1 Se-ctor Specialist
organizers (sericulture) (sericultuiãi-4 rnonitoring programrne
Organizers
3 Programme Organizers (egg production)
2 Prograrnme organizers iUuåfr- production)
'
4 Programme organizers (reeliñg)
5 Trainers

80 Gram Sheboks/Shebikas
Proshika

2L Techni_ca1 Workers

l-

Programme

Coordinator
1 Assistant

Programme

Coordinator

For

this Íncludes both some of their regurar
Programme organizers and their
'skirl' programme organizers,
the latter are located primarily in the regionar offices, and
cover several area offices. some regular programme organizers
are involved in the irnpÌementation of the core activities like
the Programme organizer (credit), whire others, rike the
Programme organizer (mechanic) are involved in the
sector
progranmes. This second tier could also include the zonal
sector specialists, who for sericulture, monitor entire zones,
which are made up of severar regions. These sector fierd
workers are not responsible for the carrying out of the NGo
BRÀ'c
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core activities.5
Besides fierd workers, the sector progranmes arso enproy

central office coordinators and specialists.
For BRACTs
irrigation progranme, this incrudes a sector specialist in
irrigation and one for agricurture. For BR-ACrs sericulture
this includes an operations Research speciatist, and
a sector specialist. proshikars irrigation and sericulture

progranme

progranmes each have one Progranme coordinator and Àssociate
Programme Coordinator.

The participants involved in the sector interventi-ons
benefit from the first tÍer fierd workers in the sense that

they are invorved in group activities rike group savings, and.
non-formal education. However, unlJ_ke participants who
receive only simpre credit extension, they also receive
technicar and other types of support from the second tier
field workers along with access to credit.
This is most
clearly seen with proshika where there are rearly onry two

tiers of field workers: core workers (Econornic Development
workers/Development Education Ï.rorkers) , and. sector workers
(Technical workers) . For BR.A,C the situation is sornewhat more

compricated because of the greater diversity of positions.

For instance,

Gram sheboks,/shebikas and progranme

organizers

5In a discussion with one of Proshika's
Technical I{orkers it
was indicated th_a! although. they were not direètrt;¿;ponsibre
for
core activities like prornoting g19"p solidarity, o'r ãnãüring tinãiv
return of loan payrnents, tÞ.y ãia
invorveä' in it to a cert,ain
extent in the course of theif work.|etThis
Technical l.Iorker felt the
workload of the Economic Development I{orkers
was 1ikely reduced
because

of his efforts.
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are the first tier fierd workers or core workers, but there
are some among their numbers who work specifically in the
sector progiranmes.
other costs associated with the technical staff involved
in sector prograrnmes include their travel and their training.
Partly because the technical fierd workers are more highly
trained and therefore better paid, and partty because of the
larger areas they often cover compared. to the general field
workers they generalry travel via motorcycre, whire the
generar field workers traver via rickshaw or bicycre. Thus,
another component of the differential costs between sector and
credit progranmes relating to the technicar staff is their
actual travel costs. yet another component of increased costs
is staff training. Because of the technical nature of the
sector prograrnmes, on-going training is essentiar to ensure
new techniques are disseminated quickly and that conmon
mistakes do not recur.
The final signifi-cant differential

operating cost is the

training of the participants. All NGo participants receive
training relating to the core activities of the NGo: i.e.,
consciousness-raising, riteracy,
and other non-formal
education. However, only the sector participants receive
specialized training in their respective areas. Both BRÄc and
Proshika offer training in irrigation management and dj-fferent
aspects of sericulture, and severar other areas.
Let us now turn to look at the actual differentiar costs
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estimatedó. with salary costsr âr attempt rras made to
determine the cost of the salary and benefits for arl the
staff outlíned in tables 7.2 and 7.3. The exception to this
rerates to BRÀc's sericurture progiranme. BRAC is presently
undergoing some rather dramatic changes in its sericulture
progranme- specifically, they are planning for a major
expansion of their progranme in both its size and arso in the
breadth (BR-AC 1'992) . Plans include a dramatic increase j-n the
actual cocoon and silk output, and, arso efforts to produce
their own disease-free layings (DFLs) (the eggs from which
silkworms are born), and. expand into bush cultivation of
mulberry trees. To rnaintain some consistency between proshika
and BRAC's sericurture progranmes, it was decided to exclude
from BRAC's costs those considered outside the primary
sericurture activities. Excluded from BRÀcrs staff costs are
the costs of the rnonitoring programme organi zers, the egg and
bush production programme organizers, the reelíng programme
organizers, as werl as the trainers. These staff costs were
excluded in order to concentrate on the basic activities of
sericulture: i.e., the actuar rearing of the silkworm and the

sale of the cocoon.
Travel costs for
óP1ease

BRAC

v¡ere determined

to be 35 percent of

note that the budget data rpas the most recent that was
available at the tine of the.rí.eIa
For BRÀc this rã=-igöi,
while for proshika ít was their L99o-9i
".rr,r"y.(Jury-June)
t;;:
However, the staff figures relate to the actuai perióa riscai
of
the
field
work: . i.e., earry L992. To the extent that thð staff complements
have increased in the inte.rvening few months may read to an
overestimate of the cost of these sêctor progranmes.
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the sar-aries.

yearly traver costs for proshika
r¡ere
determined by taking a straight-line depreciation
of the cost
of the motorcycles they purchase. Àlso, proshika Technical
I{orkers are provided a conveyance arrowance to pay
for the
cost of gasoline and oir for their motorcycres. This
cost
appears within the proshika salary figure.
For both NGos, staff training r¡as approximated at seven
percent of staff salary costs. participant training
costs
hrere estimated by first deterrnining the number
of training
courses that occurred in the most recent year for
which data
are available (for BRAC this was i-99L, whire for proshika
it
was their fiscar year r-990-9i-) .
This figure v¡as then
nurtipried by the average number of days required for
each
training (7-5 for BRÀc, and 8.3 for proshika), and
then
multiplied by the average daily arlowance per participant,
(Tk
50 for BRAC, and Tk 75 for proshika).
I{hen all these differential costs are brought
together,
it s¡as found that for both NGos, the irrigaÈion progra¡nme
costs, varying between Tk z2z-z4o per househord,
are much
lower than those for sericurture, which vary betv¡een
Tk 5g7_
l-650 per household (Table 7.4). rn both cases,
since the
number of households is much higher for irrigation
than for
sericul-ture, the per househord costs of the former progranme
are much lower than the latter. For both sector prograÌnmes
BRAC's per househord costs are greater than
those for
Proshika- BRÀ,c's sericurture progranne is significantly
more
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expensive (Tk l-6so) than proshikars (Tk 587) in per household
terms.
As was mentioned above, some technical staff involved in
sector progranmes do indeed sirnplify the work of the general

fierd workers. Thus, to a certain extent, the costs risted
above are not pureJ-y differential costs. on the other hand,
incruded in our differentiar costs were neither the cost of
the area managerts tirne, which could be substantialT, nor the
cost of progranme ímplernentation.

hn discussions with two area managers, one each from
and
Proshika, the sector progranmes hrere considered to consumeBRAC
a
1arge
part of their time. Both managers listed irrigation as being-a
sector progranme that was among the top three arêas that requiíed
a. significant amount of their input. rn this case it w.-= the
significant effort that was requirea in keeping the groups unified
and the tubewells operating efficientì_y.
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Table 7.4 Differential Operating Costs of Sector Versus
Credit,
programmes

NcO ftem
BR.AC:

frrigation

Staf f costs: (Tklyear)
-salaries a/
6,923r350
-travel & trans-

portation b/
!,320,623
-traíning c/
484 t63S
ParticiPant & @
(rklyear) d/
843;t5oTotal differentiai_ cost
(Tklyear)

g

Number of
participants

,572,4O7

2

Nurnber of
participants

Àpproxirnate number of
households e/
Per Household Cost
(Tk zhousehold/year)

a/

,639 ,579
335, 503

L84,7Ot

training
529 ,97 5
3r

6gg ,657

2,235

39 | 825

2 r235

240

l_, 650

Proshika: Staff costs: (Tklyear)
-sal_aries f /
l-, 3 66 ,77 6
-travel & transportation g/
l-98, OOO
gS ,67 4
-tra j-ning c/
Participant training
h/
6l_e,3BB
lTklyeaç)
Tota1
differential cost
(Tklyear)

2

,2]-5

63

Approximate nurnber of
households e/
Per Household Cost
(Tklhousehold/year)

Sericulture

,27g r g3g

Lr3l-0,460
l_89,000

gL,732
3O9,975
1, g0l_ | 167

,445

3

,24O

lo,256

3

t24O

14

222

587

Based on BR.AC_ salary schedure
July 1,gg2 which
incrudes basic sara.ry prirs housing, effective
ntããióar,
conveyance,
bonus
allowance prus estiuraÈe on the coït áf tr,." provident fund
and
group insurance for all sericurture siatr excluding those
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mentioned in text.

b/ EstimaÈed.Io- b_. 35 percent of the staff costs of arl but
BR.AC,s Gram Sheboks (ARAC lgg2, 38).
c/ Estirnated to be seven percent of staff costs (BRAC Lgg2,
38).
d/ Estiurates based on number of training courses (BRAC 3-99Le,
!?). nultipried- by average 7.s ãaysTcourse and TK
5Olparticipant/day.
e/ Totar number _o_f _irrigation- participants. nurtipried by o.63,
and o-7L for BRAC
and prostri¡<a r"-='p"älivery,-lã-ã.t"rmine
approximate number of households invol'ved
(see footnote number
one in this chapter for references)
f/ Based on proshika salary scare existing september lggz
which includes basic.plus dearness
alròwance, and estimates
for the value_of proviãent fund, house
rent, traveJ_ alrowance
and

medical allowance.
g/ Figure based o.n straight-rine depreciation on motorcycre,
but excludes cost of 9aÉ, etc. as
this incruaea- i" sarary
figure.

h/ Estirnates based on number of formar and inforrnar training
courses (Proshika r-99r-) multiplied by average 8.3 days/course
and TK 7S/participant/day.
Finarly in this section ret us use the per capita total
costs from section 7.r- and the sector differential costs just
developed to determine the per capíta totar costs for
the core
versus the sector progranmes. When the sector differential
costs are subtracted from the totar cost, the actual cost of
the core progranmes remain. Dividing this actual core cost
by
the number of NGo participating households, the actuar per
househord costs of the core progranmes is found to be
Tk 2 ,os7
for BRÀc, and Tk 926 for proshika (Tabre 7.s). These figures

teIl us the approximate per capita operating cost for the
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essential core progranmes of these NGos, and excludes the
costs of the sector effortss.
Then the per capita sector differential costs are added
to the per household core cost to give us an estimate of the
per household sector total costs (Tabre 7.sr. These costs
range as low as Tk 1,l_49 per household for proshikars
irrigation progranme, to as high as Tk 3,707 for BRAC's
sericulture prograrnme. The differentiar costs represent
between L2 8J- percent of the base costs.
For both NGos, sericulture is substantiarry more
expensive than either credit extension or irrigation.
rrrigation efforts are onryr or1 average, 1g percent more
expensive than the credit schemes, whereas sericurture
progranmes are 72 percent more expensive. so as far as costs
are concerned, the sector progranmes vary, but are more
expensive than the credit progiranmes. This is not a
surprisÍng resurt given the added staffing and other
reguirements for a sector progranme. sericulture is
particularly expensive because the NGo works with individual
sirkworm rearers, whereas with irrigation, the NGo works with
groups. rn the case of BRAC, this entairs two of its vilrage
organizations, meaning perhaps Loo participants for one
scheme; with proshika each scheme is run by one group, whích
8of course Ì.Je have subtracted from
total
only the
differential
costs of the sector progranmescosts
which
l¡e are
investigating.
The core costs we have determined here
wilt
therefore overestimate the true core costs.
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translates into approxirnately
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persons.

Table 7.5 Cornparison of Credit and Sector Programme per Capita
Costs
Proshika

BRAC

A. Àpplicable Budget Cost
(Tklyear)

788,500r000

B. Total Differential Cost:
(Tklyear)
L3 ,261,064
Irrigation
9,572,4O7
Sericulture
3r698,657
tCore, Activity Cost (À-B)
(Tklyear)
775,238 ,936
_
Total
number of
participants
S9B, l_25
Approxinate number of
households
Core Cost
(Tklhousehold/year)

272,:-93,779
4t]-gl.rO05
t27g r g3g

2

Lrg0l-,L67

268 , OO2 t773

4O7,845

37 6 ,81_9

289,57O

2,O57

926

participants:
frrigation
63,2j-s
- Sericulture
2 ,235

Number Sector

L4

,445

3,24O

Àpproxirnate Number Sector households:

Irrigation
39 ,825
LO,256
- Sericulture
2,235
3,24O
Sector Differential Cost: (Tklhousehold/year)
frrigation
240
222
- Sericulture
l-, 650
587
Tota1 Sector Cgst (Tklhousehold/year) :
Irrigation
2,297
L,l4g
- Sericulture
3,207
L r 5l-3
fncrease Sector over Credit (å) :

Irrigation
- Sericulture

TT.7

80.2

24.O
63

.4
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7.3 fcÀ Benefit to Out1ay Ratios
Finally in this chapter we shalr draw together the
infornation on income changes discussed in chapter six with
the materiar outlined in this chapter on costs. Annual
participant-benefit to NGo-outlay ratios vary markedly from as
low as 0.9 for BRAC's sericurture progranme, to as high as
L7.4 for Proshika's irrigation progranme (Tab1e 7.6). on
average the ratio is highest for credit progranmes (7.r) then
,
irrigation progranmes (7.0), forrowed by sericurture (1.8).
This might lead one to berieve that the irrigation
interventions have been as successful as credit interventions.
Hos/ever, as r.¡as pointed out in chapter six, the irrigation

participants did not significantry benefit from the irrigation
activities
directly:
rather, their benefits derived
fundamentally through their own farm income and arso the
impact of credit they received for investment in their own
non-farm activities.
This resurt is supported by evidence
presented in chapter five relating to the impact of irrigation
projects of NGo participants. The high annuar benefit-outray
ratio associated with the irrigation progranmes is actuarly
largely due to credit extension.
Since sericulture
participants tended to receive credit for silkworm rearing
aIone, the ratio for this sector is a more true number.
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Table 7.6

Benefit-to-NGO Out1ay Ratios for Credit and
Sector Programmes

Annua1

Increased NGO Outlay
Household per

fncome

Sector

NGO

Credit

ÀsA

LO,gO7

BRAC

Àverage

frri-

gation

ASA

a/

Proshika

Àverage

737
2,O57
926
L,24O

7 tgr].

n.

6r903

BRAC

Tklyear)

,643
9rgo5
9,779
5

Proshika

Household

20 , O]-4

1,1,973

appl.

2,297

r,L4g

L,723

Sericulture

a/
n.appl.
BRÀC
3,469
Proshika S, 8l_3
Average 4,725

n.appl.
3,707
l-,51_3
2,6:l'0

overall

ÀsA
BRÀC
Prosh ika
Average

2

,697

L

,54O

ASA

9,359
5,338
l_

l- , 9

l_ l_

8,869

737

L,Lg6

Annual

BenefitRatio b
Outlay
r_4.8

2.7

LO.7

7.L

n. appI.

3.0

L7

.4

7.O

n.app1.
0.9
3.8
1.8
L2.7

2.O
l-0. o

5.8

a/ ASÀ is no ronger invorved in irrigation promotion and thus
reliabre data were unavailable.
esí was arso never invor_ved
in sericulture prornotion.
b/ AJr.. ur_rvreighted. average is used because the outlay and
benefit data relate to dirferent
sampre (popurationl-Lizes.
n.appI. = not applicable
The data seem to show that credit is an effective means

by which to increase the incomes of the participants.
sericulture, and to a resser extent irrigation involves rarge
costs for the Nco and the participants and lower impact,
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reading to a reratively low annual benefit-outlay ratio.
As
shalr be seen in chapter eight, however, there are reasons to
believe that an effectively run sector intervention is rikely
to have the most significant impact on the economy.

rn all

cases the annuar benefit-outray ratios for
Proshíka are higher than those for BRAC, and where appricabre,
ÀsA.
However, this result shourd not be considered
particularly strong, largely because it was not the intentj.on
of this study to compare different NGos, but to compare
different types of income-generation efforts.
The most
serious limitation in using these results to compare NGos is
that the impact data come from only one location for each NGo.
rf for some reason the BR.A,C rocation was a particularly bad
one while the proshika location was a particularry good
one
then the impact results wilr be skewed in favour of proshika.
consequently, the data shourd be rooked at as providing
a
range of the types of annual benefit-outlay that are possibre
for different types of income-generation efforts, and. not a
means of comparing the efficiency or efficacy of
different
NGOs.

The average annuar

benefit-outray ratio is approxirnatery
5.8, which says that for every Tk($) r- of NGo operating budget
spent, Tk(s) 5.g of increased income frows to the average NGo
participant. This is a substantial figure, and crearly shows
that the NGos considered here are efficientry derivering a
valuabre service to the rurar poor in Bangladesh. An
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import.ant qualification to this result is that it is a
snapshot of three NGos' activities in one period.
one
linitation of this static analysis is that it is questionable
to make generalizations about the efficacy of these progranmes
if they srere made rarger. The NGos considered have been
undergoing, and will continue to undergo, drarnatic growth as
the donor community considers them an effective way to
al-leviate poverty. The current direction is towards growth,
particurarly among NGos that are some of the rargest
indigenous NGos in the south (two of which !,¡ere part of this
study). The static nature of this analysis should caution one
from concluding that if they are good at their present size,

then certainry they wilr be as good if they are larger.

7.4 Benefit-Cost Ànalysis of Sericulture
A benefit-outlay ratio has been used above to assess the

efficiency of these income-generation interventions. The
justÍfication of this is that, for credit extension, costs
and
benefits essentiaJ-ly flow at the same rate duríng the same
tirnese. NGo irrigation progranmes have arso been excruded
from the benefit-cost anarysis. As was discussed above, this
ethis is no doubt a simprification,
in that it has taken
several years for NGos to develop an efficient
system. This means that per caþita costs were"r"aiu-ããri"ãrï
higher in the
earrier slages.of these progranmes. However,
it
is
that
the benefit-outlay ratio is the best and sirnpresl arguabre
lndicator
of
average benefits and costs of NGo credit prograÌnmes.
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is because data on the specific benefits frorn the actual
irrigation progranmes are highly variable, and in BRAC,s
case
has been negative for one out of the two years data
are
available.
However, with sericulture, there are divergences
between

the tirnes when participant benefits are accrued and when
Nco
costs are íncurred. specificarly, BRAC and proshika
have
incurred substantial costs establishing murberry road_side
prantations. The leaves of the mulberry trees provide
the
basic nutrients for the silkworm. For BRAc's future progranme
plans, this arso wirr invorve the estabrishrnent of
a DiseaseFree Laying (silkworm eggs) production unit, as they
feel that
the Bangladesh sericulture Board will be unabre to meet future
silkworm egg demand (BRAC Lgg2, 9) .
Thus far both BRAC and proshika have deveroped road_side
tree plantations of mulberry treesr'. The prÍncipar advantage

of this type of cultivation is that it does not, compete
with
other field crops, whose returns tend to be higher, given
existing technical and rnarketing conditions for silk products
in Bangradesh. The main disadvantage of this type
of
plantation is that it requires a substantiar
amount of
monitoring, part,icularry when the trees are young, to ensure
that the trees are not injured by grazing animars.
These
costs are high and occur rnainry at the earry stages of project
lorn .Ehe near future BRAC plans
to promote bush pl_antations,
especiaJ-ly on marginal land in the northern
part of Bãngladesh.
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development.

BRÀc has estimated the estabr_ishrnent costs for

its

existing plantation of 5.5 rnillion murberry trees in the years
1-991 and L992 to be Tk 50 mirrion.
This cost includes the
value of wheat given to guards who rnonitored the plantations,
and the cost of the murberry saprings (BRAC Lggz,
7) . I^Iith
future expansion of their progranme, the urulberry plantation
is expected to increase significantly untir r_995 (Table 7.7)
.
Prantation costs wirr i-ncrease untir i_995, after that
decreasing to zero by r-998. BR.ACrs current plan
is to
eventually work out a 10ng-term J-easing system for
the
sericul-ture participants to recover the costs of estabrishing
the plantation (BRAC LggZ, 7) .
Tabl-e 7-7 Estabrishment costs for BRÀc's Mur-berry prantation
(teer_Lee7 )
Cumulative

Value of l{heac

(nillions)

Saplings

Number
Trees

Year
199L-92

of

5.5
8.2

l_993

L994

Ll_. 0
1_4.0

1_995

L996
L997

L4.

0

14.0

Source:

BR.A,C

l,gg2,

and Cost of
(Tk) (ni1lions)
50
47
57
65
39
2L

7

The other principal reason for using benefit-cost
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anal-ysis for sericurture is that it is anticipated¡ at least
for BRÀc, that sirk thread guality and quant,ity wirl increase

refrecting both increasing human skirrsr âs welr as better
varieties of both murberry trees and sirkworms.
Àccording to a study undertaken by

BRAC

(Lggz) regarding

its sericurture prog'ranme, they have found that under most,
assumptions about discount rates, the benefit-cost ratio is
greater than one (Table 7.8).
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Table 7.8 Benefit-Cost Ànalysis of
prog.ramme

Sericulture

BRÀCrs

1993-2O\Z (rnillions of Takas)

l-993 L994 1995 L996 tggT
BENEFITS:

-Sitk produced (tonnes)
-Value of silk
-Revenue from fuelwood

TOTAL BENEFTTS

828
l_3 44
39
1_6 53

7L
20
L33

1_l_3

153
244
34
278

250
400
5l451_

COSTS:

Budget ltems
-Sa1ary and ÀI1ov/ances

j-L 16
-Training
4
s
j-B ZO
-Mulberry Cultivation
-Building and Equipment
6
I
-Marketing
3
3
-Transport, travel, and. Head Office

World Food programme Support
-Value of Wheat
Trees Planted L9gL-92
-Establishment Cost

-Wheat Payment
Rearing
-House and Equipment
-Labour

-Cost of DFLs
-Disinfection

-Miscellaneous
Reeling

BRÀC

-Operational Cost
Private Reeling
-Set-up Cost
-Labour
-FueI and Miscel_laneous
RDP/RCP Service
-Area Office Support
-Regional Office Support
TOTÀL COSTS

NET BENEFITS

5
23

20

5

1,4

3

l_0

47
l_

57

65

39

2l

l-

39

1_l- 26
62t
27
0l_
l_2
25
0.3 2
0.3 2
o.2 L
681-0
l_Ll_
L77

=

20
55

2L

BENEFITS-COSTS
-l_61_

L93

58 61
80 Lt7
24 35
3
57
5
I l_l_
Ll_
l_r_ l_L
4 l-L t_3
5L527
38L3
l_0 l_0
L1
43
45
L4

285

l-L

362

-l_40 -152 -33

89

3
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Benefit-Cost Analysis

of BR.A,C, s Sericulture programme:
J-993-2otz (continuåd) (nillions
of Takas)
2000 200L
BENEFTTS:
-_S_iJk produced

(tonnes)
-Va1ue of sÍIk
-Revenue from fuelwood

TOTÀL BENEFTTS

372 498
594 798
63 70
657

868

20

zo

20

620 659
1_055
73 73

659
L055

1065 LL28

LL28

992

73

COSTS:

Budget ftems
-Salary and Àllov/ances

-Training
-Mulberry Cultivation

55

20
55

20

20
5

-,Buil_ding and Eguiprnent

-Marketing
33
-Transport, travel, and. Head Office
77
I{orld Food programme Support
-Value of Wheat
Trees planted J,ggl_g2

7

-Establishment Cost
-hlheat payment

RearÍng
-House and Equipment
-Labour

-Cost of DFLs
-Disinfection

-Miscellaneous
BRÀC Reeling

-Operational
Private Reeling Cost
-Set-up Cost

-Labour
-FueI and Misc.
RDP/RCP Service
-Àrea Office Support

-Regional Office Support

46
152
43
9
L4
l_L
16

29
1,7 0

48
1_0

L5
l_1_

NET BENEFTTS = BENEFTTS-COSTS

t7L
48
l-0
l_6
1- t_

4t
2I

L7
57
28

7L
36

76
38

76
38

l-0

l-0

l_0

l_0

L0

L

TOTAL COSTS

1l_

t77 L7t
50 48
l-0 10
l_6 l_6
l_L l_l_
1_6

5

1

399 43L

444 42L

4L6

258

621

7L2

437

707
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Sensitivity

Àna1ysJ.s

Discount Rate
L5
20
35

:

Net Present

millions of
L,419
788
84

Va1ue

Takas)

Benefit-Cost
Ratio
1_.

69

L.5L
l-.

l_l_

Source: BRÀC, Lggz

rn the preceding section, BRAC's benefit-outray ratio
for
sericulture was estimated as 0.9, which was the resurt
of both
l-ow benefits to its participants and high per
capita costs.
Hohrever, the benefit-cost anarysis outlined
in table 7.g
highriqhts the distinction between project investment
and
operatinq costs. BRÀc's investment costs in the
early stages
are high, but are compensated for in later years
through
prograrnme expansion. programme expansion
leads to higher silk
volume produced and therefore higher sirk
revenues. costs in

the latter stages do not keep pace. From year
four,
investment costs start declining (e.g., building
and
equiprnent, mulberry cultivation costs, IVorld
Food prograrnme
support). Thus even when the high investment costs
incurred
in the first few years of the sericur-ture progranme
are
included, the overarl benefit-cost figure improves
because of
increased net benefits after year five.
under most
assumptions of discount rate, BRACTs sericulture
progranme
appears to be a sound investrnent.
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7.5

su¡¡mary

I{hether benefit-outlay or benefit-cost ratios are used,
NGos are efficient agents of deveropment. on average,
every
Tk L of NGo annual expenditure leads to Tk s.B of increased

participant annual income. rn considering alL the costs
involved in prograrnme establ-ishmentr âs lras done with
sericul-ture, this ratio would likely decrine, arthough for
BR-A'C's sericulture progranme the benef it-cost
ratio was
actually higher than the estirnated benefit-outray ratio,
estimated between i-.1- and i-.7.
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CEÀPTER 8

TEE INCOI-'E-GEI'ERATTON STRÀTEGYS
DISPIACTNG OR ENEÀNCING
ECONOIÍIC å,cTrvr:rY?

This chapter takes its starting point
from the discussion
raised in chapter four. rn that chapter
it was argiued that
widespread scaring-up of NGo income-generating

activities
in that it stresses
emp'0'ment creation in labour-intensive
industry and
agriculture' as well as increased output
in basic_needs
consumer goods. Horvever, as l¡as
seen in chapter four, this
sÈrategy has potenÈiar limitations.
These include the wage_
courd be considered a developrnent
strategy

constraint, the exclusion problem, and
the displacement
problern. rn chapter six, we concluded
that exclusion is a
real problem for the NGos investigated.
However, with growth
in per capita agriculturar production
to the point where
goods

Bangladesh was

serf-sufficient in rice in

r_993, combined

with

the fact that many rGAs focus on agriculturar
production, one
can conclude that the wage-goods
constraint is not as binding
as some have argued. This chapter will
focus on the finar_

constraint discussed in chapter four:
displacement problern.

the

so_ca11ed

rn chapter seven we saw that the income-generation
strategy has a significant inpact on Nco
participants, and.
that this inpact is associated v¡ith a
reasonable, but
substantial cost. However, it has been
argued in some
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quarters that this increased output and
income to,progranme
participants is assocÍated with an
egual decrease in the
outpuÈ and income of other groups in
the economy: the inpact
on the economy is zero as sirnpre displacement
of production
has taken place. Not only is output
stagnant, but it is
redistributed a!¡ay from a group of producers
who are
potentially crose to the poverty 1ine,
if not inside it,
towards the NGo participants who rank
among the better-off
members of the poor. This situation
a110ws for potentially
negative distributional consequences of
the NGo intervention exactly the opposite intended.
cited exampre of the displacement effect
is for
paddy processing: specifically paddy
husking. rt is argued
that for any particular year the amount
of paddy produced in
the country that is availabre for processing
is fixed. I{hen
scaled-up, NGo credit progranmes provide
substantial amounts
of credit, much of which recipients choose
to use to husk
paddy. However, the total amount
of paddy produced is
unaffected because of supply_side constraÍnts:
e.9.,
unavailability of nev¡ technologies, whether
mechanicaL or
agronomic. subsequently, vrhen NGo participants,
with their
subsidized credit decide to husk paddy,
the amount available
to non-participants declines. possibly
the non_participant
paddy husker could be from a poor
income group who does not
have access to the NGo credit. The result
is no change in
overall output, but a redistribution of production
and income
The most
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away from

non-participant households.
The dispracement effect is the resurt
of constraints
either on the supply- or demand-side
of the rural economy.
The supply-side constraints are due
to the iner-asticity,
presumably with respect to price,
of strategic inputs. rn the
paddy husking exampte above, the
strategic input of most
concern is unhusked paddy; this is a
result of the generaÌly
inelastic nature of foodgrai-ns production
in Bangladesh. Any
rav¡ material including fuel could present
a supply_side
constraj_nt inpeding the success of fGAs.
The dernand-side can present an egually
significant
constraint. price and/or income inelasticity
on the demand_
side would lirnit any expansionary effect
of rc^s. rn this
case the market for the rGA's output
is relatively fixed,
meaning credit-induced Nco participant
output must be
compensated for by decreases on
the part of the original

producers.

flip-side of the displacement coin, is the
ururtiplier
or linkage effect. According to this argument,
under certain
circumstances, intervention-induced
incorne increases actually
have a urultiprier affect in the economy.
This is due to the
forward and backward linkages within the
econony which arlow
a one taka (dolIar) increase in income
in one sector to
trickle through the economy ultinately
reading to something
more than a one taka (do'lar) increase
in total 0utput. An
NGO participant whose income
goes up by Tk r-,ooo per year,
now
The
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spends part of this income on different
consumer goods. The
producers who receive portions
of this increased income arso

receive higher income, and in turn consume
more, reading to
second, third and further rounds of
impact. This is an
exampJ-e of consumption_related
forward 1inkages. Forward
linkages cour-d arso be production-related
if the partieipant

produces cornmodities which are
either further processed in the
economy or are an input in some
other production process.
Backward linkages relate to the
increased input demand on the
part of the progranme participant.
The ultimate rnultiplier
effect depends on the strength of these
forward and backward

linkages which implicit,ly require erastic
input suppry
output demand.

and

substantial efforts have been made to determine
the size
of the nurtiplier associated v¡ith higher
agricultural incomes
due to green revolution technologies
(Haggblade
and Liedhorrn

L99l-; Haggblade, Hammer, and Hazelr
r_99i.; Hazerl and Haggbr_ade
L99r-" Haggblade and Hazelr- r-989).

This modelling
indicated that the bulk of the murtiplier
effect is
consumption rinkages
it has been estimated
represents two-thirds to 8o percent of
the overarl
effect (Haggblade and Leidhorn i,ggL, 3ì

work has

based on

that it
indirect

Haggbrade and Hazerl

L989' 360). using fixed-priced moders
rr¡hich assume the price
erasticity of suppry for non-tradeabre is perfectly

erastic,

nultipliers have been estimated between
r-.3 and 1.8, meaning
for every dorrar of direct income increase
due to ner^,
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agricultural

technol0gy, an additional 3o to 80
cents is
generated fro¡n backward and forward
rinkages (Haggblade and
Liedholm LggL, 2). These moders
assume away any possi_bre
displacement effect, and thus overestimate
the size of the
nultiplier.
when the assumption of perfect
elasticity of nontradeable is dropped using a price-endogenous
model, these
nultipriers are reduced by about ten percent
for Asia and 25
percent for Àfrica (Haggblade,
Hammer, and Hazelr i_99i, 373) .
The rnultiplier effect ultimatery
depends on drawing on
previously unused or under_used
resources (l_99L , 37O). The
darnpening effect from the price-endogenous
model

is largely
up of rising wages, which will be
r_ess significant in
l-abour-surprus economies as found
in Asia where the assumption
of perfectry erastic rabour supply
is possibre at least in
sÌack seasons (r-99r- , 373) . This puts
the multipi_ier in the
order of L-2 to r-.6 for technol0gy-induced
increases in
agricultural income. Even these
reduced estimates are
significant.
made

The purpose of this chapter is
to discuss the different
factors which can be used in evaruating
whether dispJ_acement

or multiplier effects are like'y to
dominate, and consider
Èhis in relation to the sustainability
of income_generating
activities.
The chapter is organized in the
foll0wing rfay: section

8.1- works through the different factors
that can be used to
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determine what the urtinate rinkage effect
wirr be. rn
section 9.2 the principal difference between
sector and credit
interventions wirr be d.iscussed r+ith reference
to the second_
order irnpact and sone exampres wilr be given
of successful
sector interventions.
section g.3 reviews the evidence
relating to a nrultiprier ef fect of credit
progra¡nmes.
Finally, in section 8.4 the difficurties
of estabrishing
sustainable projects which also prornote serf-reliance,
will be

discussed.

8.1

Factors
rhe Retarive srrengrh
Displacenent or ?-.lgTrili"g
Uultiplier Effects

of

rhe

Às was mentioned above, constraints to second-order
effects are either on the supply- or demand-side.
on the
supply-side, if the inputs used by progranme
participants in
their rGAs are unresponsive to price changes,
i.e., priceinerastic, then an increase in demand for the
input wirl be
associated with an increase in the price
of the input, reading
to a dampened rnultiplier effect. ïn the case
of perfect
price-inerasticity, compJ-ete displacement
wirr occur, and the
credit recipients' increased output wirr be exactly
equar to
the decreased output of forner producers. on
the other hand,
when the inputs are price-elastic then
there wírr potentially
be a mulÈiprier effect. T{hen the inputs
are perfectly price_
elastic, then the nultiplier effect wirl not be constrained
in

any way on the supply-side.
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Given the high rate of underernployrnent
in Bangladesh (see
chapter J-) it is rikery that, ât least
during slack seasons,
the Labour suppry is perfectry elastic.
Furthermore,

the fact
that NGos are involved in extending subsidized
credi.t, means
it is unlikery that capítaI is a binding
constraint. Thus it
is likely that the most binding constraint
wirr be found
amongst the suppry of materiar
inputs. of course the origin
of the input must, be consi-dered given
Bangladeshrs serious
foreign exchange constraint.
on the dernand-side consideration must
be given to both
the price- and income_responsiveness.
Elastic price
responsiveness on the demand-side
is necessary if increases in
supply (outward shifts of the supply
curve) caused by the NGo
intervention are to be translated principarry
into output
increases and slight price decreases.
This situation is
preferable as increases in output
would transrate into
increases in emploYment and incorne.
rncome-elastic responses
are necessary in order to ensure that
as incomes rise, so will
the demand for the commodity. rn this
case income elasticity
and marginar- budget share allov¡ us
to evaruate the effect of
growing income per capita on the
demand for different

products.

rn the event of a perfect price-inelastic
demand, NGo
intervention will simply redistribute
output to their own
participants from other groups, and
fulI displace¡nent will
occur' on the other extrerne, with perfect
price_elastic
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response to the product, (income constant)
demand will not in
any nay constrain the second-order effect
all0wing for the
exi-stence of a rrultiplier.
This extreme case wour_d be the
case for an internationally tradeable commodÍty,
assuming
Bangladesh's share of the r.¡orrd market
is not significant. rn
between these two extremes rie the more
rikely situaÈions
where there will be some displacement

and some multiprier
effect, with the net impact depending on the
rerative weights
of these two effects.
over time, Pêr capita income growth wirl Ìead
to changing
consumption bundles. commodities with
high positive income

elasticities and marginal budget shares
will have the
strongest growth performances in a growing
economy. This is
complicated in Bangladesh by the fact that
a rarge portion of
the popuration has not experienced income growth.
However for
the purposes of this analysis, it is argued
that a high
positive income erasticity cornbined with
a large rnarginal
budget share is desirabrel. vlith perfect-income
erasticity
(inelasticity), incorne changes would foster
the murtiplier
(displacernent) effect.
rn this section the different variabres that
shourd be
considered in evaruating the second-order
irnpact of different
types of income-generation interventíons r¡irr
be presented.
llncome elasticity

change

of
is defined
the percentage
in quantity demânaeã demand
orr"i inJ-pei""nt.ge aschange in
income.

data tirnitat-ions, the anarysis below uses estimates
of both
incorne and expenditurã àiasticity.
defined as the þortion of tte rasi-Éáxa Marginal budget share is
iaorrar¡ spent
Gi-ven

on the iten.
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flatter (steeper) the input supply curve and output
demand
curve, the more likely a nultiplier (displacement)
effect is
to occur- rn case of income growth, the multiplier
effect
will dominate if the outputs of the
incorne-generation
intervention are income-elastic and have a
The

marginal budget share.

reasonabry high

rn figure 8.1- below, the different factors that
need to
be considered in determining the multiplier
effect, are
summarized- obviously the NGo will be first
concerned with
the profitabirity of the activities its credit
participants
invest in, so onry under this condition is
this analysis
useful. once this is established, then one needs
to consi_der
the input supply, for Bangladesh this excrudes
concern about
the labour supply given the assumption of wage-elastic
supply.
rf a rnajor material input is inerastic (A in figure
8.1), then
only by the application of new technology can
such an activity
be considered on efficiency grounds (E in figure
8.1). By
definition this is not so with credit activities,
as they use
traditional technorogies. some sector interventions
may fal1
into this category (e.g., see bel0w for RDRS' efforts
in paddy
processing). For credit activities, when
an input is price_
inelastic, then it is most likery to lead to dispracement
(E
in figure 8.1), and the only justification of
such an effort
is that it redistributes output and íncome in such
a !¡ay that
equity is promoted.

I{ith price-elastic input supply (B in figure 8.1),

one
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must consider the price- and income-elasticities
of
rf these measures are inelastic (c Ín
g.1),

demand.

figure
then the
result wirl again depend on whether
a traditionar or nev,
technology is invorved. rn the event
that the cornmodity in
guestion is both price- and income-elastic,
then there is
likely a strong multiplier effect from
the intervention (D in
figure 8.1) .
Figure 8.1

Factors to Consider for Successful
Credit
Àctivities
rS THE ACTTVITY
PROFTTABLE FOR
THE PARTTCTPANT
rF YES, THEN:

?

I
I

(A) rF rNEr,Asrrc
INPUT SUPPLY:

THEN DTSPLÀCEMENT
LTKELY

(B) rF

THEN DTSPLÀCEMENT

LESS LIKELY

(c) rF DEMÀND rs

&

ELASTTC

INPUT SUPPLY:

PRrcE

TNCOME TNEI,ASTTC:

(D) rF

DEMAND

rs

PRTCE & TNCOME
EI,ASTTC:
THEN LITTTE

ÐTSPLÀCEMENT
LTKELY

(E) TF TRÀDTTTONAL
TECHNOLOGY:
THEN JUSTIFTABLE
ON DTSTRTBUTTONAL
GROUNDS ONLY

(F) rF

TMPROVED

TECHNOLOGY:
THEN JUSTTFTÀBLE
ON DTSTRTBUITONÄ,L

& EFFTCIENCY GROUNDS
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ïn the next section, the unique features of sector
programmes will be highlighted through
the discussion of
specific examples of sector prog:ranmes in Bangladesh
to
evaluate the potentiar multiprier or displacement
effect.
3;3"r".tiïed

sector rnterventions versus Laissez-faire credit

To briefly

reiterate the princÍpar differences between
sector and credit interventions, it shourd be
recar_red that
credit progranmes involve only the extension of
credit, with
the decision how the credit is spent being
reft up to the
individuar (or for proshika MUK the decision is
made by the
group). sector interventions, however, usually
involve credit
in combination with one or more of the following:
provÍsion
of formally inaccessibre technology, inputs,
markets, or
skillsThese differences between sector and credit
interventions are critical when considering the
second-round

impact of income-generating activities.

This is because it is
the provision of these services by the NGo that
wirr ensure
the dispÌacement effect is reduced. I{hat motivates
an NGors
action in sector interventions is the belief that
a constraint
exists that they can arreviate. The act,ion of providing
prevíously unavailabre inputs, markets, or skirrs
irnpries the
reduction of formerly binding constraints. Because
of this,
there is an a priori reason to expect, alr other things
being
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equal, that sector programmes wil1
Ínvolve a g,reater
multiplier effect than credit progranmes.
As one reviewer of
BR'A'C',s

BRÀ,Crs

progranmes concluded:

exper_ience

that if real devel0pment
is to rakã prace insuggests
Éãngr"d;h;
ïi i"opre are ro be
hetped to
F"y" bgVonã bare subsistence in highty

constrained tradilional occ-upa-t-ú-n=,
more than
credit alone is
reguired.
rrr"'ÈnaðL".,
are strongr
believers in trre rna'rrìi moder ana-Lntrepreneurship.
Had resources and services th;; ;;ì
improvemenrs in tne -various

;;";;;tJ":ä=r::T":S
become avair-able through responses
demands without outsiãe -inte-rv-åntilr,, to market
BRA. wourd
not have found it necessary or desirable
to
intervene (LoveJ-I légz-, 13).

rn his review of rndiars rRDp and Bangradeshrs
crameen
Bank, osrnani argues that the rRDp's
sirnpre credit provision
had been rargely unsuccessfur in that
it r.ed peopre to invest
prirnarily in traditional 10w return activities,
rike livestock
rearing' osrnani (r-989, g) points out that
out of arl the
districts where cow rearing was prornoted,
it onry proved
profitabre where nilk-chilling plants
had been estabrished.
The success of the progranmers credit
was due to the existence
of forward rinkagês, which presumabry helped
the sare of nilk
to urban consuners.
There are both successful and unsuccessful
examples of

sector interventions. carror-l (rgg2 64)
arg.ues that one
,
identifying feature of successful NGos is
that through a
process of trial and error they
have come up v¡ith solid
NGo
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progranmes. some successful examples
in Bangladesh include
the prornotion of sericulture by BR.AC, proshika
MUK, RDRS,
and

SNSP. The prornotion of sericurture by these
NGos is comprex
and invoÌves the NGos in input promotion,
market and skirt
development, prus technology dissernination.
one of the first
lirniting constrai-nts to sirkworm rearing is an
adequate
suppry

of mulberry trees or bushes. By i-99i_, BRÀ,c
and proshika had
estabrished crose to three nillion trees,
sufficient for the
production of cl0se to 34rooo kil0grarns
of cocoons, and
provides part-time empl0'ment for
almost 55oo sÍlkwor¡n
rearers, not to mention the ernployrnent created
in reeling,

weaving, and garment production.

currentry, a glovernment body, the Bangladesh
sericulture
Board (BsB) provides the participants wÍth
silkworrn eggsr or
DFLs (disease-free layings). However,
both BRÀc
proshika
and

have found that the demand of their expanding
programmes has
not been matched with increases in supply by
the BsB. Thus
BR'A'C has proposed to develop
its own seed suppry, and in the
medium-term irnport DFLs from fndia (BR.AC
Lggz, 10) . fn the
context of figure 8.r-, BRÀc, proshika, and

other NGors efforts
at increasing the supply of key inputs rike
mulberry trees,
and silkworm e99s (DFLs) irnplies that it
is intervening to
ensure that the supply of inputs is relatively
elastic,
meaning that the only binding constraint
could be on the
demand-side. Berow, it will become clear
that the denand for
silk products rnay be erastic, and therefore not
binding on the
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gror¡'th of the sector, meaning
there is
a strong
'ike'y.
nultiplier effect (D in figure 8.1).
the principar- narket for Bangladesh
silk products
presently is the l0car- niddle- and
upper-income consumers.
BRÀc has a long-term vision
to export silk products because of
the high income elasticity of demand for
silk (sinchaisri and
sinha Lgg2, 20). conseguentJ-y the main
goar of BRACTs efforts
presentry is upgrading the guality
of its silk products (yarn,
c'oth, and garments) (BRå,c Lggz, 26).
This will invorve BRÀc
in all aspects of silkworm rearing, reeling,
and. weaving. The
efforts incrude the introduction of
superior varieties of
plants and eggs.

An interesting aspect of BRÀcrs sericulture
progranme
plans is that they intentionally
exclude devel0pment of
weaving facilities.
rnitially expansion of BR.ACrs weaving
operations was planned. However, this
decision was changed
because of a rearization of current
under-capacity use in the
existing sirk weaving sector in Bangladesh
(sinchaisri and
sinha Lggz, 2r). one donor consortium
appraisar stated: ,the

dornestic weaving sector is capabre
of taking care of its own
expansion needs and the existence
of a significant and growing
garment export sector in the country
suggests that no speciar
intervention by BRAC is likely to be neededr,
(sinchaisri and
Sinha tggz, 2t) .

while devel0ping the sericulture sector
to increase the
incomes of their target group, particularly
BRA. but
arso
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Proshika

MUK

and other NGos, have reduced

critical constraints
that wirr arrow for a significant murtiprier
effect from their
activities.
Another exampre of sector interventions
is the mechanized.
irrigation progranmes of BRAC, proshika MuK,
and the crameen
Krishi Foundation, and the manual irrigation
deveroprnent and

extension efforts of

MCC

and RDRS. The mechanízed

irrigation

efforts have led these organizations to act
as intermediaries
to provide a technorogy that would never have
been avairabre
to the poor in the past. the Nco also provided
the group
framev¡ork that alrowed for the cooperative
management of the
irrigation progranmes.
with manual irrigation, nev¡ pumps were devel0ped
devel0ped the Rower punp and

Mcc

RDRS

devel0ped the Treadle punp _

which rely rargery if not exclusivery on
rocar materials.
These pumps are ideal for increasing
dry-season output and, in
the case of the Rower pump, for providing
potabr-e r¡ater.
These irrigation progranmes arrow for
increased cropping
intensity. Here, assuming the suppry of other
inputs such as
seed and fertirizer are elasticarJ-y supplied,
only the dernand_
side remains in question. Àlthough the price
and income
elasticity of demand are guite row for
foodgrains, their
margi-nar budget share is high, such that
the demand_side does
not likely present a binding constraint.
so, as with
sericulture, irrigation progranmes read us to
the same resurt
in thaÈ a ururtiplier effect is likely at work
(D in figure
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8.1)

.

Another example of an NGors efforts

at sector prornotion

and constraint rernoval is Mccrs vegetabre
and soybean
prog'ranmes. with vegetable cultivation,
Mcc has worked
prirnarily on the supply-side, providing
training to farmers
previousry unacguainted with winter
vegetables plus rainy and
summer vegetables, providing high
quality seed to the
cultivator (at a cost), and. also
devel0píng a manual
irrigation pump, the Rower pump, which
can be used very
effectively to irrigate winter vegetablesz.
The vegetable extension effort of

MCC has not generarly
included work on the dernand-side. This
is because there is
typically a strong local denand for vegetabl_es.
One prinrary
effort of MCC',s research on vegetables
has been to find
earlier maturing vegetables to avoid
the market glut that
occurs at the end of the winter vegetable

season.

MCC',s soybean progranme,

on the other hand, has worked
both on the supply- and denand-sides,
encompassing a trury
ZFarrner

training

is undertaken by the field l-evel extensionist
training is ä""ri;rr?p=Iy
,rpã.iåa, for ,,"ï iarieties and
methods ' The irnportan"" ¿i the
iera'iiã"Ërrip
¡Ltù""n tir"
the extensionisl
rarmer and
-Lnrougn
ï"
underesti¡náteci
iC
ls
rel-ationship that """nãi
this
ttre rárrner gains-ãã"iìa"r,ce tã-tif n"w
methods'
crops
and
suppry
l;_i;ã;=-"ti.'"'
Lxtension
imported (app-roved)
""9_ =1:d
of
""ir"ir
as the nurtiplication
=""d' îa'rietie=,-'"=-i"rr
or some rocarly curtivarable
nursery projects (Mennonite. central
or MCC,s
=ã"ã' *itni"--tnã ;;;î;""
cìrmnittee rggi,
1-8).
some of this vegetable seed i"
-órien
while
a"á-ir"uiä'ro".riv,
the quality
is very low' Lõ.t q.ullitv-=".4 aiscãürãies
because rhe sisniricã.-.t_$ri]"ii'Ë,T.= investment
- by the farrner
r;.
whose

;:i:i:ïÏi ï*îi1,

J
å5lt

unp ro r i r au

iã-

veserable
ìi .resuirãã
tr, = r-o' - s"ã i.,ut iä" -ãiã
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integrated sector or crop development effort.
I{ork on the
supply-side includes varietar trials, and the development
of
a rocar seed-murtiplication progranme in western Bangladesh.
Because soybeans are a nev/ crop to Bangladesh,
Mcc has arso
had to place significant energy towards the deveropment

of

a

market. This market development has been done through cooking
demonstrations to encourage cultivator househords
and other
local- people to consume soybeans. Mcc has u¡orked
very hard at
prornoting soybean consumption in a dhal form, generally
with rÍce. This has proved a very powerful 0bstacle
to the establishnent of soybean in Bangradesh. change
has
come s10w1y, but there has been increased
demand for soybean
at the locat revel (Mennonite centrar committee, r_991:4-5).
Àrso, because of the srow growth in demand for soybean
as a
dhal Mcc has acted as an intermedÍary in developing
rinks
between the soybean curtivators, and industries
(prirnarily
consumed

snack-food manufacturers) interested in soybean
as an input
for their product. Here the dernand-side presented more
of a

constraint than the suppty, but MCCrs efforts have atternpted
to alleviaÈe these constraints by changing peoples, tastes,
and creating alternative markets
again attempting to
ninimize the displacement effect (D in figure g.1).
several NGos, including, BRÀc, cRwRc, MCC, proshika rifuK,
and

others have played a historically important
role with other NGos and government organizations in
the
establishrnent of wheat and potatoes in different regions
in
RDRS among
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Bangladesh.

BRÀc, proshika MUK, and several 0ther organizations,
including MCC, caritas, and HEED, have been
invorved in the

development,

of handicrafts for both urban and ex¡lort markets.
This has involved the devetoprnent of production
centres, neq¡
products, and marketing. The demand for
handicrafts in North
Àmerica and Europe, and among, upper_ and
middle_income

Bangladeshis, is large and growing. These

NGos have atternpted

to tap into this significant demand using rocar
skirls
resources' By reaching the international market,

these

and
NGos

have been able to arleviate the demand-side
constraint, and if

it is assumed which is rikely reasonable
that other
material inputs are reratively erasticalry supplied,
then the
result is to provide for a 10w displacement
intervention
(again, D in figure 8.1).
The exampres of sericulture, irrigation promotion,
crop
extension, and handicrafts are meant to irrustrate

what is
involved in the promotion of a particular sector.
rt is a
cornplicated and costly process, but potentiarl-y
removes demand
and suppry constraints that are more binding
in a strict
credit operation. NGo assistance in the provision
of such
things as seed, seedri'gs, skilr training, rnarket
access, and
credit a1lows for the sector interventions, growth
linkages to
be more significant than those of credit provision.
However,
if these rinkages are not institutionalized
within the
economy' the sustainability of these progranmes
is open to
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question. This question sharr be dear_t
with further rater in
this chapter.
some

sector interventions,

J_ike

agricurture extension

and

irrigation promotion increase the productivity
of the rand by
alJ-owing for more intensive use
of it. other interventions,
like sericurture and handicrafts, increase
the productivity of
labour in essentially nev¡ and expanding
industries. rn
neither of these cases is there a trade-off
with the objective
of empl0yment expansion in that neither
the demand_ nor
supply-side is binding.
However, there is another type of
intervention that does
potentially introduce a trade-off
between increasing
productivity and employinent. rn some
types of interventions,
new technol0gies are introduced which
increase the
productivity of rabour in.sectors that
face market constraints
(either demand or supply). Here it
courd be argued that
growing labour productivity will
reduce total sector
enpl0ynent if narket output is constrained.
However, if the
activity is characterized by extremely
low productivÍty and
the nev¡ technology does not drastically
increase productivity,
this type of intervention can be justified.
fn these
situations (associated with point F in figure
B.i-) it is found
that either supply or demand constraints
exist, but new
technol0gy a110ws for the more efficient
use of existing

resources.

For example, traditionally in Bangladesh
the dheki

has
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been used to husk paddy. This is
a very laborious.activity,
J'argely undertaken by women in Bangladesh,
and is associated

with low productivity (ARTEP 19gs 24g).
t
with the spread of
electrification
in rural Bangladesh, husking has been
increasingly undertaken by small-scale
mechanized nilling
machines (Lockwood L981, 1) - rnitiar- processing
of the paddy
is still
undertaken by the household. This
includes
parboiling and drying, and. is still generally
undertaken by
women' Total labour input for the paddy processing
activity
has declined due to the introduction of
the nev/ urilring
machines. since the dheki activity is characterized
by very
low productivity compared with ar'
other acÈivities,
technological innovation is justifiabre
in that any growth
would be limited by the least productive
activity.
Furthermore, there is a possibility that
with increases in the
productivity of srnalr-scare, largery
rurar paddy processing,
it could possibly compete with the large-scare
autornatic nirrs

supplying urban centres.

An example of this is work being done
by RDRS. They are
prornoting srnall-scar-e paddy processing

through the testing and
extension of two types of new inter¡nediate
technoJ.ogy. These

include a portable hurring machine, and
a more efficient
parboiling unit (RDRS l_991_ , ZS,) . These
technologies are
expected to boost the productivity and
income of some of their

female group members beyond what is possibre
through simple
credit extension.
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There are many other examples
of NGO sector
interventions, some of which have not
been so successful. The
examples were given to illustrate
the priurary difference
between row-cost credit extension
and higher_cost sector
interventions- urtinatery a successfur
sector progranme is
far more likely to remove constraints
that limit the incomes
of their progranme participants, and
through linkages, the
incomes and output of upstream
and downstream producers and
consumers than is credit extension.
Typically the NcO has
removed critical constraints,
either on the supply_ or demand_
side, thereby reducing the displacement
effect (D in figure
8'1)' This is the usual result of
NGo sector progranmes,
although RDRS', activities in paddy
processing involve
potential dispJ-acement, but also
greater efficiency (F in
figure 9.1).
Às Carroll puts it, the effectiveness
of
sectoral intervention, ,,is associated
with a microsystems
approach in which key elements
of an interl0cking production
and rnarketing systen are tackledr
(carroll rgg2, 65).
ïn the next sect'on we shall 100k
more crosely at, the
types of activities undertaken by
credit recipients and
evar'uate the potential linkage effects
in some of them.
8'3 credit operations and Second-order
hpact
As was briefly outl_ined

in chapter 3, crediÈ recipients
invest in several prinarily traditional
rural activit,ies.
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These include trading and retail,
traditional
crop
cultivation, traditionar rivestock and poultry
rearing, and
traditionar piscicuJ-ture. Traditionar is
ernphasized here,
becauser âs was stated in section g.2,
several NGos are
invorved in the promotion of new crops, livestock
and poultry,
and piscicurture. These practices take
the NGo into the area
of sector promotion in that it invorves
more than the
extension of credit.
other activities in which credit
recipients frequently invest incr-ude various
types of food
processing such as paddy husking and
other paddy-processing
activities,
cottage manufacturing, and transportation
services, principal-Iy with a rickshaw. These
activities are
relatively J-ow-product,ivity and depend primarily
on rocal
materiaÌs and local demand.
rn contrast, several sector interventions outrined
above
involve some imported materials (e.g., winter
season vegetable

seed, mechanized irrigation sets, siÌkworm
eggs - disease_free

layings), and often rely on urban or export
markets (e.g.,
silk products and handicrafts).

rn this section variables that can be used
to evaruate
the extent to which credit based activities
face supply and
demand constraints wilr be evaluated.
Data rimitations
restrict this evar-uation to a quaritative one.
This shour_d be
considered only an exercise to evaluate
in a very general
sense the extent that credit based operations
face the
displacement problem. Credit activity
data hrere
only
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avair-able from BR-*. and proshika
MUK, not from AsA. rn
different parts of the proceeding discussion
we arso discuss
crameen Bank credit_based activities.
rt has been found that credit activities
face constraints
on the suppry- or dernand-side which
imply displacement is
occurring (and involve the resurts
described by E in figure
8'1)'
To evaluate the extent of a supply-side
constraint
(rnaintaining the assumption that
neither Èhe labour nor
capital market present constraints), then
the extent to which
naterial inputs for the production process
are availabl_e must
be determined. The availabÍ1ity,
or elasticity of these
inputs is measured by the price
elasticity of supply.
unfortunately, data on this erasticity
are rimited to
foodgrains and some other crops (Table g.1).
Except one
estimate of boro, paddy is highly price-inerastic.
onry one
estimate of wheat and one estimate
of jute showed an er_astic
price response. oilseeds are
very cl0se to unitary
erastJ-city, while alr other estimates
Índicated inerastic
price responses.

Elasticity estinates for non-crop agricurtural
and non_
agricultural products rrrere unavailable.
Agricultural
cornmodities, a good part of which are produced
for subsi.stence
or ovrn-consurnption, will be less elastic
than non_agricur_tural
products (Ahmed r-984, 53). Thus there
are intuitive reasons
for expecting non-agri-cultural inputs
to be more elastic than
agricultural inputs.
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available data indicates credit activities
that rely
on crops as a principal rnaterial input,
face a significant
supply constrai-nt'
This is strongest for paddy and
vegetables, but is also the case for
other crops, at least for
one of the elasticity estimates provided.
As L¡as seen in
chapter four, most credit activities
invorve food processing,
and also trade and retail services
that often rery on
agricultural cornmodities. For the most
The

recent data avai.labr_e,
these two sorts of activities accounted
for 62 percent and 24
percent respectively, of the cumulative
disbursements of

BRÀc

and Proshika MUK. Thirty-six percent
of Grarneen Bankrs
curnulative credit was disbursed for
these activities.
Table S.L price Elasticity of Supply
Estirnates for
Crop
Paddy

-

aus

- boro

aman

I{heat
Oilseeds

Jute

Vegetables

Sources: Sultan

Some Crops

Elasticity estirnates
o. 07 0.32
0.14 0.32
o.22 0.72
o.46 t.28
0.95 l_. oo
o.70 1-.03
0.08 0.34
Rahman l_986,

gg; Alam lrgg}, Sj

I{ithin food processing activities, a significant
portion
of credit recipients are involved in different
tlpes of paddy
processing, part'icularly paddy
husking (Table 8.2) .
Àpproxirnately g-9 percent of the total
curnulative investment
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of BRÀc and proshika credit recipients has
been
processing. Grameen Bank participants

in paddy
have invested just over
l-6 percent, of their totar credit in paddy
processing. This is
a substantial portion of the totar credit
disbursed by these
organizations, and given the nature of the
supply of paddy,
questions can be raised as to the efficacy
of such activities.
Given the highr-y inerastic nature of paddy
suppry, upward
pressure on the demand for paddy
caused by credi_t
interventions is likery to transrate into
either reduced
margins for processorsr of inflated rice prices
as opposed to
increases in rice output. Thus, displacernent
is tikely due to
the price-inelasticity
on the suppry-side. Dísplacement
implies that there is littre second-order
stirnulus of the
economy; for complete displacement, there
is no second-order
stimurus of the economy as íncreases in participant
income and
output are egual to decreases in non-participant
income and
made

output.

Table B-2 NGo and Grameen Bank paddy processing
Activities

of
Individual

Nurnber
Loans
BRÀC

Proshika
Grameen Bank

Sources:

Cumulative _____
Proportion

of Tota1
Disbursement

Total
Oisle¡:ssrer¡t
Tk) (niflions)

l-01_, 598

8.6

7z,7.æL

l_0, gl_6

8.4

ït.8æ

77L, O2I

BRÄC L99l_e;

L6;

3

proshika 1992i crameen Bank

L,235.379
l_991_
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I{ithout a formar moder the extent of the dibplacement
cannot be determined. onry a quaritative statement
about
whether displacement or nultiplier effects are likely
to
dominate can be made.
For paddy processing, the paddy
constraint wirl read to a certain amount of displacement
that
will iurply litt1e or no multiplier effect.
Trade and retaiÌ are very popurar activíties of
credit
recipients' BRÀc and Proshika MUK participants have over
tirne
invested 48 and L5 percent respectively, of credit received
in
trading and retail activities. Grameen Bank participants
have
invested 20 percent of cumurative credit in these activities.
No doubt a certain amount of trading and retair
activities
involve paddy products. However, consÍdering this activity
can involve any number of commodities, it is unlikery
that the
price-inelasticity of any one of them wilr pose
as serious a
constraint. However, given the general price-inelastic
nature
of the supply of almost all agricultural cornmodities,
this
does suggest the linkage effect of these activities
will be
weak.

The other principal credit activities involve nonagricurturar products that are rikely to face less serious
input constraints, because as noted above, the priceelasticity of supply for these goods is generally
more
erastic.
These activities include actual agricultural
projects (i.e., crop, veg,etable, forestry, Iivestock, poultry,
and pisciculture) and non-agricultural activities
in cottage
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industry, services, and transportation.
rn these cases an
increased demand for these inputs wirl
J-ikery translate into
increased market output as opposed to
rising prices. The
exceptions to this point are those
activities that rely on
imported inputs- rn this case the serious
foreign_exchange
constraint Bangladesh faces will linit
the possibir-ity of
production growth. However, before
concrusions can be made
about whether an activity has a strong
rnultiplier effect, the

demand-side must be considered.
Data on price- and income-erasticity

of demand are more
readily available than for the supply-side
but is still
linited Èo just broad categories of conrnodities.
Turning
first to price-elasticity of demand,
the most substantj.al
increase in output and therefore employment
wil1 occur in
industries where there is an erastic pri-ce
response. The
argument is that as supply increases
caused by rarge_scate NGo
credit schemes, the most significant increase
in output will
occur where the suppJ-y curve is shifting
out arong an elastic
demand curve- The price-elastic
demand curve will translate
shifts in the supply curve into higher
market output revels,
and likeIy maximize the employment creation
effect of the
intervention- rnternationally tradeable commodities
wil_1 face
an elastic demand, particularly if Bangladeshrs
output is a
small fraction of the qrorld market. Tradeable
commodities
enable activities to have significant
narket linkages, by
ninimizing the displacement effect, and
arso reduce
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Bangradesh's tight

foreign exchange constraint, either by
reducing foreign Írnportsr or by increasing exports.
According to the data, except for rice (borderline),
and
pulses for l0w-income consumers, and wheat, potatoes,
and.
purses for high-incorne consumers, the
relationship is
inelastic (Table 8"3).
of the inelastic comrnodities,
potatoes, meat, fish, e99s, and urilk, edible
oi1s, ,other,
food, clothing, and 'other' non-food are rnirdly inelastic
for
row-income consumers. Meat, fish, eggs, and
milk, edible
oiIs, clothing, and 'other, non-food are rnirdly inelastic
for
high-incone consumers. of these different commodities,

onry
paddy wourd be excluded from a list
of strong commodities to
focus on because of the inelasticity of the suppry
paddy.

of
For most commodities, an outward movement of the
suppJ_y
curve due to the credit intervention, will
lead to a
significant reduction in the price of commodities,
but a
relativery srnarr increase in its quantity demanded.
This
result will reduce the ernployment_expansion effect
of the
credit prograrnme. This courd seriously harm non-participant
producers who, lacking subsidized credit,
face rower prices
with the same costs. As with an inerastic suppry,
this courd
lead to a potentiarly negative distributionar irnpact
if the
losing producers are from a border-line or poor socioeconomic
group. The urtimate distributionar effect wirr
depend on many

factors, but a price-inelastic
displacernent effect.

demand

curve wirr read to the
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TabLe 8'3 Price Erasticity of Demand
Estimates for
Cornmodities

some

fncome Group

Conmodit

Low income

High income

Foodgrains

-0.48 - -o.62

-0. 39 -0.50
-o.47
-2.03
-L.2L

-rice

-wheat
Potatoes
Pulses and vegetables

fish, nirk,
I1+.t:
Edible oiI

eggs

Tobaccor pâp, etc.
Other food
Clothing

Fue1. and

-0.99

o. l-6
-o .52
-0.32 -0.99€

-O.47 -0.88b
-o.23 - -0.65
-0. 39
-0.45
-0.44
-o.20
-0.25
-0.53

lighting

fiousl_ng and durabl_es

Other non-food

sources: Raisuddin

-0 . 2l_ -t .28a
-0.35 -0.45b
-0.23 -0.57

-o.29
-0.33
-0.43

-o

.2t

-o.21
-o.77

Ahmed r-98r-

, 54; Talukder 1-990, 53.
figure for both income groups relates just
to
ilr==å1tt"t
b/ smaller figure for both income groups relates just

to fish.

Finarry let us consider income-erasticity
of

demand and

marginal budget share (MBs). Responses
of demand from income
changes are important to consider,
even in the face of
stagnant or decrining incomes of the poor
that $¡as seen in
chapter 1. This can be justified for
aÈ leasÈ two reasons.

The first

reason is that there are some sectors
of the
population whose incomes are very
clearly increas'ng,

particularly niddle- and upper-income
Moreover, NGo
'eve's.
participant incomes are clearJ_y increasing
as evidenced in
both chapters five and six. Thus, it is
irnportant to
understand the types of products and
services that these
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groups will increasingry consume
as their incomes rise.
ïn a report prepared for the Bangladesh planning
Commission by the Àsian Enployment programme
of the rlo,
conclusions rrere drawn as to the products
and

services which
the greatest future demand potentiaJ_
based on
estimates for income er-asticity of
demand and marginar budget
share (MBs) (ARTE' r-9g5 , 234). They
advocate the deveropnent
of ner¡¡ appropriate technology and the
general promotion of
industries producÍng the folrowing commodj-ties:
(i) consumer goods: dairy products,
rice products,
bakery products, handloom products,
edible oÍ1, cleaning
materials (soap in particular), and
clothing,
(ii) intermediate goods: bricks
and tiles, and

exhibit

tirnber.

Let us now 100k at the available
data on income
elasticity of dernand and MBS. Àgain,
data are rirnited to only
broad groups of comrnodities that lÍnit,
the extent of this
anaÌysis. The most promising products
are those with both
high incorne elasticity of demand and
a high MBS. Except for
three commodity iterns, including
foodgrains, fuel and
lighting, and housing and durables,
all other commodity
categori-es have an income-elastic
dernand response for 10w_
income consumers (Table g . 4 .
of these corn¡nodities, the
)
foll0wing groups also have a substantiar
MBS: pulses and
vegetables, meat, fish, mi1k, and
eggs, ,other, food,
clothing, and 'other, non_food (Table g.5).
These are the
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conmodities which will exhibit the most like1y
demand growth
in the medium- to long-term in the face of per
capita incorne
growth.

Table 8.4 Income Elasticity of
Cornmodities

Commodit

Foodgrains

-rice

-wheat
Potatoes
Pulses and vegetables
fish, mirk, esss
I:l!:
Edible oil
Tobacco, pârr, etc.
Other food
Tota1 food

Clothing
Fuel.and lighting
Housl_ng and durables
Other non-food
Tota1 non-food

Demand

Estimates for

Some

fncome Group

Low income

0.58

0. 87

0.80

High income

o.23

-0.9L

4.77

l_.04
L.51
o.73

l_.60a

L.73b
l_.0L
1.26

i_.45
L. 01

1.42
o.64
0.80

L.7t

0.96

o.67
o.74
o.73

0.57
o.29
-l_. L8
0.84
0.68a
1 . 14b

0.78
o.94

l_. 85

o.7 4
l_.40

o.67

0. 68

2.47
l_.59

sources: Raisuddin Ahned r-9gr- , s4; Tar.ukder 1990,
53.
f igure for both incorne groups retates just
to
ilr==å1,tt"t
b/ higher fiqure for row-income.group and the rower
figure for
the high-incãme group relates just to fish
For high-incorne consumers, the forrowing groups
of
cornmodities are both income-elastic, and
have a reasonabry
high MBS: these include, meat, fish, eggs, and.
rnilk, ,other,
food, clothitg, and 'other, non-food (Tables g.5
and g.6).
This is the same rist as described for the
row-incorne
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consumers except

it excludes pulses

and vegetables..

Tab1e 8.5 Marginal Budget Share Estimates
for
Conmodities
fncome Group

Conmodit

Low income

Foodgrains

o.42

-rice

-wheat
Potatoes
trulses and vegetables

fish, mitk, eggs
I?*.tl
Edible oil
Tobacco, Þan, etc.
Other food
Total food

0.43
o.37

0.

0.01
0.04

0. o8a
o. lob

o.02

o.L2
o.77

Clothing

sources: Raisuddin

0. 06
01_

0. 04

0. 06
0. 07
o. 05
0. 05

Fuel. and lighting
nousl_ng and durables
Other non-food
Total non-food

ilriå1tt"t

Some

o.23
Àhmed r-98r-

figure for

High income

o.22

0.29
o.26
o.02

o. o1
o. 0l_ o. o4a
0. 05
0.l1b
o.02 0. 03
o. 03
0. 08

0.5L

0. 09
o. 04
0. 03

o.32
0.49

,

54; Talukder r_990, 53.
both income groups relares jusr ro

b/ smaller figure for both groups relate just
to fish.
Note that although rice is incorne-ineÌastic
for both
'ow
and high-incorne consumers (0.80 and
o.2g respectively), the
MBS is very high: 0.37 for l0w-income
consumers, and o.2g for

high-income consumers. Even with these
1ow income
elasticities, the high MBS indicates that
as incomes rise the
demand for rice wirr rise significantly.
However, as was
discussed above, the supply of paddy is
highly inerastic and
thus NGo credit efforts in this area wirl
lÍkely face the
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displacement probrern. Except for paddy
and other food crops,
many of the reuraining consumption items,
most of which are
either produced or processed through NGo
credit operations,
have both high income elasticity and
MBS. This suggests
optirnisrn for the laissez_faire credit
approach.

Rahman and

Hossain (r-988) have analyzed the expenditure

patterns of Grameen Bank participants.
Their data on income
elastícity and MBS of Grarneen Bank crients
are found berow
(Tabl-e 8'6)' They conclude that
the products of Grameen Bank
financed activi-ties'
generarly faIl
into categories
characterized by both income-elastic demand
and reraÈiver-y
high MBS (r-9gg , 14) .
However, they arso compare the
expenditure patterns of the Grameen Bank participants
for
traditionar rurar- goods, and their modern
urban substitutes.
Recall that Grameen Bank participants are
almost entirely
involved in traditionar production activities.
They note that
the income elasticity of demand for the modern
substitutes is
higher than for the traditional goods, although
the MBs is
srightly higher for the traditional cornmodities
(Rahnan and
Hossain l-988, 15). Grameen Bank supported
activities involve
products that have a strong MBS, howeverr
âs participant
incomes rise, they are increasingry consuming
urban-based
modern substitutes- This income constraint
illustrated by
Rahman and Hossain would apply to
almost arl traditional
products. Arthough the constraint is
rikery weaker than the
supply constraint described above, it appJ.ies
to all credit_
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based

activÍties, not just t.o agriculturally-based activities

.

Tabl-e 8.6 Ex¡lendíture patterns of Grameen
Bank participants
Comnodity

Foodgrains

Non-cereal food
Other daily necessities

Income

of

o.78
L. i-3

L.42
Clotling & household effects l_.
61
Housing
L.L7
Health, education, & transport 0.83

ïnvestment
Transfers

Source:

elasticity

dernand

2.4t

4. L0

Marginal
sfrare

0.34
o.17

0. L1

o.L4

0. 05

o.02
o.32

0. 10

Rahman and Hossain l_9gg, 13

This income rerated dernand constraint that
Rahman and
Hossain point to, indicates the raissez-faire
credit approach
has serious market constraints, particurarly
in the ronger
run' As htas seen above, many NGo and Grameen
Bank credit
activities are subject to input constraints.
The evidence
indicates that armost ar1 traditional products
also face
demand constraints, both in the short-run
in relation to price
and in the long-run in relation to incorne.
This
means

displacement resur.ts, associated with F in
figure g.i-.

This

is not to denounce the strategy, but merely to point
out its
potential weaknesses. Rahman and Hossain (r-988,
15) indicate
that within the immediate income range for
most rural
households, demand growth wirr occur for traditionar
products.
Data lirnitations for input supply and the
highly
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generalized revel of demand elasticity have linÍted
analysis. However, two types of NGo credit activities

this
that

represent a substantial share of their totar credit-supported
activities have been noted to face potentiarly serious suppryside constraints: food processing, prus trade and retail
services. Moreover, almost all rural- traditional activities
face a price-inel-ast,ic demand rikery to be constraining in the

short-run, and a smalrer income-elasticity of demand than
modern sector products that will act as a constraint in the
long-run.
one possible sol-ution would be for NGos to find specific

activities that have the strongest market linkages then
credit could be extended in a more conditionaL form to
encourage particular types of investment. However, Lovel-I
(1992, 95) points out that an irnportant r-esson BRAC has
Learned over the years is that the most effective credit
progranme is the sirnplest. fnitíaIIy BR.A,C used differential
interest charges to encourage credit recipients to invest in
what were considered more deveropmentally sound areas. This
type of policy proved difficurt to carry out, and thus BR-A,C
abandoned

it for its current system of

homogeneous

interest

rates.
From this analysis, it can be argued that credit
operations do face significant market constraints that reduce
the rnurtiplier effect. occasionarry the displacement effect
may reduce the rnultiplier effect to zero.
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Tno Aspects of sustainability:
9.Í
Future Growtb potential

SeIf-Sufficiency

and

rn the preceding sections it was argued that the credit
activities' multiprier effect tends to be more rirnited than
that for sector activities. This is because sector activities
invorve the NGo in the role of constraint removar, which is a
necessary procedure for micro-interventions to have an
ultimate macroeconomic inpact. This is juxtaposed to the
results of the household survey described in chapter six, and
secondary research reported in chapter five, which showed that

credit activities
are more successful than sector
interventions in improving the economic position of NGo
participants.
Another aspect to consider in evaluating these different

types of interventions is their sustainability.
There are
many different aspects of sustainability, e.g., socioeconomÍc, poritical, environmental. rn this section we shalr
consider two aspects of an interventionrs socio-economic
sustainability. The first aspect is whether at some point the
withdrawal of the NGo wil-I affect the ability of the
participants to enjoy continuing benefits into the future.
This s¡as briefry considered in chapter six.
rf the
intervention creates undue dependence on the NGo, by that
reducing the participants' self-sufficiency or self-reliance,
and does not attempt to ,indigenize, its activities, then the
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inevitable NGo puII-out wirr read to a discontinuation of
benefits. Às Brown and Korten v¡rite, rvoluntary service
organizations (vsos) . . .perfonn irnportant social functions, but
unless they are developing the capacity of indigenous
organizations to replace them in their functions on a serfsustaining basis...they cannot cl-aim to be doing development
s¡orkfr (qtd. in Carroll L992, 43) .
The other aspect of sustainabirity relates to the future
dynamics of the market and is rerated to the discussion in
section 8.3 regarding market linkages. Despite whether the
Nco withdraws from a location, the activíties wirl only be
sustainabre if future market demand (and input suppry) is
growing. Declining future demand must be considered an
important determinant of a project's sustainabirity.
rn this latter sense, sector interventions are more
sustainabre, in that they have the greatest future market
potential.
This is because they open nev¡ input suppry,
introduce more productive technologies, improve human skirls,
and rely more on non-locar market demand. credit progranmes
in contrast rely on existing markets, skills and linkages.
The existing market infrastructure constrains the future
potential of credit activities to irnprove the incomes of the
prograrnme participants, and sometimes reduces the ¡nultiplier
effect.
one should hasten to add that the l-aissez-faire
approach allows for credit recipients to switch activities
over time, depending on which acÈivity in their ninds provides
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the greatest remuneration
on the other hand, the greater the NGo intervention
in
the existing market structure, the more dependent
the
participants rvilr- become on the Nco. sector
interventions may
have the greatest promise of future grrowth,
but they
also

create a dependency on the NGo for access to
inputs,
technorogy, skilr, and narkets. rn this sense,
sector
interventions reduce the self-sufficiency of the progranme
participants in a more significant way than
do credit
interventions. credit participants are dependent
on the NGo
strictry for credit. concerning prornoting serf-reriance,
which rnakes an interventionrs impact more
sustainable

in case
of NGo withdrawar, credit activities do much better
than
sector efforts.
This point is supported by the resurts of the
househord
survey' outrined in chapter 6. one guestion asked
respondents
what would happen to their incorne-generating
activity in the
event the NGo withdrew. For the credit and
irrigation.
participants, only L4 and r-5 percent respectively
said a
significant reduction would occur. However, twice
as many
sericulture participants indicated this (32 percent).
Thus a
clear trade-off exists as progranmes that seen to
hold the
most promise for future sustainabirity, i.e.,
the sector
3As was

discussed
chapter six, irrigation participants are
actualry involved in increait-¡u=ãå'
and a sector
intervention. .T.he.i.r. ,"=pãnses to thisã'"t:.,riti.=
question
relate
to their
credit-based activities.
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progranmes, create significantly
So

it is the credit

sufficiency.

more dependency on the NGO.
progranmes that do better concerning
self_

The household survey

resurts reported above are no doubt
in part due to the fact that the activities
of the credit
participants are typically not new to them.
only 59 percent
of the credit participants said that the activities
they vrere
involved in were nev¡. Ninety-five percent
of seri_curture
respondents said that silkworm rearing was
neh¡ for them, while
92 percent of the irrigation participants
indicated that the
actual irrigation activity was new for thern (not
the credit_
based activities they undertook). so credit
activities are
not only traditional and therefore more easily
undertaken, but
also just over 40 percent of the credit respondents
lrere
engaged in these activities before joining
the NGo. credit
progranmes woul-d therefore rank high
on promoting participant
serf-sufficiency. However, because of the supply
and deurand
constraints discussed. above, the sustainabirity
of credit
interventions is guestionable. rt is the sector
interventions
that seem to forego serf-sufficiency in order
to promote
activities that are sustainable in the long_run.
This is not to suggest that credit activities
do not
create any type of dependency. credit participants
are
heavÍly dependent on NGo credit, and as a result
reduce their
reliance on indigenous sources of credit. rn chapter
six it
hras seen that 67 percent of the credit
respondents said that
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they relied less on money-lenders as sources of credit
since
joining the NGo. The total amount of credit
borrowed by the
credit participants increased by over 66 percent.
The credit
participants have reduced their dependence
on money-lenders,
but have increased ít in overar-r terms through
higher

borrowing from reratives, and from the NGo revor_ving
funds.
Participants contÍnue to borrow from money-renders,
but at a
much reduced rate. The NGO has evidently
created another,

arthough very significant
participants.

source of borrowing for the

Let us rook at the two exampres of sector Ínterventions
that were focused on in the household survey to illustrate
the
types of dependencies created. Both the irrigation
and
sericulture interventions suffer from creating dependence,
but
for quite different reasons. The irrigation efforts
have
strong market potentiar, even with row income-eJ.asticity,
because of the high marginal budget share
discussed earrier in
this chapter- Arso, the irrigation interventions
involve

technology, that although unfamiriar to the NGo participants,
is locaIIy avairabre and repairabre. rnputs are
arso rocarry

availabre- one of the principal ways in which dependence
is
created in this intervention is related to the cooperative
structure of the irrigation groups. To sustain
both the
efficient operation of the irrigation projects
and the
equitable distribution of the profits, the NGos
considered
reguired substantial monitoring. Both area managers
for BRå,c
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and proshika ÌIUK in the areas studied
said that their
irrigation progranmes required a substantiar
amount of their
time' Even with this substantiar
nonitoring, as was seen in
chapter five, there is some evidence
of both inefficient
operation and inequitable distribution
of benefits in some NGo

progranmes.

The cooperative

structure has proven difficult to operate
and maintain in the past (see
LeIe 1981_; Hulme and Turner
1990) ' Even when the NGo attempts
to work with a rer_atively
homogreneous group, the problerns
of inequitabre distribution
have occurred4'
rn order for these irrigation
cooperatives/shamities to become
independent of the Neo
assistance in future, then cÌearly
more work must be done to
both improve the efficiency of their
operations, and ensure
the benefits are distributed more equitably.
sericulture offers tremendous potentiar
for future
growthr ês it ties I0w-income
rurar producers into expanding
urban and export markets. However,
for the very reasons this
intervention is sustainable, it
fairs to promote self_
reliance. Not only do the sericulture
participants need to
l-earn new skil's, and to continuously
upgrade them, they are
also dependent on the NGo for essential
inpuÈs, like mulberry

leaves and silkworm eggs (DFLs), and
arso for market access.
aproshika MUK's
strategy is to invorve some smalr
farmers that wourd otrre-ñiïe-tart

or medium
their
,r=,rãr
iurget
group
t"
estabrisn ìrpo.ranr
""t=ïåà
ú;k; inrã -G;- asriculrurar
å3ro'ïIî;.
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presently both BRÀ,c and proshika
MUK silkworm rearers are
principally dependent on mulberry reaves
from roadside
pl-antations- These roadside plantations
involve significant
monitoring by NGo personner, and. in BRÀc's case,
monitoring by
paid prantation guards. rn some areas,
this has been the
source of considerabre politicar tension5.
Eventuarry, the
trees wilr grow large enough to reguire much ress
monitorÍng.
Perhaps eventuarry the political tension
wirr ease as peopre
come to accept the new trees. This
is open to some guestion.
Another rnajor area of intervention for
the NGo
sericulture personnel is in the area of silkworm
egg (DFLs)
provision. Evidentry even with the considerabre
crout both
proshika
BRÀC and
have, they have not been able to get
sufficient numbers of silkworm eggs for their purposes
from
the government sericur-ture board. This is a problern
at the
nationar rever for the NGo head offices and at the
area rever.
rt has proven to be such a problem that BRAC
is now pranning
to develop its own facilities to produce sirkworm
eggs, and in
the rnedium-term consideri-ng irnporting DFLs
frorn rndia
(sinchaisri and sinha i,ggz, 30). !,Jhile this
will irnprove the
prospects for sericulture expansion,
it adds to the
infrastructure that BRÀc is providing its participants,
and
thereby reducing their self_reliance.
5rn the proshika MUK
stud.ied, there !/ere several stories
of how loca1 el_ites whoarea
owned fields near tne road where
the
mulberry trees hrere gJan!.ea- oÞjected to tnern.
rn one case in
particular, violence resulted when a landowner
attacked a proshika
MUK participant.
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This is not to suggest that the guestion
of self_reliance
is not being considered by different
NGos. For exampre, one
appraisal 0f BRÀ,c,s future sericulture plan
argued they should
not expand into the weaving sector and
the export narket. The
report suggested that BRÀc use
the existing weavi_ng
infrastructure as welr as unsaturated
rocar demand first
(Sinchaisri and Sinha ];gg|, 28).
fnstead of developing
upstream linkages that would be dependent
on the NGo, BRÀC has
decided to rer-y on the existing
surplus capacity and
unsaturated demand.

is al-so planning to promote the d.evelopment
of
indigenous cocoon markets, taking
av/ay the present monopsony
position of the Bangradesh sericurture
Board (sinchaisri and
sinha Lggz, 3o).
The Lgg2 sericulture appraisal team
recommended that BRA. promote
an open auction system as
production expands, similar to
devel0pments in the Jammu
region in rndia (i,ggz, 3o). rn the
long_term the tearn
advocated the expansion of r-ocal
reeling facilities that would
then compete for cocoons from the
BR.A,. silkworm rearers.
There should be enough reerers to
ensure that a monopsonistic
or oligopsonistic situation does not
result. However, in the
short-term, BRÀc v¡ourd need to act as
a buyer of rast resort
(1'992, 31). Thus, inplicit in
BRÀc's strategy is for the
eventual indigenization of much of its
infrastructure.
Àn important relationship that we
have not dealt with in
this study is the link between client participation
in NGo
BRAe
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planning and management and project
sustainabirity. Thomas
carrolL points to the critical need of NGos
to promote rocal
capacity building to ensure the NGo irnpact
is sustainable:
rrThe only v¡ay service
provision can become a sustainabre and
curnulative process is ir the recipients
rearn to nanage their
resources, deal more effectively with the government
and the
market, and deverop community-based institutions
of their ohrn'
(carroll Lgg2,
rn Bangladesh, amongst the NGos
'-7B).
investigated for this study, there is not
trernendous evidence
of local capacity buirding initiatives..
This resutt should
be treated tentatively, as this issue was
not the principal
focus of this study.

8.5

gummary

other examples courd be cited of both ways
in which
sector interventions promote less self-reliance,
Many

but ar_so on
how NGos are atternpting to indigenize
some of their
infrastructureT.

Ultinately,

if

income-generation

óall threl wclq - ASÀ,
BRAC, and proshika - have made efforts
to deverop federations
their prrir"ipants at various revers
(viI1age, union, thana) "É
promote rocal.
tã
for social and
politicar change. rhrbugh its rtrr -iï tn"
_capacity
pronotion
of various
urnbrerla organizations at-Êeverar levers, proênika
*år= to go the
farthest in promoting capacity-;"irdi;;".. The
rhana shomonäv, are cooiainãËi;;-;ä;Iåt".= virlage, union, and
made up of proshika
members' The committees are- enr¡ryoni"
ro*=
of car-roIlrs (aggz)
orsanizations, desis"äá---i" promore
locar capaciry
ffiffifi}1"
7¡rcc

in i-!= soybean
promotion
-pfoduce
ef forts has deveroped the
-=åLalabiritv to indigenoul=ry
r¡hich it i= ,,o*
slowty
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interventions are to promote participant inco¡ne
and have a
wider economic inpact, then the removar of
binding supply and
demand constraints
inpricÍt in the more interventionist
sector approach seems to hold the'ost potential.
credit
intervention
the laissez faire approach wirr generarly
invorve rower murtiplier effects because
of its failure to
deal r¡ith the supply and demand constraints
discussed earlier
in this chapter (see Table 8.7).
Hohrever, if income-generation interventions
are to have

a continuing impact, after the NGo has withdrawn,
then they
must be profitable for the participants
and there must be hope
that participants can pursue the activity
without Nco
assistance in the future. rn chapters five
and six it was seen
that the sector interventions - sericulture
and irrigation _
were not as profitabre as rvere the credit
interventions. rn
chapter seven it was shown that credit interventions
are ress
expensive than sector progranmes. fn
this chapter, it, has
been argued that NGos create a dependence
on their prograrnmes:
this is a more serious issue with sector
than with credit
prog'ranmes, reflecting the more
interventionist nature of the
former. The sector approach provides both
credit and market
linkages, incruding input supply, market access,
etc., for its
participants, nhereas the raissez-faire
approach of credit
extension leaves the market rinkages up
to the individual
recipient. For sector progranmes to have
some hope of an

privatising (Mennonite central conmittee
199r- ,

4-L4).
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iurpact beyond the life

of the Nco, it is essentiar that the
NGo think carefully about how and when these
linkages wilr be
indigenized. This indigenization process courd be faci-ritated
through government, private efforts¡ or some arternative
organization with long-terrn funding. This rast alternative
courd be facilitated through the promotion of greater
rocar
capacity amongst the participants. For instance, the capacity
for serf-management should be promoted for irrigation
shamities. From the field work done for this study, NGos
do
not seem to have placed significant efforts here so far.
This chapter has discussed the issues of market, linkages
and sustainability, juxtaposing credit and sector
operations
to highlight some essential factors that need to
be
considered- credit activities appear to face market
constraints in both the short- and long-tenn. These read
to
a certain amount of dispracement, and do not give a tremendous
sense of optinism for future growth. Hovrever, it
is the
credit-financed activities that ninimize the participants,
dependence on the organization and seem to generate
the
highest short-term profit. The sector progra¡nmes successfully
reduce rnarket constraints, but significantry reduce
their
participants' self-reliance. This is fine if the NGo
is not
worried about its participants, future given the inevitability
of its (the NGo's) eventual departure. rf these rinks are
not
indigenized, then this departure would lead to a return to
the
initiar econornic stater or potentialry to a worse state.
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Table 8-7 strengths and hleaknesses of credit
and sector
ïnterventions

Area
Profitabitity
cost
Multiplier effect

high
low
weak

SeIf-reliance

h i ¡çh

NGO

credit

programmes

rGAs face several trade-offs.

1ow

high
high
low

rmpact, cost, future

sustainability, and. serf-reliance are arr factors
that must be
considered- rn the next chapter we shar_I
bring all these
factors
together to evaluate the NGo income-generation
strategy.
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coNcI,IrsroN

This study has atternpted to make a contribution
to the
literature on nongovernmentar organizations,
spotlighting
their efforts in income and ernployment
generation.
specifically, q'e have attenpted to determine
progranmes are delivered efficiently,

whether these
g,enerating impact both

directly for NGo participants and indirectly
to the overal_l
economy- rn Bangladesh, d.onor support
for NGos has increased
markedry recently, creating a potentiarry
dangerous situation
if objective evaluation does not keep pace.
rt is dangerous
if widery herd views about the quality
of NGo progranmes are
not constantly questioned and scrutinized.
Fairing to do so
could lead to the same situation experienced
by nany connunity
development prograrnmes of the past.
The conclusions must be prefaced
with a rerninder of the
methodol0gy of this study. Most

notably, the three NGos that
were investígated both in the househor_d
survey, and in other
aspects of the research were selected purposively.
They were
selected because they are medium to
large in size, have a
relatively long history in Bangladesh,
and are active in both
credit and sector interventions. Thus
they do not represent
a random sarnpling of NGos in Bangladesh.
Randorn sanpling $¡as
avoi-ded because of the significant
variation in quality of
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NGOs: ranging from highly respected
and professional
organizations to those that have been
set_up prirnarily to
attract some of the foreign funding that
is available. These
Ncos nere purposively serected,
in part, because they have
generally had strong reputations
in the NGO and donor
community. the results must be interpreted
with this in mind:
we are reaÌry considering what
NGos can do, as opposed to what
the NGO community as a whole is doing.
Three relatively large organizations
vrere serected
because of the desire to consider
the irnplications of scar_ing_
up. rn chapter three it was seen that
even when Grameen Bank
participants were included, only
roughly 30 percent of the
poor in Bangradesh are reached. obviousry
significantly more
scaling-up will be reguired to reach
alr poor peopJ_e.
Another irnportant point to keep in
rnind in these
conclusions is that the incone-generating
progranmes focused
on in this study really only encompass
one aspect of the
complete Nco approach in Bangladesh.
other important aspects
of their work incrude non-formal education
in such things as
literacy, child prirnary education, consciousness-raising,
nutrition and hearth issues, and arso
efforts in group
formation and advocacy work. Except
for ÀsA, the NGOs
considered have strong experiences in
income and empl0'ment
generation. ÀsÀ has had a somewhat
different history, in that
until recently it concentrated armost
entirely on group
for¡nation and consciousness-raising.
More recentry
ASA has
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decided to increase its efforts in income-generation,
and. thus
their incrusion lends a balance to the
other two NGos.

rncreasing donor support for NGos since
the r-970s is the
result of, on the one hand, the persistence
of poverty in
Bangladesh, and on the other hand,
the realization that
NGos

have a potential advantage over g.overnment
organizations
concerning poverty reach. rn Bangladesh,
whire there is some
evidence that poverty is declining,
it is doing so sroq¡r_y that
there is widespread disilrusionment
with large_scare

government and internationardevel0pment progranmes, and. g.reen

revorution technologies. This is not
to suggest that these
programmes and policies have
been entirely ineffectuar, but to
argue that a more direct mechanism
for poverty alreviati.on is
urgentÌy needed. This study has attempted
to add to the body
of knowledge about NGos, considering
their abirity to
alleviate poverty, and whether this process
prornotes general

economic development.

The question of whether NGos alreviate
poverty is
answered by considering who it
is that NGo participants are,
and whether the inpact on these participants
is significant
compared with the costs to the organization.
I{hether NGos can
alleviate poverty in a v¡ay that promotes
econornic deveropment
is another question, not often considered
in the riterature on
NGos. perhaps the sinplest and most
efficient progranme Ncos
courd engage in wouÌd be providing financiar
or material
support directly to their participants
through something like
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child sponsorship or rural rrrorks projects.
However, the
devel0pmentar irnplications of these types
of activities are
arguabry low. chird-sponsorship provides
for the immediate
needs of the child, but does r.ittle for
the cornmunS_ty as a
whole. rnfrastructure projects improve transportatÍon
and

communication and no doubt foster market
linkages necessary
for economic growth, but do so in a way that provides

little

assurance the poor will benefit.
The NGO income-generation strategy has
the potential to
both promote poverty al-leviation and economic

development. rt

has been argued that the income and ernployrnent
implications of
the NGo strategy, when scared-up contain aspects
of a basic_
needs employment strategy targeted to
the poor. The targeting
provides greater assurance that poverty
is reduced. since the
incomes of the poor rise, there is the potential
in the rong_

run to create a serf-perpetuating dynarnic
increase in the
demand and suppr-y of basic-needs commodities
and services.
Thus the poor directry benefit in the short-run,
buÈ i_n the
long-run the entire conmunity benefits.
rn the discussion that wirl follow the results
from this

study about v¡hether

NGo

income-generating programnes do indeed

promote poverty-arleviating devel0pment
r+ill be reviewed. The

discussion wÍIr incrude references to concrusions
that can be
nade with some certainty about NGo rGAs,
and reference to
areas that clearry require further research.
I{e shall also
consider some irnplications the results have
for actuar NGo
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practice.
The principal resurts from this study
can be crassified
into f ive areas . rn section g . r- r4¡e shalr
100k

at NGo, s
poverty reach and consider the exclusion
problern. section g.2
shall consider the distribution of NGo
benefits, while 9.3
looks at the direct impact and costs of
rGAs. section g.4
discusses the displacement problem, whire
9.5 concrudes this
study with a short discussion on participation
and
sustainablity.
9.1 poverty

Reach

Data from the househor-d survey, and
from secondary
sources, support the hypothesis that Nco
participants are
drawn from the relatively disadvantaged
in Bangladesh. rn
comparison to national averages, excepting
the irrigation
participants, the NGo clients were worse-off.
However, when
compared to the control group in
our household survey,
participant levels of income and asset
ownershíp were higher.
This v¡as most marked with the irrigation participants.
The
data therefore suggest that most of the participants
are from
a relatively disadvantaged group, but not
from the poorest of
the poor- This conclusion supports those
of many other
studies that Nco participants are generarly
drawn from the
relaÈively better-off poor, principally because
it is these
people that have resources and skills
that the NGO progranme
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can build upon. of course, as carrorl (rgg2,
7r) points out,
progranmes that specialize in

the promotion of social and
politicar organizing tend to work with
the poorest segrments of
the population. since our study considers
onry income_
generating progranme participants,
it is biased against
progranmes that potentially work
with the poorest.
rt should be added that a minimum of 15 percent
of the
respondents far-I 0utside the NGOs'
own target group
definitions- This courd simpry refrect the
fact that their
progranmes have been successful.
rf so, NGos should devel0p
some process to graduate their participants,
if they are
confident in the sustainability of its impact.
rf this is not
so, then NGos shour-d be more carefur in participant
serecti.on.
9.2 Distribution of Benefits

rrrigation participants stand out in the group
as being
crose to the nationar- average in economic
indi-cators. ït is
the explicit poricy of two of the NGos to throw
their net
wider for this intervention. rn one of
these cases the
progranme hras designed to provide potabr_e
water to the entire
community. The other case is more interesting
in that the
wider net was considered essentiar to attract
infr_uential
10ca1 farmers that could support the
establishment of
cooperative water-selling to crop cultivators.
Às was seen in
chapter five, this has red to a certain
monopolization of
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benefits by the rerativery wealthy, mirroring the resurts
of
cornilla cooperative moder of the 1960s. clearly this provides
evidence that cooperative projects are more cornpricated
than
individuar ones with respect, to ensuring that distributional
consequences

are equitable.
As to whether credit progranmes work with a poorer
crass
people
of
than do sector interventions, the results are mixed.
while irrigation participants were clearly d.rawn
from a
different group than $tere credit beneficiaries, sericulture
clients were cl_oser to the latter than the former.
Às far as individual income-generating activities
are
concerned, there is rittre evidence that level
of economic
impact is rerated to the socio-economic rever
of the
participant. The onry significant rer_ationship
discovered was
a minor one between paddy self-sufficiency and impact
of the
intervention on paddy and farm Íncome. This
was most
pronounced for irrigation participants.
This is most rikely
explained by the fact that the more serf-sufficient
farms,
having J-arger randhordings, are going to benefit
to a g,reater
extent by irrigation schemes than households with row
revers
of self-sufficiency simply because they have more
rand to
cultivate paddy.
rf

NGos

do want to improve the situation of the poorest,

then new initiatives are necessary. Às was mentioned
above,
NGo progranmes in sociar and politicar
organization
potentially meet this requirement. However, if more
immediate
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economic inpact is seen as necessary then
a prograrune that is

less developmentalry sound may be the only
alternative.
carroll (Lggz, 76) advocates rural works progranmes
as a means
to this end- The benefit of these progranmes
is the inherent
participant self-serection process by which
only very poor
wage rabourers would choose to become
involved.
rn talks with control group respondents
who had
consciously decided not to join the NGo
in the area, it
appeared the prirnary reason not to join
was that they felt the
risk to them of being unabre to repay any credit
outweighed
the potentiar beneficial econonic inpact.
This result shourd
be treated tentatively, and reguires further
research, but
there is evidence that these interventions are
by-passing a
class of poor people who are particularly risk-averse.
The
question that needs to be the subject
of further research is
why this crass of people is serecting
to stay out of

these
prograrnmes? rs it because they just
live cI0ser to the bare
subsistence rever and therefore are more

vulnerabre, or is it,
because they are essentially wag.e labourers,
inexperienced in
self-employment activities?
The reason for this grouprs
exclusion courd provide crues about how to
inctude them in
other incorne-generating schemesi.
lFrom j-9gg, BRÀc
in
the Government of conjunction
aangladesh

with the world
Food programme
and
-!å!r"*"
i"iri"iãd";
which
attempts to promote income generation amongst
ïncorne generation for vurnerabr" gr"utãärr"rop*-"nt the very poor.
linked to BRAC's pouräy'programrne, proviåes rîèîco), closery
lJ.îr'g
and key
inputs for women who torñefry
rations
to undertake
pourtry rearing. BRAc lrssi;--;;l- reports
that incorne for
"-""Ëìäaoiooa
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To the extent that NGos are by-passing
some of the very

poor impries that the poorest, often
women-headed households,
are not participating. rn this sense, the
income-generation
strategy is not prornoting greater eguity
betu¡een lromen

and

men. However, tv¡o of the NGos studied have
been increasJ_ng
the proportion of femare participants they
work with so that
today they are actuarly working with a greater
proportion of
women than men. of course this
does not guarantee that the
households are fernale-headed nor that
they are from the
poorest sections of the community.
rncreasing the proportion
of vJomen that NGOs work with is an atternpt
to promote the
status of sromen in Bangladesh. the vast
majority of the
female respondents to the household survey
said their social
status within the family had irnproved
because of their
involvement with the NGo. what reguires
further study is to
learn the extent of this irnprovement.
Female credit
recipients, like their male counterparts,
are invor.ved in
activities traditional in nature: $¡omen tend
to be invor_ved
in activities dorninated by women historically.
This type of
reliance will not necessarily overcome
inherent gender
ineguality.
An example of this ineguality came from
some discussions
with several femar-e credit recipients in one
of the survey
locations. They said that the traditionar division

of r-abour
was maintained in their credit-based
rGA, which meant that the
participants range from Tk ZSO - 263 per
month.
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senior male of the househord was the womanrs rink
with the
market. This inplied the male hras responsibre
for the
purchase of inputs and the sale of
outputs. An unegual
distribution of benefits courd resurt, as the
mare has
something of monopoly control of the market
interaction.
Thus the hypothesis that income-generating
activities are
gender-sensitive is neither proved nor disproved,
and clearry
requires further research
9'3 0irect rnpact and costs of Nco rncome-ceneration
on average, participant incorne increased by armost
4s
percent over the intervention period, and
hras go percent
higher than the control group's income. Non-farm
empl0'rnent

rose by 7r percent, but remained relativeÌy unchanged
for
l-abour (data were unavail_able for farm employment)
.
overwhelning majority of the survey respondents

wage

The

said their
income had increased due to the NGo intervention.
rn almost
every economic indicator of the credit-based
activities,
including net income, return to rabour, return on
capitaÌ, and
labour and capital productivity, the post intervention
levels
v¡ere higher than the pre-intervention Levels. post
creditbased activities did not fare as welr when
compared to control
group activities.
However, these data indicate that incornegenerating activities have a substantiar
irnpact on the
economic position of the participants.
This irnpact is
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greatest through non-farm income, but particularly
in the case
of irrigation particÍpants, direct and indirect
increases in
farm income also contribute to overarr
improved econoruic
status.
considering the hypothesis that sector interventions
are
more directly remunerative than credit,
the evidence from this
study seems to refute this.
Evidence on the actual
profitabirity of cooperative irrigation projects
is based on
secondary sources, but shows that except
proshikars

for
is highry variabre,

irrigation prograrnme, profitability
and
often negative. Evidence from the household
survey suggests
that returns for households invor-ved in sericurture
are 10w in
comparison to returns experienced by credit
participants.
This is counter to the intuitive idea that sector
progranmes
that involve the provision of complernentary
inputs rike rah,
materiars, ne!ü technology, market access, together
with credit
will read participants into activities
that are more
productive and ultimately more profitabre
for them.
This is not to say that ar-I sector interventions
are ress
remunerative than credit-based ones. As
rras seen in chapters
three and five, NGos in Bangladesh are invorved
in several
sectors, some of which are more remunerative
in the short_run
than others- The reasons for the rower profitability
of
sector interventions are not entirely clear,
given the a
priori reason for expecting higher profitability.
Two
possible explanations come to rnind.
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To start with, recalr that credit-based activities
almost arl traditional in nature. Moreover,
40 percent

are

of the
credit respondents said that they had undertaken
the income_
generating actívity before receiving credit
from the Nco.
This means that either the crediÈ participant has
undertaken
the activity beforer or arternatively, has likeIy
seen the
relatively uncornplicated activíty being done by
others. on
the other hand, sector progranmes move the participant
into
actÍvities in which they have no personar experience,
or
possibry never had even indirect contact
v¡Íth. For exampre,
BRÀc and proshika have introduced sirkworm
curture into areas
where sericulture has not traditionalr_y been
practised. The
cooperative irrigation projects of Èhese two
NGos are another
example. Here landless and marginal farmers become
involved
in an activity in which only the rand-rich
have been
associated historically.
NGo participants are not the only
inexperienced actors in
these sector interventions.
The NGO staff, although
professíonar and welr educated, often rack
substantiar fierd
ex¡rerience. BRÀc (3,gg2, 3') has a relatively 10ng
experience
in sericurture, dating from rg76, but proshika
has been
involved only si-nce i,g}A (proshika L992a, 33). proshika
(1'992a, 35) initiated its work in irrigation
in r-980, while
BRÄC started work with deep tubewells
in the r-980s (BRå,c
L99La , 2L). while this seerns to impJ_y
between r-o L5 years
of experience, it must be kept in mind that both orgranizations
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have experienced fast scaling-up of
their activities that has
placed a serious strain on their programmes
- requiring fast
promotion of field staff, and

rapid recruitment of new staff.
The other possible explanation for
the poorer performance
of the sector interventions rerates
to the naÈure of
nongovernmental 0rganizations working
in devel0pment. These
organizations often get their first
momenturn from a concern
for the poor' and a desire to alleviate poverty.
lfany NGos
have moved into income-generation
only aft.er having refr-ected
on the impact of the relief strategies
they formerly pursued.
sector prog'ranmes invorve the NGo, to
a much greater extent
than credit interventions, in the marketplace.
The tension
that results is that the NGos on the one
hand desire to herp
poor people to improve their 10t,
but simultaneousry must
enforce the rigid discipline necessary
for success in the
market. with credit prograrnmes, this enforcement
is pJ_aced on
the individual participant, but with sector
progrartrmes to a
varying degree the enforcement must
come more from the
organization. one example of this is
the Neo purchase of
cocoons for reeling in their ovrn
reeling units. on the one
hand they wour-d rike to provide a ,
fair, price to their
participants, but at the same tine must
enforce disciprine by
paying a prernium based only on the quality
of the product.
I{ith specific reference to cooperative
irrigation
efforts, another expranation for the poor
and variable
performance could relate to the
sirnple fact that cooperative
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efforts of any sort in Bangladesh are very
hard to manage, and
have historically been problernatic.
Àfter having said this, it is irnportant
to ernphasi_ze that
NGos have been successfur in
some of theír sector efforts,
and.
possibly with time wir-r- improve in
arr of their interventions.
IVhether there is an ultimate contradiction
between Nco
al-truism on the one hand, and the need
for business acumen on
' the other, wirt rikery be
decided after NGos have been ar_rowed
to further deverop their expertise.
The policy implicatÍons
however include the need for NGos
to specialize in certain
sectors instead of being involved in
many different sectors,
and also scale-up at a s10w pace
to buir_d up the human capital
required to maintain high standards.
Both of the sector progranmes highlighted
in this study
were more costly in per capita terms
than were the credit
proqranmes. this is largely a function
of the additional
staff reguired to carry out sector progranmes.
These staff
are generally more educated, and therefore
better paid than
the basic field staff. sector progranmes
were anln*here from

approximately L2 percent (in the case
of BR.ACrs irrigation

prograrnme) to almost SL percent
(for
programme) more expensive than

their

progranmes.

BRÀcrs sericulture

respective credit

combining per capita cost and benefit
data provided an
estimate of the efficiency of NGo income-generating

in the benefiÈ-outlay ratio.

prograrnmes

These ratios ranged as low as
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0.9 for BRÀc's sericulture progranme
to as high as r7.4 for
Proshika's irrigation prog,ranme.
The average benefit_outlay
ratio hras 5.g, which means that every
Tk 1 of NGO annual
operating cost is associ.ated r¡ith
a Tk 5. g increase in
participant income. rf the litmus
test for efficiency is
whether the benefit-outray ratio
is greater than L, then alr
but BRÄc's sericulture prograrune pass.
Here, sle have reported
on an actual benefit-cost analysis
undertaken by BRAC because
this project in particular has a
temporar distribution of
benefits and costs that require benefit-cost
analysis. The
results indicated that due to improvements
in sirk yarn
guality in the medium-term, the
actuar_ benefit_cost ratio is
above one for most assumptions
about the discount rate.
The data suggests that these income-generating
progranmes
are efficient'
However, the benefit-outray ratio
estimated
realÌy only approxirnates static efficiency.
Whether this
irnpries rong-term efficiency, particularry
in the face of
continuing scaling_up is unclear.
This will be considered
later in this chapter.
9.4 Displacement

very little

effort has gone into examining the second_
round irnpact of NGo interventions.
Ho$rever, there have been
some estimates of the second-round
irnpact of rising
agricultural income due to the introduction
of nodern
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varieties of foodgrains' Here, the nultiplier
effect is
substantial, ranging from L.2 to l-.6 r¡hen
the assumption of
fixed prices is dropped. There is potential
for the increased
incomes resurting from NGo interventions
to have this tlpe of
multiplier effect. on the other hand, it
is also possible for
there to be no second-round effect, if
complete dispracement
occurs. rn case of complete or near complete
displacement,
there are potential-Iy negative distribuÈionar
implications, as
NGo participants possÍbly
replace rnarginal producers. Mj_crointervent'ons, particul-ar'y when scared-up,
have macroeconomic
effects on both growth and distribution.
rn the face of
increasing donor funding this avenue of
research could provide
important insights into the macroeconomi-c
irnpact of mi_cro_
interventions.
The results of this study lend support
to the hypothesis

that sector interventions have greater
second_round or
multiprier effects than do credit progranmes.
This concrusion
is made tentatively, because sone credit
activities v¡i1r no
doubt have stronger murtiplier effects
than some sector
activities
there is no universar rule here. The point
is
that' with sector prograrnmes, binding market
constraints are
removed, which reduce the possibirity
of displacement. This
is not so for most credit progratünes.
Ànother aspect of sector progranmes is
that sometimes the
product is geared for eÍther the niddleor upper-income urban
markett ot for export- credit-based activities
tend to
ibe
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associ-ated with products that are part
of the consumption
basket of the poor. To a certain extent
this means that the
poor do not benefit as consumers
fron l0wer prices or higher
quality products, resulting frorn increased
sector investments.
However, as v/as discussed in chapter
eight, sector progranmes

alleviate demand-side constraints in part
because they open
new lucrative markets for the NGo participants.
Àt reast in
the short-run, rer-iance on these markets
arlows the NGo to
avoid critical market constraints.
The results of this study on this
matter are highly
qualitative in nature. we have only
been able to argue that,
in generar, credit activities face binding
constraints on the
demand-side, the supply-s'de, or possibly
both demand- and
supply-sides. rt has also been argued
that , by definition,
NGos actively attempt to remove
although rnaybe only
temporariry - these constraints for sector
interventions, such
that they are not binding. Ifhat we have
failed to do in this
study, and cour-d be considered an area for
future research, is
to actualry model this situation
to estimate actual
nurtipliers.
These could then be re-appried to
the benefit_
outlay ratios determined to produce
a furr-impact benefit_
outlay ratio.
Further research could investigate what
happens to non_
NGO producers who are displaced
by NGo credit recipients. rt
r¡ould be informative t.o know v¡ho are
the displaced producers _
whether they are indeed frorn the more
disadvantaged
segrments
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of the population.
This r^¡ouId provide insight, into
the
distributional effects of credit programnes.
9"S participation and Bustainabitity
of

fGÀs

During the field work, it becarne
clear that there are
really two different senses to the word ,participation,
in the
context of devel0pment projects.
The riteral sense implies
that the participants, together
with the Nco staff, are
constantly involved in the decision-making
process used to
implement, administer, and evaluate
the projects. There was
little evidence of this type of participation
within the NGos

considered.

However, there is broader sense
to the term
participation.
carrolr- (rgg2, ?9) , in his study
in Latin
America found that successful NGos
designed progranmes with an
understanding of their target grouprs
constraints and needs,
and that their staff ¡naintained
crose contact with their
participants. This fits well
v¡ithin Tendlerrs (1982) ,top_
down sensitÍve, category of
NGOs¡ êrrd is arguably
participatory in the sense that
clients are consulted,
although the finar decision-rnaking
is reft up to the NGo. rt
v¡as found that the NGos we appraised
for this study pursue
this latter, broader sense of client
participation.
rn
general, the NGO staff were motivat,ed
and interested in
maintaining strong links with their participants.
Moreover,
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the programmes display an excellent
understanding of the
reality of the rural poor.
ït was argued in chapter six that
NGo credit recipienÈs
had greater potential for future
independence from the NGO,
because their activities are
traditional in nature and invorve
technology and know_how available
locally.
fn contrast,
sector interventions, J-ike sericulture
and irrigation, involve
the participant in new technologies
and markets. ln chapter
eight it was pointed out that credit
programmes had a further
advantage over sector interventions
concerning eventuar
participant emancipation very
simply, credit participants
are dependent in fewer ways on the
organization. Eventually,
when the rink is severed with
the NGo in the future, the
participant's transition is rninimized.
The greater the number
of areas and the extent of the NGo
interventions in the market
for the participant, the more difficurt
it wirr be to achieve
participant self_reliance.
There ís some evidence, therefore,
that sector efforts
reduce the serf-reriance of the
NGo participant more than
do

credit

prog'ranmes'

rn case of credit participant
independence, their output and
income revels wourd likely
fa'I, but, by their own admission
in the household survey, the
participants v¡ould be able to continue
their income_generating
activities at a lower Level of
output. However, with both
sericul-ture and irrigation, and
potentialJ-y other sector
intervent'ions, the NGo withdrawal qrould
have more serious
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imprications for their participants.
I{hat cannot be concluded
here is whether either of these progranmes
has a significant
enough impact to counter_balance
the forces q¡hich are
irnpoverishing people over time, particularly
in case of
participant independence.
what is clear is that if sector progranmes
are to have a
lasting impact, NGos must redouble their
efforts to indigenize
the services they provide. By indigenize
it is meant that
these services be moved into either
the market, the government

sector, or possibly some alternatÍve
organization with 10ng_
term funding. AlÈernatively, wÍth
improved rocal capacity,
there is a potential for the l0car_
community to effectively
provide these services for themselves.
rn any of these cases,
the question of access must be of prime
irnportance, because in
the past it has been the poor usually
that have been denied
these services. NGos in Bangladesh
do not seem to have dealt
with this issue sufficientJ_y. As was
pointed out in chapter
five, BRÀc seems to have come the
cl0sest r+ith its plan to
turn arr of its Rurar- Development programme
offices over to
the self-supporting Rural credit programme
(Rcp) after a
certain time period. However, it is
not cÌear if the Rcp will
be able to provide inputs, training,
and access to markets so
important for the success of sector prograrrunes.
Loverr (lggz,
L87) indÍcates that participants
in BR.ACrs Rcp will be
expected to pay for these services.
rt is unclear, however,
what the cost will be, and whether
the clients will be abre to
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afford the services.
on this matter, Lovel1 pÌaces
the issues of
sustainability and self_reÌiance
in perspective. Love1l
(L992, r-88) argues that both
the rich and poor in Northern
nations benefit from progranmes
of both government and
nongovernmental 0rganizations,
in areas of health, education,
social security, not to rnention job
retraining, and that this
v¡ill not Likely end in the near
future. fndeed, she arg,ues
rwhere
that;
sociar and economic deveropment
is just beginning
for a rnajority of the people, and
where g,overnment services
remain nonexistent or ineffective
for the poorest, with no
signs of major change in the near
future, NGo interventions
will be needed for many years to
comer (Lovell Lggz, r-gg).
Lovelr concludes: rorganizations
like BRÀc, supported by a
sharing of the resources of the
North with the south, wirr be
needed far into the foreseeable
futurer, (1,gg2, j_8g) . rf donor
organizations are willing to accept
this proposition, then
clearry continual scrutiny of NGo
operations is essentiar, to
ensure that their impact is understood,
and to avoid creating
unrealÍstic expectations.
Às was seen in table g-7, there
are many trade-offs
between sector and credit interventions.
sector interventions
excel in their inpact on the overall
economy, while credit
interventions have a larger direct
irnpact, are ress expensive,
and allow for more participant
self_reliance.
Credit
progra¡nmes appear superior
in their direct irnpact, but their
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indirect

impact is questionable.

If NcO operations are to
receive long-term funding, then
there is a stronger
justification for sector interventions.
Long_term funding
presumabry irnplies rong-term provision
of criticat market
services for their clients, an. potentially
improved
efficiency in progranme inplementation.
Unfortunately
development funding to a certain extent
follows fads that do
not necessarily reflect actual_ effectiveness.
What is
criticar is that evaluation of NGo direct
and indirect impact
keep pace with their growing popularity.
The Nco income-generation strategy
does hold potentÍa'
for reducing poverty and prornoting economic
development, in
line with the expectations of a basic-needs
ernpl0'ment
strategy- The strategy has built upon
the resources and
talents of a relatively disadvantaged group
within Bangradesh.
Scaling-up must be done carefully,
and issues of
sustainability, effectiveness, and, equity
must continuously be
considered- There are no doubt pitfalls
to either of

the
general approaches consi-dered here,
whether credit or sector.
rt is the NGos' ability to combine their
understanding of the
social, political,
and, economic constraints of their
participants v¡ith an understanding
of the technical
and

econornic needs of devel0prnent that
wilr_ determine the extent
of their success.
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å,PPENDTX

Participant sun¡ey euestionnaire
Intervievrer
name:

fnterview

r

s

No¡

Date of
interview:

of

Name
NGO:

Name

of project

member:

Äddress:

Village:
Thana:

District:
1-l Date of joining

3l

NGo:

l;ii:å.iåt'årîiö=ï

3/ Type of

fGA:

received

credir

(@

Crop(0):

Vegetablfrl :
Livestock(2):Poultry(3):

Fish(a):
other(6):
type:
Credit e

rrrisariõifsl:
type:

4/ ïs this a nee¡ activity for you? yes(O):_

s/ Gender fGA client:

Male(O)

:_

Female(1)

6/ Primary occupation of household
Daily labour(O): head:
Snall- rraderir j ,_]-

snatl

business

fz)f

No(j-):

:_

320

Fishing(3):
other(4):
type:

Fanity Bize;

7/ I{orking males:
8/ IVorking femaleFe/ Old adults:
Lo/ Boys:
LI/ Pgy= in scnõõ@

L2/ Girls:
L3/ círrs ñEõãRT:

no hard labour
Less than

14

--

Land holdíngst J,4/ Owned field:

ecimals)
{_locarEJ@Emars
t5/ Predominant
Ðype of land:
a/ highland
)
b/ meorum-hiqhland, f rF-ffi-"r
r"t*l
c/ medium-lowlanO (up tg l_ n water)
d/ lowland(>rmv¡ãÐ=-----=t6/ Net Rent: 'fn:
Out:
L7/ Net Share:
In:
18/ HoneGã:
Le/ Total:

-^1

rinro@

20/

Yes! 0l .No ( J_)
Rl_ce SeIf-Sufficiencfr
22/ Pond:

2t/

(months/vear)

Livestock holdings:
23/
24/
25/
26/
27/
28/
2e/

cows:

bulIsF

lnunber)

qoaEs:
cn]-Cj(ens:
crucKs:

pigeonother:

30/ Have any of amounts of your
assets changed since joining
the NGO?:
Yes(o):
No (L) :

32L

have ch
ftem

VaIue

fncrease/Decrease?

a.
b.

c.

32/ pre

and

Post fGA debt situation:
Pre-fGÀ amount

Post-fGÀ amount

Moneylender

Relatives
NGO

33/ Have you discontinued any previous
activities since
startrng the NGO_based
Activity? Yes(o):_
ño(r):
34/ rf yes' previous ernpl0'rnent:
35/ rf yes, previous income:

income/ernployment
rncome-Generat j.ng

(person-days/year)
(Tk zyear)

36/ Have you
started other
activities sincenot
_".rstartin-g
the ¡¡eo_based
ÀcÈivity? Yes(0):_
ño(r):
yg=, approximate ernployrnent losr:
1r^l _:f

oays/year)

38/ ff yes, approximate income lost:
Farm fncome and Enplolment

(person(Tk zyear)

Àctivities:

39/ fndicate belor.¡ the households pre_NcO

income (
the year:

income/employrnent
fnconrã,_eenerating

and post-NGO farm

) throughout

322

-

Pre-NGO Net Farm fDcomes

TotaI
Quantity

ftem

(/year)

Àverage

Cash Costs(Tklyear) Net

(Tklunit

a.

Price

b.

Rice

I¡ære

Total (Tkly"..j

Vegetable

Fruit
Livestock

Poultry
Fish
Other:
Total_

Post-NGO Net Farm fncoDes

Item
Rice
Vegetable

Fruit
Livestock

Poultry
Fish
Other:

TotaI

Total
Quantity

(/year)

Averag,e

Price

(rklunit)

Cash Costs

b.

Tota1

323

Ifage fDcome

40/ rndicate

if,!"ffi.f

&

Enploynent åctivities

ber-ow

the

:

househor.dr_s pre-NGo_and post_NGo
wage

) ã;á Ënprol.nent throushour

Pre-NGO tfaar
__3 fpcome a¡rd Enpl

Bengali

.Activity#l_:

Activity#2:

Àctivity#3:

Baisak

Jaistha
Àshar
Sraban
Bhadra

Aswin

Kartik
Agrahayon
Poush
Magh

Falgaoon

Chaitro

- Post-NcO ïage fncome and EnpI
Activity#l_:
Àctivity#2:
Bengali

nonth

wage --Eays

wagie

Baisak

Jaistha
Ashar

-

#d

Activity#3:
I{age #dã

324

Sraban
Bhadra
Aswi_n

Kartik
Àgrahayon
Poush
Magh

FaÌgaoon

Chaitro
fDcome-cenerating å,ctivity (fcÀ)
fncome anõ Employment:

4r/ Has your
1gy"r of income changed from the ïGA?
fncrease(0):
Decrease(1):No change(z)--42/ Has your level of ernployment
changed from the fcÀ?
ïncrease(O):
Decrease(1):No change(2)43/ rf income.has increased, how

consumption(0):

T:ïl:s./!".Ylv(Ð:
rnvestment(2):

(zr

has

it

been used?

iåí

izi

44/ Determine the household-rs
pre-Nco qnd post_NGo total
output and -Àctiviti;='ùr,'rå"gnour
price receiveJ iór-nou=ãrrãra
Jrnarl business/rncome_
Generarins
rhe year:
- pre-Nco rncome-Generating activities,
Àctivity #1:
^ -:
Quancicy
Produced

output and price¡

:

Bengali

month

Baisak

Employment

(days/rnonrh) (/rn";añi

Price

ge

(rklunir)

325

Jaistha
Ashar
Sraban
Bhadra

Aswin

Kartik
Àgrahayon
Poush
Magh

Falgaoon

Chaitro

å,ctivity
Bengali

month

Baisak

Jaistha
Ashar
Sraban
Bhadra

Àswin

Kartik
Agrahayon
Poush
t{agh

Falgaoon

Enployment

days/nonth)

#z:

QuantÍty
Produced
(/month)

Àverage

Price

(rÇunit)

326

"";ï:::

rDcome_ceneraring

å,ctivity
Bengali

month

Enplolment
(days/nonth)

#1:
gu
Produced

(/nonth)

Acriviries, ourpur
Price

(rklunir)

Baisak

Jaistha
Ashar
Sraban
Bhadra

Aswin

Kartik
Agrahayon
Poush
Magh

Falgaoon

Chaitro

Àctivity
Bengali

month

Baisak

Jaistha
A,shar

Sraban
Bhadra

Aswin

Enployment

(days/nonth)

Pu
Produced
(/nonth)

Þri

r-o -

(rÇunir)

and

327

Kartik
Àgrahayon
Poush
Magh

Falgaoon

Chaitro

45/ Determine the

househol_dr.s.

i5iilïl'i:;î:;ï:ïffiÏiä
fncome-cenerating
Pre-NGO

Product

pre-Nco

and post_NGo srnall
o".i"î¿t -àä==
i,,åo* ääà cosrs

Àctivity eross

fncome-Generati

Total
Quantity

(/year

fncomes

Àctivities

r

Àverage

PrÍce

(rÇunir)

Gross

fDcome3

Gross
fncome

a.

b.

c.
d.

Total
Post-NGo fncome-Generati

Product
a.

b.
c.

Total
Quantity
year)

Àctivities
Average

Price

r

Gross fncome:
Gross
fncome

Tklunit) (Tklyear)

328

d.
TotaL

IDcome-ceneratiug

-

Ãctivities,

Pre-NGO fncome-Generating

Total
Quantity
Raw

a.

Costss

Activities

Àverage

Price

unit)

r

Costs:

Total

Cost
Tk,/year

materials:

b.

c.
d.
e.

Land rental

Building rent
Power, water
Loan repayment

Other:
Total_

-

Post-NcO fncome-cenerating

Total
Quantity
(/year
Raw

a.

b.
c.

materials:

Àctivitiesr Costs:

Average

Price

Tklunit)

Total

Cost

(TÇyear)

329

d.
e.
Land rental

Building rent
Power, water
Loan repayment

Other:

Total
Technolog'y f ssues:

46/ List below working and fixed capital
householdrs pre-NGO and
for the
_requirements
post-NGO small
fusinessTlncome_
Generating Activities :
lforking Capital:
- Pre-NcO levels
Raw

a.

Resale
Value
rná

b.

c.
End products:
a.

b.
c.

Total

- Post-t{GO level:
ResaIe
Value (Tk)

332

Control gurrrey Questionnaire Àðdition

Qualitative euestions:
47/ Have you heard of the
Yes (o)

No

(l-)

NGO

we are researching?

48/ Have any NGO people approached you to join the NGO?
Yes(0):_
No(L):_
49/ (Tf yes)Àre they agreed to have you join the NcO?
Yes (0) :_
No ( t_) :_
Uncertain(2):
so/ I{hy have you not j oined the NGO?
-have not heard about it/have not been approached(o)
-no or very smal1 economic benefit(l):
-possibry creates social problem= ior your farniry that
will
outweigh any econornic benefits(2) :
-have too manv resources to fir G-¡à;óåElroup(s)
-have too few resources to fit targ"i-iiorrpla¡,
-other (5) :_

51l

do you think the NGO actually work with?
-households largely dependent oi aay labour(O):
and rnarginal farm househórâs
-smarl
(<s0
decimals) (t) :_
-households dependent on small business/trading (2 )
-medium farmers (>50 decimals) (3):
-other wealthy people(4) 3_
Who

?2/ .!". yolr opinion how does the quality of
to
that of the government?:
lower quality(0) :_
same guality(J_) :
higher guaf ity(2) t__
no opinion(3):

NGO

work compare

